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This dissertation defines and explores “radiogenic aesthetics” in late modernism that 

emerged alongside radio broadcasting, World War II era propaganda, censorship, and 

paper shortages, and the transnational networks forming in the shadow of British imperial 

collapse. The Anglo-Irish writers in this study—W.B. Yeats, Louis MacNeice, Elizabeth 

Bowen, and Samuel Beckett—addressed a changing media environment that mapped on 

to the socio-cultural flux of the period following Irish Independence. Transcending the 

newly minted national boundaries between Ireland and England, the British Broadcasting 

Corporation became a locus for shaping transnational literary networks, this in spite of 

the nationalist rhetoric surrounding broadcasting. By analyzing broadcasts alongside print 

literature, I identify a circuit of influence coursing between modernism and broadcasting, 

rather than a unidirectional flow. This body of work, which includes drama (radio and 

stage), feature broadcasts, poetry, and fiction, offers a counter-narrative to literary 

historical theories that position modernist aesthetics as a reaction against popular mass 

media. Motifs of uncanny repetition—returns, echoes, and hauntings, which are far from 

benign—are typical of these radiogenic aesthetics and reveal tensions between orality and 

literacy, embodiment and disembodiment, communalism and individualism, ephemerality 

and permanence, and tradition and “the now.” These tensions become definitive features 
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of late modernism as the self-assurance of modernism’s first practitioners gives way to 

troubling questions about the future of literature in the unstable media environments 

surrounding WWII. Adapting traditional literary forms from the novel, poem, and play 

for the broadcast medium and incorporating radio’s epistemologies into their literary 

theories, Yeats, MacNeice, Bowen, and Beckett draw attention to fundamental questions 

about mediation itself. In so doing, they anticipate the hypermediacy of postmodernism 

without, however, relinquishing the modernist pursuit of authenticity or the quest for 

forms capable of transcending the widening distance between author and audience. 
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Introduction: Wireless Crossings 

 

In Autumn Sequel (1954) the Anglo-Irish poet Louis MacNeice recounts a conversation 

during which he was persuaded to join the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) as a 

staff writer, or, as one of his fictionalized BBC officials describes it, to become “an air-

borne bard” (388). This description suggests the connections between radio’s mass-

mediated orality and ancient bardic traditions of oral poetry. These connections were 

common at the time: to take another example, Donald McWhinnie, Samuel Beckett’s 

BBC producer, also points to the bard as a forbear of the broadcaster in The Art of Radio. 

He describes the close affinities between radio broadcasting and the bardic arts: “like 

them it has to win the listener’s ear, charm it with words, melody, rhythm, pattern; it has 

to communicate a complex inner vision in what appear to be the simplest, most inevitable 

terms” (McWhinnie 42). As defined by McWhinnie, the bard provides a model of 

simplicity, rhythm, music, and magic, which the successful radio writer follows. A 

charmer of unseen masses, the radio writer is charged with creating works that seem 

simple and inevitable but which are, in fact, meticulously crafted through multiple levels 

of complicated mediation.  

Whereas for some writers the advent of the sound-based medium of radio offered 

edifying parallels with oral traditions, for others, its resemblance to these traditions 

entailed the potential replication of “tribal” ideologies. Marshall McLuhan famously 

argued that radio carries echoes of the “tribal drum” of preliterate societies (259) and, 

even earlier, Ezra Pound claimed that radio re-awakened the “tribal magic” of pre-literate 
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oral cultures (qtd in Tiffany 54). According to these interpretations, radio’s emphasis on 

the powerful voice of the speaker and his (never her) ability to foster group affinities and 

exclusions among geographically dispersed listeners led directly to the rise of fascism, 

especially the rise of the Nazi party in Germany, for which radio would play a pivotal 

role.1 Post-war commentators such as McLuhan and Theodor Adorno saw radio’s orality 

as inextricably linked to fascism; for them its powers of amplification, which allowed for 

the voice of a single speaker to address vast multitudes of physically dispersed listeners, 

and the apparent passivity of those listeners, became the defining features of the medium. 

Hitler’s voice on the radio would come to epitomize the nefarious powers of mass 

mediated orality. Even now, interpretations of “totalitarian radio,” as Adorno labels the 

medium (34), continue to inform the relationship between the broadcaster and the 

listener. 

McLuhan, Adorno, and Pound present highly deterministic understandings of 

media that I would like to counter by highlighting transnational and anti-fascist artistic 

engagements with the broadcast medium. The writers examined in this study—William 

Butler Yeats, Louis MacNeice, Elizabeth Bowen, and Samuel Beckett—considered 

various literary genres and histories in the process of addressing the microphone, 

including but not limited to oral tradition, as a means to better understand changing acts 

of mediation. Essentially channel-surfing through the literary past, writers in the 1930s 

through the 1960s took a multi-faceted approach to broadcasting that has been eclipsed 

by the narrative of “totalitarian radio” in media studies and literary studies alike. If 

McLuhan and Pound could argue that radio led to “tribalism” because it represented a 
                                     
1 Nazi propagandist Joseph Goebbels described radio as integral to fascism in a 1933 speech: “It is no 
exaggeration to say that the German revolution, at least in the form it took, would have been impossible 
without… the radio” (“Goebbels on Radio”). 
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return to oral literature and therefore resurrected tribal ideologies, others explored 

alternative political ideologies through the broadcast medium and showcased radio’s 

affinities with a host of literary traditions from the eighteenth-century novel to Victorian 

poetry to avant-garde experimental prose. 

Furthermore, for the four Anglo-Irish writers in this study, the discourse regarding 

orality and tribalism was already over-determined by the rhetoric of the Irish Revival, 

which had stamped these terms with the seal of Irishness. In Four Years Yeats recalls 

Oscar Wilde boasting that the Irish were the “greatest talkers since the Greeks,” thereby 

linking Irish orality with the philosophers, dramatists, and bards of ancient Greece (22). 

This sense that the Irish gift of the gab had roots in Western oral traditions was 

popularized by Revivalists such as Yeats and Lady Gregory, who tended to privilege oral 

literature over print literature as more authentically Irish. However, BBC broadcasting 

challenged some of these theories of Irish orality and offered the possibility of 

transnational publics for the spoken word. All four writers in this study were members of 

the Protestant minority in Ireland, alternatively known as the Anglo-Irish or the 

Ascendancy, and all were, in different ways, affected by Ireland’s new independence.  

Like the Anglo-Irish themselves, air-borne bards are both betwixt and between, 

and as such, they expose and subvert existing binaries. Bowen, in her preface to The Last 

September, describes the conflicts that are constitutive of Anglo-Irish identity:  

Inherited loyalty (or, at least, adherence) to Britain—where their sons 

were schooled, in whose wars their sons had for generations fought, and to 

which they owed their ‘Ascendancy’ lands and power—pulled them one 

way; their own temperamental Irishness, the other. (202) 
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The Anglo-Irish writer, particularly after Irish Independence, is a hyphenated figure 

whose liminal position between the English and Irish literary canons allows a distance 

from both. In the shadow of a collapsing British Empire and in the midst of a rapidly 

changing media environment, these authors developed radio broadcasts and radio-

inflected literature in order to address, and imaginatively construct, mass media publics. 

As a medium that transcended the newly minted national boundaries between Ireland and 

England, radio became a significant locus for redefining literary networks between the 

two countries.  

I therefore take MacNeice’s air-borne bard to be a model, not for tribalism or 

implicit fascism and a return to orality, but rather for a transnational late modernism, and 

its Anglo-Irish variants in particular. There is an inherent paradox in the idea of a bard 

who is air-borne: if bardic tradition entails roots in a local community and an embodied 

speaker situated in space, then the very nature of the bard is at odds with this gravity-

defying flight. Kwame Anthony Appiah draws upon a similar paradox in his description 

of “rooted cosmopolitanism.” Appiah writes that “the favorite slander of the narrow 

nationalist against us cosmopolitans is that we are rootless” and posits, instead, the notion 

of a “rooted cosmopolitanism” (618). If cosmopolitanism is the view from above, or as 

Timothy Robbins puts it, the experience of “weird heights” (77), then the “rooted 

cosmopolitan” may be a physical impossibility who, nonetheless, represents a theoretical 

aspiration. I would like to consider the air-borne bard in similar terms: while the air-

borne bard may not ever be truly possible, in exposing the tension between bardic 

traditions and global networks, the idea of the air-borne bard offers another vantage from 

which to view the problems that writers faced in the middle of the twentieth-century. As 
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Anglo-Irish writers became increasingly alienated from existing models of national 

literatures in the politicized contexts of post-independence Ireland and the Second World 

War, radio offered an alternative for writers willing to risk working in a foreign medium; 

an alternative that was at once promising and worrying.   

The younger generation of Anglo-Irish writers in this study—MacNeice, Bowen, 

and Beckett—have all been described as “cosmopolitan,” whereas for Yeats this was 

often a dirty word inimical to his cultural nationalism.2 However, as I will show, the radio 

medium challenges easy generalizations about the two generations; whereas broadcasting 

led Yeats to address transnational audiences that he often explicitly rejected earlier in his 

career, for MacNeice, Bowen, and Beckett, working in the radio medium became an 

exercise in exploring their “rootedness” in both Irish and British literary traditions, often 

in ways that their work in traditional media did not. These latter three have more in 

common as post-Revival Irish writers and post-Independence Protestant émigrés than has 

been previously acknowledged. This study aims, in showing their extensive engagements 

with the radio medium, to offer a new perspective on their common set of themes and 

aesthetic innovations. Whereas MacNeice, who wrote extensively for the BBC during 

WWII, would use the radio medium to create anti-fascist propaganda and poetics, radio 

brought Beckett and Bowen back to Ireland for the last time, in Beckett’s most 

emphatically Irish work, his radio play, All That Fall (1956), and Bowen’s final Irish 

novel, A World of Love (1955). 

                                     
2 In an essay for the American press, Yeats criticized “cosmopolitan literature” and argued that “creative 
work has always a fatherland” (qtd in Chaudhry 129). According to Yug Mohit Chaudhry this rhetoric, 
which was distinctive of Yeats’s writing in the 1880s and 1890s, represented an attempt to “ingratiate 
himself” with the nationalist presses in America and Ireland (129). 
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For these reasons, I identify the crossing as the primary spatial modality of the 

air-borne bard. The next two sections show different versions of this crossing and identify 

how innovations in radio broadcasting represented transgressions of the traditional 

borders separating nations and, also, separating orality from literacy. Flung or willingly 

soaring above territorial bounds, the air-borne bard exemplifies the partial dislocation of 

the writer from national territories and identities and also the unmooring of literature 

from its traditional home in print into the new forms, genres, and publics made available 

by the emerging media of the period. 

 

Wireless Crossing 1: Nation 

The year 1922 marked two important events that, on the surface, do not seem 

connected: the founding of the Irish Free State and the founding of the British 

Broadcasting Corporation. Critics and historians have only recently begun to explore 

connections between the emergence of an independent Ireland and the rise of 

broadcasting and to define the extent to which Ireland played an important role in the 

development of radio. One of the foremost inventors and impresarios of radio 

technologies, Guglielmo Marconi, was born in Italy to an Irish mother and would later 

marry an Irishwoman. 3 When he began experimenting with wireless transmissions from 

ships at sea in 1898, he chose Rathlin Island off the coast of Ireland as his base. In the 

same year Marconi used the wireless to report from the Kingstown Regatta to a 20,000-

person crowd in Dublin: the first use of wireless as a journalistic medium (Sexton 15). 

Ireland’s geographic position between Europe and America made it a particularly 
                                     
3 Marconi’s mother was Annie Jameson of the Jameson whiskey family and his first wife was named 
Beatrice O’Brien. Christopher Morash observes that Marconi’s wireless telegraphy company was funded, 
in large part, by Irish investors (128). 
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important location for wireless experiments, and in 1907 it became the site for Marconi’s 

first commercial transatlantic wireless transmitter in Clifden, County Galway. 

When Yeats wrote his famous refrain, “A terrible beauty is born,” he was, of 

course, referring to the 1916 Easter Rising. He was most likely unaware that another 

terrible beauty may have been born in that cataclysm: the wireless broadcast. In 

Understanding Media, McLuhan refers to the Easter Rising as giving birth to the first 

wireless broadcast and bases this claim on the fact that, whereas Marconi’s early 

experiments involved point-to-point communications from one wireless receiver to 

another participant, during the Rising, a wireless transmission was used to disseminate 

information indiscriminately to anyone who happened to tune in to the right frequency 

(266). Officers of the Irish Volunteers, who were then occupying the Post Office, were 

given orders to take over the Irish School of Wireless Telegraphy. After repairing a 

transmitter, the soldiers broadcast a message written by James Connolly proclaiming that 

the Irish Republican Army had taken over Dublin. From the station, the soldiers were 

able to transmit but not receive messages, so they proceeded to send their message on 

commercial wavelengths in the hopes that a passing ship would intercept it.  

To “broadcast” has come to refer almost exclusively to disseminating a message 

through the technologies of radio or television, but the term originated in agriculture and 

described the act of scattering seeds across a field with a “broad-cast” of the arm. The 

earlier definition connotes a haphazard dissemination and an indeterminacy of reception 

that corresponds perfectly to mass-media broadcasting, and also to the Rising itself, 

which was, as Christopher Morash writes, “a media event as much as it was a military 

operation” (127). Michael Sexton documents a previous instance of a wireless broadcast 
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in the United States in 1906 (101);4 however, the Rising was, according to Richard Pine, 

“the world’s first (and illegal) news bulletin” (xiii), and was therefore the forefather of 

pirate broadcasting and the first of many instances in which mass media would be 

illegally co-opted for revolutionary purposes. 

If the wireless broadcast, or rather its illegal use as a revolutionary medium, was 

indeed born during a foundational moment in anti-colonial nationalism, then what is the 

relationship between the radio broadcast and postcolonial nationality? Does radio occupy 

a role similar to that of earlier media such as the newspaper and the novel, which, 

according to Benedict Anderson, came to foster modern conceptions of the nation? In a 

suggestive but underdeveloped footnote to Imagined Communities, Anderson addresses 

the role of radio in creating national consciousness: “radio made it possible to bypass 

print and summon into being an aural representation of the imagined community where 

the printed page scarcely penetrated” (54). He singles out the case of the Vietnamese and 

Indonesian anti-colonial movements and argues that the role of radio in mid-twentieth-

century nationalism has been “underestimated and understudied” (54). For Anderson, the 

radio provides a later and, because it was comprehensible to illiterate members of a 

community, even more socially expansive model of a communication media shaping the 

imagined community of the postcolonial nation.  

This portrait of radio as a force for anti-colonial nationalism becomes increasingly 

muddied, however, when one considers the institutional and often imperial foundations of 

many broadcast stations. From its formation, the BBC defined its role as a cultural 

institution promoting and preserving the best qualities of the British nation. In Radio 
                                     
4 This earliest known instance of a radio broadcast occurred in 1906 when the Canadian physicist R.H. 
Fessenden transmitted gramophone recordings from shore to a ship ten miles away; an event that had been 
largely forgotten by McLuhan’s time (Sexton 16). 
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Modernism, Todd Avery describes the role of John Reith, the first General Manager of 

the BBC, in shaping public broadcasting into “a vehicle for national discipline” (15).5 

The BBC was established through negotiations between the Post Office, which was 

responsible for wireless telegraphy but was reluctant to create a fully public broadcasting 

service under its auspices, and shareholders in the radio manufacturing business, most 

notably the Marconi Company.6 It was to be funded through licensing fees and, in an 

attempt to differentiate British broadcasting from the “chaos” of the American airwaves, 

prohibited advertising and competition by private stations (Briggs 19). The BBC changed 

its name from the British Broadcasting Company to the British Broadcasting Corporation 

in 1927, a name change that established the BBC as a monopoly under a Royal Charter to 

be run by a board of Governors.  

When the new Irish Free State established its own broadcasting service in the 

wake of independence, it followed the BBC’s lead in approaching the radio medium as a 

tool for fostering national identity. The station’s first name was 2RN, which echoed 

Thomas Moore’s song “Back to Erin”; it would later become Radio Athlone in 1933 

before settling into the name Radio Éireann in 1937.7 On January 1st 1926, Douglas Hyde 

delivered an inaugural speech on 2RN that made the new station’s national agenda 

explicit. Speaking in Irish, he told 2RN’s first listeners:  

                                     
5 Avery notes the influence of Matthew Arnold’s theories of culture on Reith as well as Reith’s sympathetic 
comments concerning totalitarian radio in Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy (17). As President of the Royal 
Italian Academy, Marconi was also a member of the Grand Fascist Council under Mussolini and, though he 
later expressed frustration with Mussolini, was lauded by a fascist government for which he expressed 
support (Sexton 106, 108–9). 
6 The Wireless Telegraphy Act of 1904 gave the Postmaster-General control over the British wireless 
system. 
7 The station’s title became 2RN after one of Ireland’s early radio promoters Andrew Belton wrote to the 
British post office in 1924 requesting the call sign 4RN—that is, “for Erin.” At this time the British Post 
Office was responsible for allocating call-signs for Irish stations because it was a member of the 
International Broadcasting Union; the call-sign of 4 was not in use, though, so 2RN became the station 
name (Gorham 22–23). 
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It is a sign to the world that times have changed when we can take our 

own place amongst other nations and use the wireless in our own 

language. Éire is not completely saved yet, and will not be until the 

foreign influence is wiped out. I hope this wireless will be an advantage 

both physically and mentally to the body. (Hyde 188) 

The rhetoric of this passage reveals an underlying anxiety about whether radio would aid 

or undermine Irish nationalism. On the one hand, the Irish broadcasting service represents 

Ireland’s desire to keep up with other western nations and, on the other, the service is 

imagined as a force enabling Ireland to “wipe out” foreign influences. Inevitably, it was 

unable to do either. Unlike the BBC, Irish broadcasting was run through the Department 

of Posts and Telegraphs and its employees were considered civil servants. As in the 

British case, there was an early ban on advertising, but competition from other stations 

proved harder to control and Irish listeners were able to access a variety of stations 

including Radio Luxemburg and the BBC. Positioned so near England, many Irish 

listeners preferred to tune in to the BBC, which had a far greater variety of programming 

than the under-funded Irish station. Radio 2RN ran extremely limited hours—only half an 

hour in the afternoon until 1932—and tended to broadcast programs and entertainments 

that reflected its agenda of cultural nationalism: Irish language lessons, traditional music, 

and Gaelic games (Morash 137). This highly circumscribed programming may very well 

have made it less appealing for Irish audiences, many of whom wanted to listen to 

broadcasts that connected them to the wider world. Morash writes, “at the very moment 

that an independent Ireland had come into being in the name of a national culture, a new 
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media technology had come along that challenged more profoundly than any before it the 

very idea of a self-contained national culture” (132). 

During World War II, in an environment of strict censorship, the desire to listen to 

stations broadcasting from outside of Ireland became even more pressing. In That Neutral 

Island Clare Wills observes that Irish censors, attempting to preserve Irish neutrality 

during the war, actively supressed print publications and letters passing across the Irish 

Sea. But although the Irish government vigorously censored print media during the war, 

they did not censor or jam foreign radio broadcasts (6). The wireless, therefore, became 

the main conduit of war news for Irish listeners. Wills observes that “it was ironic that it 

should be the wireless which so often breached the dyke of Ireland’s wartime isolation” 

because the inauguration of Ireland’s national radio station was meant to foster national 

unity against Britain (187). Radio, though it began as a medium that sought to define a 

sense of nationalism was quickly re-interpreted by its listeners as an instrument for 

transnational communication. There are no records of listening practices in Ireland during 

the war; however, Wills speculates, however, that Irish listeners tuned into the BBC more 

frequently than to Ireland’s Radio Eireann, Germany’s “Germany Calling” and Irish-

language Irland-Redaktion, America’s CBC and NBC, or Vatican Radio.  The large 

number of Irish actors, writers, and producers at the BBC during this period ensured a 

wider and potentially more sympathetic Irish audience than other radio stations. For 

writers with political allegiances, either to the Axis or Allied nations, radio became one 

of the only means for communicating political content to neutral Ireland. These 

transnational approaches to broadcasting indicate that to view radio as a strictly 
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nationalist medium, as Anderson’s footnote in Imagined Communities suggests, is to 

ignore the uses that writers and listening publics invented.  

The transnational impulse in radio broadcasting and listening was not unique to 

Ireland; the vast global scope of the BBC, for example, challenges its ostensibly 

nationalist inclinations. The “shortwave era” of broadcasting history was launched in 

1924 when Marconi was contracted by the British Post Office to create a vast, global 

shortwave system that required less power to broadcast longer distances and thereby 

connected Britain to the Commonwealth. This system led to the creation of the Empire 

Service, later renamed the World Service, which, although it began as an imperialistic 

endeavor aimed at connecting members of the imperial peripheries to the British 

metropolis, went on to become a far more complicated, multivalent global 

communication network. Simon J. Potter argues that, in approaching mass media, 

scholars must balance an awareness of the basis of these media in state and commercial 

interests with transnational interpretations that understand mass media as generating an 

“informal, open, multiple, competing, and dynamic” global network (3). As more and 

more non-white, non-commonwealth listeners tuned in to the BBC and an increasing 

number of figures from the margins entered Broadcasting House, the portrait of an 

imperial center speaking to its far-flung subjects, though never entirely erased, became 

less pervasive and increasingly outmoded.8  

                                     
8 One does not have to look far to find scenes of global BBC-listening in memoirs, fiction, and historical 
accounts of the 1930s-present; for citizens of countries with aggressively muzzled media, the BBC was and 
remains a central source of information. Furthermore, Potter observes that BBC officials traveled widely in 
order to promote their public broadcasting model and, in the process, encouraged public broadcasting in 
Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, and India (20). An important figure within Broadcasting 
House is the Jamaican poet and broadcaster Una Marson who created the Caribbean Voices program, 
which became an important venue for multicultural literature in postwar Britain. 
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Notwithstanding Douglas Hyde’s proclamation, transnationalism was also evident 

in early proposals for Irish broadcasting—proposals that were rejected in favor of the 

nationalist model. When the Irish government solicited plans for its new broadcasting 

service, a highly idiosyncratic pitch came by way of Francis Lowe of the Friends of the 

Irish Free State in New York, who offered to build an enormous aerial at Athlone “in the 

form of a gigantic harp with five strings of different wire lengths so that it would be 

possible to broadcast… to the five continents, so that Irishmen in Australia, Africa, 

America can listen-in” (qtd in Gorham 7). Lowe’s proposal for a diasporic broadcasting 

station, mediated by the harp-aerial, shows that radio’s global imagined communities, 

however far-fetched, were not inextricably tied to imperial power relations.  

The history of British and Irish broadcasting reveals a fundamental tension 

between the radio medium as nationalistic or cosmopolitan, a tension with important 

implications for understanding radio as a literary medium for post-Independence Irish 

writers. One of the earliest book-length studies of the medium, Rudolph Arnheim’s Radio 

(1936), begins with an anecdote about the author’s experience watching Italian fishermen 

listening to German folk songs through a wireless transmission from London (14). 

Arnheim uses national identities to describe his listening scene—Italian listeners, German 

songs, and a British station. The radio brings these elements together in a transnational 

encounter that the wireless makes uniquely possible. While radio often originated out of 

nationalist movements and its broadcasting structure tends to stem from a nationalist 

ethos, as a practice, it has the potential to mediate between national borders and to create 

transnational alternative imaginaries. I am particularly interested in the literary 

implications of radio’s transnationalism for writers working in the medium. Jahan 
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Ramazani, in his study of “transnational poetics,” describes radio as one of the 

“cartography traversing technologies” that is responsible for “thwarting mononational 

narratives” in the twentieth-century (334). By aligning radio with a transnational 

aesthetics rather than nationalism or cosmopolitanism, I argue that the air-borne bard can 

both be rooted in the idea of the nation while simultaneously unsettling this very idea.  

Despite the significance of radio to Ireland and Ireland to radio, few studies have 

identified the role of broadcasting as a publication medium or aesthetic influence on Irish 

writers. Although the radio medium developed alongside the emergence of the Irish Free 

State and numerous Irish writers worked as broadcasters, only a few literary scholars 

have explored the relationship of broadcasting, literature, and national identity in post-

independent Ireland. A notable exception is Wills’s That Neutral Island, which identifies 

the important role of radio broadcasting in Ireland during World War II. Other exceptions 

include single-author studies of Frank O’Connor and Seamus Heaney, which have 

identified the significant role of Radio Éireann and BBC Northern Ireland, respectively, 

in the development of these authors’ works.9 Works on individual Irish writers and the 

BBC, particularly on Samuel Beckett, have observed Irish themes on radio, but have 

failed to connect them with the role of broadcasting in post-Independence Irish letters. 

One reason why these connections have not yet been fully elaborated is that they require 

a transnational approach to Ireland and Britain, an approach that scholars in Irish studies, 

often wanting to maintain a separation between Ireland and its former colonizer, are 

generally loath to take. To study Irish literature in the context of the BBC potentially 

                                     
9 See Eileen Morgan-Zayachek’s “Frank O’Connor and the Literary Development of Radio Eireann” (New 
Hibernia Review 13.2 [2009]: 52-73) and Richard Rankin Russell’s “Imagining a New Province: Seamus 
Heaney’s Creative Work for BBC Northern Ireland Radio, 1968-71” (Irish Studies Review 15.2 [2007]: 
137-62). 
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replicates hegemonic structures by granting the BBC institutional and national authority 

over developments in Irish literature. In exploring the role of Irish writers in BBC 

broadcasting, I therefore want to remain conscious of the power differentials at play, but 

also to examine how, despite these structural inequalities, writers and their publics spoke 

and listened across national borders and, in the process, re-imagined transnational 

communities in the wake of independence. Following Potter’s lead, I identify the 

interplay between the institutional power of BBC and the transnational uses to which 

writers, producers, and listeners would put the radio medium. 

 

Wireless Crossing II: Orality and Literacy 

The Irish writer and folklorist Frank O’Connor claimed that “wireless was the 

most important thing that had happened to literature since the invention of printing” (qtd 

in Morgan-Zayachek 63), yet scholars lag behind in identifying and explaining the 

significance of radio to mid-century developments in literature, particularly in Irish 

literature. O’Connor’s comment shows not only the significance Irish writers accorded 

radio, but also the ambiguous position of radio in the history of literature. Is radio like the 

printing press in that it is a technology capable of disseminating literature (in auditory 

forms) to a broadening public, or does it co-opt the printing press and therefore threaten 

traditional literary forms such as the novel and the lyric poem that had developed 

alongside print for centuries? One of the problems underlying these questions is whether 

the radio medium originated in the Gutenberg galaxy and should be understood as 

extending the practices of print literature, or whether it is fundamentally an oral medium 

best interpreted in the context of oral traditions. These questions, which have important 
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consequences for how writers approached the airwaves, shaped the ways that Yeats, 

MacNeice, Bowen, and Beckett interpreted the medium and its influence on their 

respective oeuvres. Following recent work in the field of sound studies, I want to suggest 

that radio productively complicated distinctions between orality and literacy in ways that 

influenced late modernists’ approaches to voice, sound, and hybrid forms, and led to the 

creation of new genres of poetry and prose for mass media publics. 

Literary history was an important lens through which contemporaries came to 

interpret and debate the rise of radio broadcasting and its potential impact on society. One 

of the central loci of this debate was the question of whether radio represented a return to 

oral traditions or an extension of print literacy. In The Psychology of Radio (1936), for 

instance, Hadley Cantril and Gordon Allport draw upon theories of oral literature, 

particularly the role of the crowd in influencing other listeners, to emphasize the 

differences between radio and orality:  

Radio presentations come to us unaided by social facilitation. We do not 

feel the compulsion to conform or to express the feelings that others are 

expressing. We are less emotional and more critical, less crowdish and 

more individualistic. Broadcasters have tried to supply social facilitation 

artificially through the use of studio-audiences, whose directed 

“enthusiasm” and frequently forced laughter are heard in a somewhat 

ghostly fashion by solitary listeners in their own homes. This device, 

however, is only partially successful as a substitute for an authentic group 

influence. (13) 
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Because radio listeners, unlike crowds, are usually separated from one another, they are 

not susceptible to forming a “collective mind,” which presumes physical proximity.10 

Likewise, the speaker is independent of the listeners’ reactions—what Eric Havelock 

describes as “audience control” (48)—but rather, like a writer employing the print 

medium, broadcasters address a public whose responses they cannot gauge. Much effort 

has been exerted to distinguish between orality and literacy since at least as early as 

Plato’s Phaedrus; at stake are issues of memory, culture, epistemology, politics, and 

aesthetics. From its inception, however, radio broadcasting destabilized the distinction 

between orality and literacy. 

Cantril and Allport nevertheless note significant differences between broadcasting 

and writing and conclude “radio is by its very nature markedly different from the 

rostrum, the screen, and the printed word.  It is a novel means of communication, 

provoking novel effects in the mental and social life of its devotees and requiring novel 

methods of investigation” (Cantril and Allport 18). In identifying correspondences but 

also differences among radio, orality, and literature, these early interpreters anticipate 

Walter J. Ong’s influential definition of radio as a form of “secondary orality.” Ong 

argues that mass media such as radio reintroduce aspects of oral culture to a public 

consciousness shaped by print so that oral and print media become inextricably 

interconnected. One cannot speak of radio as a return to orality because orality as a pre-

literate state of consciousness is no longer possible in literate societies. For Ong radio 

reintroduces the spoken word into the public sphere in ways that do not represent a 

                                     
10 Gustave Le Bon developed the concept of the “collective mind” in The Crowd: A Study of the Popular 
Mind (1896), to which Sigmund Freud responds in his Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego 
(1922). 
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resurrection of bygone oral culture; rather it imbricates oral and print traditions in new 

ways, creating distinctively “novel” forms.   

Significant as Ong’s “secondary orality” is in identifying the interrelationship of 

print and orality in mass media, it is also, as subsequent critics have observed, too reliant 

upon the rigidity of the boundary between orality and literacy for its definition. Scholars, 

particularly historians, media theorists, and anthropologists in the emerging field of 

sound studies, have critiqued Ong’s theories of orality and literacy for demarcating an 

artificial “great divide.” Jonathan Sterne and Mark M. Smith, positioning themselves 

against the binaries that structured the orality/literacy debates of the late twentieth 

century, argue for an approach that highlights the interconnections between the senses 

and the role of culture in shaping sensory experience. Sterne’s The Audible Past critiques 

“the universalization of a set of particular religious prejudices about the role of hearing in 

salvation,” which originate in the distinction between the spirit and the letter in 

Christianity (14). Focusing on Ong’s Catholicism, Sterne shows the influence of 

distinctions between “the spirit as living and life-giving” and “the letter [as] dead and 

inert” found in the Gospel of John and the writings of Saint Augustine on Ong’s 

formulation of orality as spirit and literacy as the letter. In Sensing the Past, Smith also 

critiques what he calls the “unhelpful binary aspects of Ong’s and McLuhan’s work” and 

calls for a focus, instead, on “their insights concerning intersensorality under modernity” 

(16).  Instead of rejecting the works of Ong and McLuhan out of hand, Smith encourages 

scholars to select moments when they are in fact highly sensitive to the interrelationship 

of different senses in modern media environments. I would suggest that Ong’s 
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description of “secondary orality” is one such moment, although the term still retains a 

strong emphasis on the binaries that recent scholarship has effectively complicated.  

Sterne is by no means the first to critique the religious underpinnings of the 

sanctity of orality in Western culture; Jacques Derrida, for one, describes the history of 

Western conceptions of “truth” as deriving from “the debasement of writing, and its 

repression outside ‘full’ speech” (3). Exposing the myth of presence that Socrates, 

Rousseau, Hegel, and Lévi-Strauss (among others) insistently connected to the spoken 

word, Derrida argues instead that, “there is no linguistic sign before writing” (14). 

Although his definition of writing is extraordinarily broad, and includes speech within it, 

his aim is to undermine the privileging of “the Word” in Western epistemologies by 

showing that all language is composed of signs, no medium of which is truer than 

another. While Derrida’s theories are important to my study, I hope to avoid simply 

reversing the orality/literacy binary, as Sterne accuses Derrida himself of doing, and 

instead situate late modernist approaches to orality and literacy within the particularities 

of their cultural context. Sound studies offers a cultural approach to sound that situates 

intellectual history within a cultural context and shows the interrelationship of 

developments in technology, media, and commerce. What I hope to add is a literary 

approach that positions literature as uniquely invested in either upholding or challenging 

the orality/literacy binary and particularly susceptible to the influence of new sound 

media in shaping approaches to its publics, generic forms, technical devices, publication 

strategies, and preservation techniques. 

The extent to which the development of radio broadcasting called into question 

the binary between print and orality became especially evident during World War II, the 
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historical event at the center of this study, during which time wartime restrictions on 

publishing led many writers to redefine the work of literature in auditory terms by 

broadcasting their writing on the radio. The rise of propaganda broadcasting, government 

censorship, and travel prohibitions in both England and Ireland spurred listeners to 

demand more literature on air. By analyzing broadcasts alongside print literature, I will 

identify a circuit of influence coursing between modernism and broadcasting, rather than 

a unidirectional flow. This body of work, which includes drama (radio and stage), feature 

broadcasts, poetry, and fiction, offers a counter-narrative to literary-historical theories 

that position modernist aesthetics as a reaction against popular mass media. In this 

respect, my approach follows new trends in modernist studies; in a 2008 PMLA article 

titled, “The New Modernist Studies,” Douglas Mao and Rebecca L. Walkowitz 

distinguish recent approaches from that of Frederick Jameson in “Reification and Utopia 

in Mass Culture” (1979). They argue that whereas Jameson understands modernism as 

the “reviled other of mass culture” scholars have begun to expand the parameters of 

modernism vertically and discern sympathetic engagements between modernism and 

mass culture (744). My study finds that, in adapting traditional literary forms from 

novels, poems, and plays for the popular broadcast medium and incorporating radio’s 

epistemologies into their literary writing, Yeats, MacNeice, Bowen, and Beckett reshaped 

their aesthetics to increasingly draw attention to fundamental questions about media and 

mediation.  
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Radiogenic Aesthetics  

While previous critics have connected radio’s distinctive forms and genres—what 

the producer Lance Sieveking calls “the stuff of radio”—to the experimental techniques 

of modernism, this is the first study to identify intertextuality as a constitutive feature of 

the modernist engagement with broadcasting. Ong’s concept of “secondary orality” 

implies a view of mass media as a palimpsest that carries the imprint of previous 

communications models.  Taking this understanding a step further, I identify radio as 

contributing to the development of a body of hypermediated literature that adapts, cites, 

and re-interprets works of the literary past, a process that I define as “radiogenic 

aesthetics” in late modernism. I borrow the term “radiogenic” from early broadcasters, 

who used the neologism to define the distinctive traits of radio and to encourage writers 

and producers to develop techniques that were best suited to the medium rather than 

blindly replicating techniques of the stage or the cinema. The term was widely applied 

within the BBC to such features as interior monologues, first-person narration, 

soundscapes, music, the alteration of speakers with different accents, and an intimate 

mode of address, all of which were considered particularly well-suited to broadcasting 

(Chignell 93). MacNeice uses the word half-reluctantly while giving advice to would-be 

radio writers: “If you provide a good script, the odds are that it will gain by being 

broadcast; in fact, if it loses… the more likely inference is that your script was not 

radiogenic (a handy word, though jargon)” (The Dark Tower and Other Radio Scripts 

11–12).  This piece of “jargon,” although it attempts to define the distinctiveness of the 

new medium, reveals the extent to which new media are interpreted through the lens of 
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the old—the concept of the “radiogenic” simply applies the concept of the “photogenic,” 

from the earlier medium of photography, to broadcasting. 

Whereas other scholars of radio and modernism have privileged a different piece 

of jargon—the “radiophonic”—to describe broadcast literature, I am drawn to 

“radiogenic” because it retains the anachronistic lexicon that is always latent within new 

media. It is also a word whose applications extended beyond works composed for the 

broadcast medium and was used by radio producers to describe qualities inherent in a 

range of literature including poetry, drama, and novels. For instance, the BBC producer 

E.J. King Bull described Samuel Beckett’s stage play Waiting for Godot as “basically 

radiogenic” by adducing its reliance on comic dialogue and its limited use of visuals (2). 

By using “radiogenic” rather than “radiophonic,” I also want to distinguish this project 

from studies that define the influence of radio through the lens of the avant-garde. After 

the BBC began experimenting with cutting-edge sound techniques in the Radiophonic 

Workshop it established in 1958, and which I will discuss in my final chapter, the idea of 

the radiophonic came to be connected with the radical potentialities of sound art and 

defined an important break with the conventional uses of music and sound effects that 

defined the first forty years of radio broadcasting.11 Even at their most experimental, the 

works examined in this study are invested in retaining aspects of the literary in ways that 

the term “radiophonic literature,” with its emphasis on experimental uses of sound, often 

precludes.  

An important trope that emerges in the broadcasts and radio-inflected literature of 

the authors I study is that of uncanny repetition. Radio, as critics such as Friedrich Kittler 
                                     
11 A 1964 article in Radio Times defined radiophonics as “the production of sounds from natural or 
artificial sources to convey the mood of a radio or television programme, but not the creation of musical 
compositions as such” (“Radiophonic ‘Scores’” 2). 
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and Jeffrey Sconce observe, is experienced as both familiar and strange in that it brings 

disembodied voices into the space of the home. Returns, echoes, and hauntings 

characterize these radiogenic aesthetics in late modernism and reveal tensions between 

embodiment and disembodiment, communalism and individualism, ephemerality and 

permanence, and tradition and “the now.” These tensions became definitive features of 

late modernism as the self-assurance of modernism’s first practitioners gave way to 

troubling questions about the future of literature in the unstable media environments 

surrounding World War II. The authors in this study draw upon the uncanny aspects of 

the radio medium by using it as a tool to reflect upon (or disinter) literary traditions and 

explore what happens to these traditions when they are given a second life on the 

wireless.  

An early example of radiogenic aesthetics can be found in what is probably the 

first short story written about wireless telegraphy, Rudyard Kipling’s “Wireless” (1902). 

In this story, a pharmacist named Mr. Shaynor is dying of tuberculosis while in the next 

room an electrician experiments with sending a long-range broadcast. Though ignorant of 

poetry in his waking life, Shaynor channels the words of John Keats in his sleep at the 

same time as the electrician fails to receive the message he waits upon. When Shaynor 

rises in a state of somnambulism his “lips moved without cessation” and he repeats the 

words from “The Eve of St. Agnes”: “And threw warm gules on Madeleine’s young 

breast” (315). He then sits down with paper and pen, writing, scratching out, and revising 

the poem until it is finished in its published form. He proceeds to compose a letter to 

Fanny Brawne and recite from Coleridge’s “Kubla Khan” before the spell is broken and 

he returns to consciousness with no memory of his visitation. In the other room, the 
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electrician’s wireless experiment is a failure that he describes as “quite pathetic.” “Have 

you ever seen,” he then asks, “a spiritualist séance? It reminds me of that sometimes—

odds and ends of messages coming out of nowhere—a word here and there. No good at 

all” (Kipling 327). Kipling’s story demonstrates the extent to which the wireless disrupts 

the line between the living and the dead and prompts a re-engagement with the literary 

past: Keats’s poems come back to life through the sleeping pharmacist and, implicitly, 

through the wireless experiment. The engineer’s failed transmission may not convey the 

intended message to the intended recipient, yet it opens up the possibility of unintended 

literary consequences. “Wireless” demonstrates that writers were, very early in the 

development of radio, pondering the effect the new medium would have on how they 

access literary history and, by extension, how they shape literary futures.  

Radio introduced an uncanny intertextuality into literary studies that demands 

closer inspection. As Kipling’s story demonstrates, the advent of radio prompted writers 

to reconsider literary history and draw upon various forms of mediation to engage with 

this past in novel ways. Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin describe this process of 

interpreting new media through the myriad lenses of existing media as “remediation”: 

“Each act of mediation depends on other acts of mediation. Media are continually 

commenting on, reproducing, and replacing each other, and this process is integral to 

media. Media need each other in order to function as media at all” (55). This process 

became accelerated in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries as media continue to 

proliferate at ever faster rates. According to Bolter and Grusin, there is a “double logic of 

remediation,” in which the quest for immediacy—for the perception that there is no 

intermediary between representation and reality—comes to involve an increased reliance 
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on hypermediacy. Interpreting “Wireless” as a story about remediation means that 

Shaynor’s communion with Keats’s poetry is predicated on the presence of the wireless 

in the scene. The wireless, by making mediation evident in the text, makes increasingly 

visible the media through which poetry is composed and reproduced—the voice with 

which Shaynor recites and the pen and paper on which he scratches the verses. Shaynor, 

in a sense, must become a medium in order to access Keats’s poetry in this supernatural 

scene of reception. For Bolter and Grusin, this process leaves both the new medium and 

its antecedents fundamentally changed—our perceptions of both Keats’s poetry and the 

wireless are altered by their interplay in the story.  

The theory of remediation corresponds particularly well with the modernist 

world-view articulated by T.S. Eliot in “Tradition and the Individual Talent.” In both, 

innovations are represented as a two-way exchange that fundamentally changes our 

understanding of both the old and the new.  As Eliot writes, “what happens when a new 

work of art is created is something that happens simultaneously to all the works of art 

which preceded it. The existing monuments form an ideal order among themselves, 

which is modified by the introduction of the new (the really new) work of art among 

them” (2). Like Eliot’s theory of literary transformation, remediation identifies the 

interrelationship between old and new forms and their impact on each other. Bolter and 

Grusin cite many examples of remediation in modernist art; hypermediacy in modernist 

art represents “a fracturing of the space of the picture and… a hyperconscious recognition 

or acknowledgment of the medium”  (38). Their description of hypermediacy as a 

technique for drawing attention to the medium of composition through the proliferation 

of many media forms within a single work, however, fails to address modernist literature. 
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Furthermore, they tend to emphasize the visuality of hypermediacy rather than its audio 

dimensions. I argue that radio broadcasting became an important influence on modernist 

literature in its modeling of sonic hypermediacy; the cacophony of the wireless receiver 

brought together seemingly disparate elements of sound and language into a single 

framework. Channel surfing is the embodiment of this sonic hypermediacy as music hall 

tunes, classical symphonies, news bulletins, interviews, literary adaptations, soap operas, 

women’s programs, children’s programs, quiz shows, and radio dramas clash and merge 

into one another. Even if we are still more likely to hear high modernists such as Eliot 

condemning new media technologies, emerging media prompted new engagements with 

old and new media alike and modernists were often active participants in developing the 

literary uses of these technologies.  

Lisa Gitelman offers a cogent critique of Remediation by singling out what she 

considers to be the excessive agency that Bolter and Grusin grant to media, “as if media 

were naturally the way they are, without authors, designers, engineers, entrepreneurs, 

programmers, investors, owners, or audiences” (9). In order to avoid a similar pitfall, I 

ground my project in case studies of individual authors in order to delineate the 

interconnections between literary developments and emerging media in their cultural 

contexts. The radiogenic aesthetics that I describe were shaped by the bureaucratic milieu 

of BBC broadcasting, World War II-era propaganda, censorship, and paper shortages, the 

legacies of the Irish Revival, and the transnational networks that formed in the shadow of 

British imperial collapse. As a publicity vehicle for new works, a forum for literary 

reviews, readings, and debates, and a catalyst for new literary genres such as the radio 

play and the radio feature, broadcasting played a significant role in the development of 
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late modernism. Whereas recent studies such as Todd Avery’s Radio Modernism and the 

edited collection Broadcasting Modernism explore the role of the BBC as patron and foil 

for modernist writers, I extend the national parameters of this work as well as its literary 

scope by examining the dynamic between radio publishing and a range of texts by Anglo-

Irish writers that might not seem, on the surface, engaged with the theme of broadcasting. 

In so doing, I hope to show that these radiogenic aesthetics are not limited to radio plays 

and programs, but, rather, becomes an underlying feature of late modernism. Bridging the 

distance between literary canons (both English and Irish) and popular mass media and 

blending the auditory genres of broadcasting with print and oral traditions, these authors 

remediate literary traditions into an increasingly hypermediated, transnational body of 

work. 

Writing in a climate of media change, Yeats, MacNeice, Bowen, and Beckett 

created a body of work that moves across media, countries, and genres in order to address 

and, in the process, help shape ever-shifting publics. Responding to a changing media 

environment, these late modernists developed forms that, like Walter Benjamin’s angel of 

history, look back even as they are blown forward into futurity. The forces that drove 

these earlier writers—technology, media, and war—inspired them to create literature that 

refuses easy categorizations as Irish or English, literary or oral, popular or “highbrow.” In 

their radio broadcasts and works inspired by these broadcasts, Yeats, MacNeice, Bowen, 

and Beckett remediate literary history in order to engage new publics and challenge 

routinized knowledge about literature and its uses. 

The first chapter of this study, “W.B. Yeats’s Radiogenic Poetry,” closely 

examines two poems, “Sweet Dancer” and “The Curse of Cromwell,” that Yeats 
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originally published on air and demonstrates how broadcasting catalyzed significant 

revisions to his well-established theories of orality and literacy.12 By analyzing these 

poem in their radio contexts, I argue that Yeats’s broadcasts created an alternative space 

between private and public spheres that allowed the love lyric (“Sweet Dancer”) to 

become an oral genre and the ballad (“The Curse of Cromwell”) to become increasingly 

literary. This chapter establishes that Yeats’s broadcast scripts framed the auditory 

audience that his radiogenic poems address by first evoking traditional spaces for oral 

poetry such as the Greek stage, the “poet’s pub,” and the “poet’s parlour,” and then 

showing the impossibility of these spaces for modern poetics.  

In chapter two, “Louis MacNeice in the Echo Chamber: The Soundscapes of 

War,” I argue that echoes in MacNeice’s poetry and in the radio scripts he wrote as a 

BBC staff member during and after World War II function as phonic metaphors for 

poetic communication in a time of war. As a means for reproducing voice, the echo offers 

a prototype for radio’s dissociation of the voice from the body. In wartime, the poetic 

voice, distributed over the airwaves, could serve as an agent for connection for people 

trapped by wartime travel restrictions or, conversely, as a powerful propaganda tool 

perpetuating cycles of inhumanity and violence. Identifying a tension between the 

negative representations of echoes in MacNeice’s poetry and the positive representations 

of echoes in his propaganda, I show the eruption of these tensions in his challenging radio 

play, The Dark Tower (1946), which adapts Robert Browning’s “Childe Roland to the 

Dark Tower Came” for the broadcast medium and, in the process, creates a fragile 

resonance between the echoes of poetic tradition and the wartime echo chamber.  

                                     
12 A version of this chapter was published as “Yeats’s Radiogenic Poetry: Oral Traditions and Auditory 
Publics” (Eire-Ireland 46:3&4 [Fall/Winter 2011]: 227-51). 
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During World War II, Elizabeth Bowen wrote three radio features that playfully 

blend orality and print by resurrecting novelists such as Jane Austen, Anthony Trollope, 

and Fanny Burney on the air as ghostly voices. Chapter three, “Exorcising the Ghosts of 

Print: Elizabeth Bowen’s Spectral Radio,” analyzes Bowen’s use of the radio to create 

literary hauntings in a time of book-burnings, paper rationing, and government 

censorship. This literary exorcism carries over into her critical writing, in which she 

argues that, in order to survive in a changing media environment, the novelist must 

develop what she calls “good reception in the radio sense.” Improving reception, for 

Bowen, involved developing the auditory features of the novel and focusing on the 

ephemerality of the present rather than re-inscribing nostalgic representations of the past. 

While critics have attributed changes in Bowen’s late writing to the strains of war, mine 

is the first study to connect formal and thematic shifts in her postwar novels—A World of 

Love (1955), The Little Girls (1964), and Eva Trout (1968)—to her radio-inflected 

literary theories.  

My final chapter, “Samuel Beckett’s Sound Archives,” argues that Beckett’s first 

radio-inspired works—his radio play All That Fall (1956) and his stage play Krapp’s Last 

Tape (1958)—engage in a dialectic between the archival and the ephemeral. Jacques 

Derrida defines this dialectic as a tension between archivistic and “anarchavistic” 

impulses which, he argues, leads to “archive fever.” While several critics have argued 

that Krapp’s Last Tape was inspired by Beckett’s experience with the BBC, this chapter 

goes a step further: interpreting the play in terms of the specific challenges of the 

auditory archive and locating it within the material history of radio’s coming 

obsolescence. Whereas my previous chapters describe radio as an ascendant medium, this 
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chapter focuses on radio’s decline from its “golden era” with the rise of tape recording 

and television. I argue that Beckett’s works anticipate this fall and preempt present-day 

debates about sound archives and digitization; more than half a century later, the auditory 

archive continues to pose problems of preservation and access. 

According to Thomas Gray’s poem “The Bard” (1757), the bard can be said to 

become air-borne only in the act of committing suicide: “headlong from the mountain’s 

height/ Deep in the roaring tide he plunged to endless night” (200). Finding his poetic 

tradition and his country, which are inseparable for the bard, on the verge of extinction, 

the bard launches himself from a mountain to his death.13 Whether the radio writer makes 

a similarly suicidal leap is an open question: does the move from traditional literary 

media (such as the book or the stage) to mass media entail the end of literature as we 

know it? I argue that, for Yeats, MacNeice, Bowen, and Beckett, the perilous leap is not 

suicidal; rather, it invigorates their writing in different ways. In each of these writers’ 

post-broadcasting works, I note new interpretations of literary publics, redefinitions of 

poetic forms, and an increased interest in the ephemerality of literary works. Writing for 

radio, these writers are borne aloft on airwaves that they must learn to navigate: a 

learning process that can be painful and disorienting, but that was necessary if literature 

was to survive and adapt through the upheavals of the twentieth century.  

As writers in this digital age stand on another precipice, I explore a time when 

writers struggled with similar conflicts and reshaped literary traditions to address a 

changing world. Rather than bemoaning the “death of print” or embracing techno-

determinism, these writers found a third path: refashioning earlier literary forms into 
                                     
13 Basing the poem on the historian Thomas Carte’s account of Edward I, who, upon conquering Wales, 
put the Welsh bards to death, Gray explicitly correlates the deaths of the poets with the loss of Welsh 
independence in the line, “Ye died amidst your dying country’s cries” (188). 
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innovative broadcasts and leaving upon traditional forms, such as the poem, the novel, 

and the stage play, a distinctive radiogenic trace. 
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Chapter One: W.B. Yeats’s Radiogenic Poetry 

 

On 10 April 1932, William Butler Yeats took to the airwaves with a BBC radio program 

titled “Poems About Women.” In this program, one of nine poetry broadcasts that Yeats 

prepared for the BBC between 1931 and 1937, Yeats offered explanations for the 

sources, inspiration and reception of his poems.14 At the beginning of the broadcast, 

Yeats described his experiences reading poetry out loud during tours of American lecture 

halls. At those lectures, Yeats maintained, listeners insisted on love poems, a demand to 

which he responded by self-protectively asserting his right to privacy: “I will not read 

you any poem of mine which any of you can by any possible chance think an expression 

of my personal feelings, and certainly I will not read you my love poems” (Collected 

Works: Later Articles and Reviews 234).15 If the love lyric appeared an inappropriate 

choice for the lecture hall and its seemingly intrusive public, Yeats envisioned a very 

different audience for his performance in the broadcasting booth; for his on-air listeners 

he would expose the personal: 

I remembered that I would not be reading to a crowd; you would 

all be listening singly or in twos and threes; above all that I myself 

would be alone, speaking to something that looks like a visiting 

                                     
14 These poetry readings for the BBC included “Reading of Poems” (8 September 1931) “Poems About 
Women” (10 April 1932), “St. Patrick’s Night” (17 March 1934), “Reading of Poems” (13 June 1935), 
“Modern Poetry” (11 October 1936), “In the Poet’s Pub” (2 April 1937), “In the Poet’s Parlour” (22 April 
1937), “My Own Poetry” (3 July 1937), and “My Own Poetry Again” (29 October 1937). Yeats also 
participated in a broadcast of his play Oedipus the King for the BBC, took part in an interview with Donagh 
McDonagh on “The Irish Literary Movement” for Radio Eireann, and organized a poetry and song 
performance called the “Abbey Theatre Broadcast” for Radio Eireann which was intended for re-broadcast 
to London but was cancelled because it was, according to Yeats “technically extremely bad” (qtd in 
Whalley 471).  
15 References to The Collected Works of W.B. Yeats: Later Articles and Reviews are hereafter abbreviated 
as CW. 
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card on a pole; that after all it would be no worse than publishing 

love poems in a book. (CW 234)  

No longer relegated to silent reading, the love lyric thus becomes a spoken genre in the 

broadcasting booth—although one privatized by the “visiting card” that invites listeners 

to attend to the writer “singly” or in micro-communities of “twos and threes.”16 In 

enabling a new relationship between the spoken word and the listening audience, radio 

broadcasting led Yeats to question some of his previously held beliefs about the relative 

publicity and privacy of orality and print. As a radio broadcaster, Yeats moved beyond 

oppositional binaries that pit solitary reading against mass listening and conceived 

instead an intimate auditory audience for literature in an age of mass media.  

He was not alone in responding to media change by re-imagining audiences. In 

the first half of the twentieth-century, radio created a distinctively new, yet also familiar, 

space for the promotion, dissemination, and reception of literature.17 Todd Avery argues, 

“radio’s existence brought into being a new kind of audience, the listener, whose 

emergence coincided with the moment of modernism’s heyday in the 1920s and 1930s” 

(8). While literary critics have begun to attend more closely to the significant number of 

modernist writers who composed expository or dramatic material for the airwaves, 

including a growing body of work on dramatic poetry and prose, there has been less 

                                     
16 According to Colton Johnson, Yeats used the same “visiting card” metaphor to describe his previous 
broadcast, “An Irish Programme” (September 1931). In this earlier instance, however, he described 
broadcasting as a “poor substitute for a crowded hall” (qtd in Johnson,  "Yeats's Wireless," 26). Yeats 
either reversed his position or the critique served a different rhetorical purpose than the positive appraisal 
that he expressed during “Poems About Women.” 
17 Significant books describing the influence of radio on modernism include Todd Avery’s Radio 
Modernism (2006) which identifies the Arnoldian ethics underlying the BBC, and Debra Rae Cohen, 
Michael Coyle and Jane Lewty’s collection Broadcasting Modernism (2009) which explores several 
aspects of what the editors describe as the “creative tension” that radio created among modernist writers 
(Cohen, Coyle, and Lewty 5).  
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attention paid to the broadcasting of lyric poetry on air.18 One early text that does address 

this subject, Milton Kaplan’s Radio and Poetry (1949), identifies a correspondence 

between radio broadcasting and oral poetic traditions: “The great epics, dramas, and 

ballads of the past testify eloquently that for a long time the poet was very close to the 

people. He entertained; he persuaded; he inspired; he educated” (21). However, Kaplan 

considers dramatic verse, song, poetic prose and even advertising jingles as poetic forms 

that are more appropriate for recreating an auditory audience than lyric poetry, “which 

has suffered from long-standing bookishness” (4). But this perceived “bookishness” was 

never absolute. Performance has had an important role in modern poetry from 

Elizabethan madrigals to lecture halls, club and parlor performances, Irish “party pieces,” 

and the ubiquitous classroom poetry recitation. Kaplan’s argument does, however, reflect 

a common refrain among early twentieth-century writers that print and voice had become 

severed in modern poetry. Building on Ronald Schuchard and Colton Johnson’s analyses 

of Yeats’s broadcast career, I argue that radio played a pivotal role as a medium through 

which Yeats performed, publicized, and published poetry at the end of his life; moreover, 

I suggest that his interpretation of this new entity, the broadcast audience, was an active 

influence in shaping the auditory poetics of his late lyrics. 

In the course of six years of broadcasting, Yeats not only read poems that he had 

previously published in print form, but he also wrote five lyrics that were originally 

presented to the public on air: “For Anne Gregory,” “Roger Casement,” “Come on to the 

                                     
18 Scholars of the radio play genre such as Donald McWhinnie (The Art of Radio. London: Faber and 
Faber, 1959), John Drakakis (British Radio Drama. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1981), and 
James Jesson (“‘White World. Not a Sound’: Beckett's Radioactive Text in Embers” Texas Studies in 
Language and Literature and Language 51.1 [Spring 2009]) offer compelling interpretations of the 
relationship between radio, audience, and literary genres that have influenced the approach I adopt in this 
study. While indebted to this body of work, this chapter on Yeats will focus on radio lyricism rather than 
radio drama. 
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Hills of the Mourne,” “Sweet Dancer,” and “The Curse of Cromwell.”19 Despite the 

important works by George Bornstein and Yug Mohit Chaudhry, which have helpfully 

drawn attention to the publication contexts of Yeats’s poetry, radio has been largely 

overlooked as a medium through which Yeats performed, publicized, and published 

poetry at the end of his career.20 Focusing on two exemplary radio poems, “Sweet 

Dancer” and “The Curse of Cromwell,” this study reconnects Yeats’s late lyrics to their 

original intended audience: the radio listener. Both poems share a common radio context 

and thematic focus on audience; however, they come to markedly different conclusions 

about the modern artist’s ability to reach changing publics—as the optimism of “Sweet 

Dancer” gives way to despondency in “The Curse of Cromwell.” Whether the tone is 

hopeful or forlorn, it is through the act of addressing listeners on air that the poet not only 

redefined his publication strategies, but also reshaped the very substance of his poetry, 

blending oral traditions and print lyricism into radiogenic hybrid forms. 

 

“Never open a book of verses again” 

The dialectic between orality and literacy plays a central role in Yeats’s aesthetic 

theories and helps, therefore, to illuminate the shifting poetics of his long career. From 

                                     
19 A sixth poem, “The Pilgrim” was originally intended for on-air publication but, according to Ronald 
Schuchard, it was replaced on the day of production with “Imitated from the Japanese” (Schuchard 383). 
Another poem that I include among the radio publications, “Roger Casement” straddles the line between a 
radio and print poem: Yeats broadcast the poem as part of the “Abbey Theatre Broadcast” on Radio 
Athlone on February 1, 1937 and it appeared in print the next day in The Irish Press. The other poems have 
at least one month separating the radio broadcast from the print publication. “For Anne Gregory” was 
broadcast in “Reading of Poems” for BBC Belfast on September 8, 1937 and was printed in Words for 
Music Perhaps and Other Poems in 1938. “The Pilgrim” was part of the BBC broadcast “In the Poet’s 
Parlour” on April 22, 1937 and printed posthumously in Last Poems and Plays (1940). See The Variorum 
Edition of the Poems of W.B. Yeats edited by Peter Allt and Russell K. Alspach (NY: The Macmillan 
Company, 1957).  
20 Though they come to very different conclusions, both Bornstein and Chaudhry emphasize publication 
history as essential to understanding Yeats’s poetry and politics.  
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the publication of Irish Fairy and Folk Tales (1888) to his 1930s radio broadcasts, he 

developed arguments about the relationship between the written word and oral tradition 

that addressed literary criticism, cultural nationalism, and metaphysics. Yeats’s theories 

of speech always interlocked with his aesthetic and political commitments and, therefore, 

help to illuminate the shifting poetics of his long career. In Yeats: The Man and the 

Masks, Richard Ellmann describes two styles in Yeats’s early work: the first, influenced 

by the Rhymer’s Club in London was more florid; the second, influenced by Irish folk 

literature and his writing for the stage, involved a self-conscious simplicity of style based 

on the spoken word.21 The radio poems, written during the last stage of Yeats’s career, 

are deeply invested in oral traditions and Yeats’s experience with live performance; 

however, they also reveal his growing awareness that radio audiences were a new entity 

in the history of oral poetics that required novel modes of address. 

Early in his career, Yeats identified writing as a mechanism that mediates—and 

thereby creates a distance—between the receiver, the speaker, and the message. Adam 

Fox and Daniel Woolf, who trace the orality-literacy debate to the eighteenth century, 

consider Rousseau in his Essay on the Origin of Language as “the first to conceive of the 

oral-literate transition as an intellectual and cultural problem” (4). Walter J. Ong and 

Jacques Derrida go further back and situate Plato’s Phaedrus as the earliest text to 

theorize orality and literacy in terms of conflicting epistemologies.22 In the Phaedrus, 

                                     
21 While Yeats describes in his Autobiographies a moment of conversion towards an oral-inflected style 
while staying with Lady Gregory in Coole, Ellmann cautions against over-determining a clean break 
between the former style in favor of the latter and notes that Yeats continued to employ elements of the 
Rhymer’s influence long after he claims a renunciation of their style. Ellmann also points out that Yeats 
learned his simple diction as much from the stage as from the “peasantry” (148). 
22 Derrida identifies the Phaedrus as the source text for “logocentric” understandings of the metaphysical 
presence of the spoken word while Eric Havelock, in Preface to Plato, describes the critique of writing in 
the Phaedrus as itself illustrative of a culture transitioning from orality into print in which orality began to 
be perceived as a fading art requiring defense.  
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Socrates instructs Phaedrus on the relative weakness of letters in relation to speech, 

arguing that the written word diminishes memory, lacks the ability to alter its address for 

changing audiences, and cannot respond to its readers’ critiques or questions. At the end 

of the dialogue, Phaedrus accepts Socrates’ perspective and acknowledges the supremacy 

of “the living, animate speech of the man who knows, of which written speech would 

rightly be called a kind of phantom” (Plato 64). The written word, in this sense, is 

distinctively uncanny: it is the ghost that haunts the living spoken word. 

In his early folkloric study, Irish Fairy and Folk Tales, Yeats cites Plato’s 

Phaedrus to validate his theories of orality. However, rather than referencing the debate 

between Phaedrus and Socrates about the relative value of written and spoken oratory, as 

do Ong and Derrida, Yeats quotes a passage in which Phaedrus and Socrates discuss folk 

tales. In this passage, Socrates tells Phaedrus that he is not interested in debating whether 

or not folk tales are real and that, instead, “the common opinion is enough for me” (qtd in 

Yeats, Irish Fairy and Folk Tales xxxi). Socrates explains that these communal stories 

can serve as a conduit for better understanding the self. “Am I, indeed,” Socrates asks, “a 

wonder more complicated and swollen with passion than the serpent Typho, or a creature 

of gentler and simpler sort, to whom nature has given a diviner and lowlier destiny?” 

(Irish Fairy and Folk Tales xxxi). Yeats’s inclusion of the Phaedrus in his introduction 

validates oral traditions for personal, rather than exclusively public, revelations. Folk 

tales, in this sense, become means of accessing intimate knowledge. The folklorist and 

the poet are therefore engaged in the same, or complementary, tasks. This understanding 

of oral traditions as a bridge between communal and individual experience is one of the 

cornerstones of Yeatsian orality. 
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Just as Yeats drew on oral traditions to blur the lines between individuality and 

communality, he also perceived in oral sources a blurring of “elite” and “folk” cultures. 

In particular, he emphasized the important political role of the Irish bards of the 

thirteenth- through seventeenth-centuries, the fílí, who addressed their poems to kings 

and peasants alike. For Yeats, the colonization of Ireland, along with the ascent of the 

printing press, introduced a British bourgeois literary culture that eradicated not only the 

Irish language that the bards spoke, but also the “cultural unity” of feudal society in 

which the bards held a prominent social position. In feudal Ireland, the bard bonded 

aristocratic and folk cultures without the jarring modern distinction of “highbrow” and 

“popular” literature. Declan Kiberd describes this same narrowing of the “gap between 

high and popular culture” in Irish culture; but unlike Yeats, who saw unity of culture in 

the bardic feudal society, Kiberd argues that it was the collapse of bardic culture and the 

rise of hedge schools, in which the Irish language was taught alongside Greek and Latin, 

that led to the merger of elite and popular traditions (Kiberd xii). This relegation of 

classicism to hedge schools led to what Kiberd describes as a “strange blend of the 

conservative and the revolutionary” in Irish literary culture (xxii). 

 Yeats often compared Irish oral traditions to what he saw as the less compelling 

British tradition of print literature. In “Literature and the Living Voice” (1906), Yeats 

describes the relationship as follows: 

Irish poetry and Irish stories were made to be spoken or sung, while 

English literature, alone of great literatures, because the newest of them 

all, has all but completely shaped itself in the printing press. In Ireland to-

day the old world that sang and listened is, it may be for the last time in 
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Europe, face to face with the world that reads and writes, their antagonism 

is always present under some name or other in Irish imagination and 

intellect. (206) 

The dialectic that Yeats perceived in Ireland between orality and literacy is essential to 

the tensions that underlie his work. As a folklorist and poet, he transcribed oral sources 

into print, thereby making oral literature accessible to a print-reading audience. However, 

as Walter J. Ong points out, the very term “oral literature” involves the paradoxes 

inherent in interpreting orality through the lens of literacy: “Thinking of oral tradition or 

a heritage of oral performance, genres and styles as ‘oral literature’ is rather like thinking 

of horses as automobiles without wheels” (12). If print were an inauthentic means of 

conveying the rich contexts of oral poetry, then Yeats would set out to develop 

alternative methods for speaking directly to audiences. As he writes in “Literature and the 

Living Voice,” “How the old is to come again, how the other side of the penny is to come 

up, how the spit is to turn the other side of the meat to the fire, I do not know, but that the 

time will come I am certain” (208). 

Beginning in 1901, Yeats began this move from transcribing oral literature in 

print towards oral performance when he began developing spoken poetry performances 

with musician Arnold Dolmetsch and actress Florence Farr. Yeats based these 

performances on an idiosyncratic mixture of oral poetic traditions from Ireland, Eastern 

Europe, and ancient Greece, as well as on occult chant practices from his experience in 

the Order of the Golden Dawn. 23 Accompanied by a psaltery—a lute-like instrument 

                                     
23 In looking to Eastern Europe’s oral poets for a window into a oral past tradition, Yeats predates the 
landmark study of oral poetry by Milman Perry and Albert Lord, The Singer of Tales (1960), in which 
ethnographic studies of Yugoslavian oral poets served as the basis for reinterpreting Homer’s epics as oral 
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with twenty-six strings—that Dolmetsch created, Farr chanted the poems in an 

incantatory style. In his essay on these performances, “Speaking to the Psaltery,” Yeats 

writes: 

I have always known that there was something I disliked about 

singing, and I naturally dislike print and paper, but now at last I 

understand why, for I have found something better. I have just 

heard a poem spoken with so delicate a sense of its rhythm, with so 

perfect a respect for its meaning, that if I were a wise man and 

could persuade a few people to learn the art I would never open a 

book of verse again. (“Speaking to the Psaltery” 13) 

Chief among the many critics of these performances, George Bernard Shaw described 

them as “a nerve-destroying crooning like the maunderings of an idiotbanshee [sic]” (qtd 

in Foster 257). Many scholars have taken their cue from Shaw and dismissed these 

performances as unsuccessful blends of mysticism and Celticism. Roy F. Foster, for 

example, sarcastically mentions the “inevitable psaltery” and the “inevitable Farr” and 

Richard Ellmann calls the psaltery performances a “beguiling fantasy” (Foster 279, 471; 

qtd in Schuchard ix). Reassessing the psaltery performances, Ronald Schuchard writes 

that critics have erroneously dismissed them and, thereby, “left an extraordinary 

dimension of biography and literary history unwritten” (xx). Yeats wrote four essays 

explaining the theories behind the psaltery performances—“Speaking to the Psaltery,” 

“Recording the Music of Speech,” “Literature and the Living Voice,” and “Speaking to 

Musical Notes”— in which he argues that poetry must return to its roots in oral 

                                     
compositions. Lord and Perry’s description of the oral poet’s “preservation of tradition by the constant re-
creation of it” is particularly useful for understanding Yeats’s approach to oral tradition (29). 
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performance. Moving away from the individual experience of solitary poetry reading, 

Yeats desired embodied poetry in which a speaking subject performed to a listening 

audience. Nevertheless, he also described the ideal audience for a psaltery performance as 

a small gathering of intimates. Even the psaltery performance, with its imagined roots in 

the popular performances of oral literature, functioned within the space of a strictly 

delineated social coterie.  

In addition to the psaltery performances, the late nineteenth century also saw the 

beginning of Yeats’s career as a writer for the stage. As a playwright, Yeats demonstrated 

the same emphasis on the spoken word—and antagonism to distracting visuals—that he 

describes in his writings on the psaltery. Yeats strenuously resisted physical gestures, 

props, or elaborate set designs, at one point asking actors to rehearse with their bodies 

restricted inside of barrels.24 This obliteration of visual elements from performance would 

make the radio broadcast an ideal medium for Yeats to focus on the spoken word. 

However, Yeats would also find the new medium resistant to certain of his earlier 

theories and would, therefore, have to develop new strategies for performing spoken 

poems that differed greatly from his early performance-oriented poetry. 

These experiences with performance led Yeats to claim that he would only write, 

in the future, for live audiences: “I, at any rate, from this out mean to write all my longer 

poems for the stage, and all my shorter ones for the psaltery” (qtd in Spangler 149). It is 

worth pointing out that Yeats describes writing his poetry for the stage and the psaltery, 

rather than simply reproducing them on the stage or with the psaltery. In “Haunted to the 

                                     
24 Yeats asked a company of actors, "to let [him] rehearse them in barrels that they might forget gesture and 
have their minds free to think of speech for a while” (qtd in Morrisson 39). Mark Morrison describes a 
similar strategy of Sturge Moore’s who advocated for speakers of poetry to perform from behind a curtain 
so that only the voice is audible. 
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Edge of Trance”: Performance and Orality in the Early Poems of W.B. Yeats,” Matthew 

Spangler describes the close relationship between composition and performance in 

Yeats’s work. He notes that Yeats incorporated dramatic and performative themes into 

his poetry and also used rhetorical figures drawn from oral literature such as “rhythmic 

repetitions, additive structuring, attenuated sentences, and deliberate syntactic 

ambiguities” (Spangler 156). Spangler’s work, which is unique in identifying oral 

performance as a source rather than simply a vehicle for Yeats’s poetic compositions, 

references the radio broadcasts as part of Yeats’s performance history, but his study does 

not extend into an analysis of oral elements in Yeats’s late poetry.  

The two scholars who have treated Yeats’s radio broadcasts in any depth—Colton 

Johnson and Ronald Schuchard—have both described his radio broadcasting as a means 

for Yeats to speak as a public poet to modern auditory audiences. In The Last Minstrel, 

Schuchard connects Yeats’s radio broadcasts to his bardic ambitions and shows that the 

broadcasts were the culmination of, not a diversion from, a poetic career devoted to 

recovering the oral properties of poetry. Schuchard writes that Yeats’s broadcasts, along 

with his publication of broadsides between 1935 and 1937, were the “last in a lifelong 

effort to revive the lost bardic arts of chanting and musical speech” (ix). Colton Johnson, 

whose short article, “Yeats’s Wireless” and extensive editorial work on Yeats’s 

broadcasts in Volume 10 of The Collected Works of W.B. Yeats contribute greatly to 

scholarly understanding of Yeats’s career as a broadcaster, describes Yeats’s radio 

broadcasts as presenting “poetry that he hoped would sound a public theme and stir the 

public interest” (Johnson, “Yeats’s Wireless”). Johnson focuses on Yeats’s inclusion of 

“Roger Casement” in his “Abbey Theatre Broadcast” (1937) to show how the poem 
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functioned politically, in the tradition of ballads, to blame those responsible for what 

Yeats believed to be the forgery of Roger Casement’s diary.25  

Although it is clear that Yeats’s broadcasts draw upon oral tradition, they also 

diverge from this influence in important ways and they exist within a highly textual 

context in which oral traditions are re-interpreted, re-mediated, and transformed. Yeats 

consistently adapted oral genres within the changing contexts of modernity; in “A 

General Introduction for my Work” (1937), he writes: “I stand at a moment of history 

when instinct, its traditional songs and dances, its general agreement, is of the past. I have 

been cast up out of the whale’s belly though I still remember the sound and sway that 

came from beyond its ribs” (“Introduction” 214). For Yeats, the sounds in the whale’s 

belly—the sounds of an oral past—must be reinterpreted in altered forms in order to 

reach the ears of an audience cast on shore. Any attempt to recapture oral tradition 

requires concessions to modernity and the poet must reinterpret traditional forms in order 

to reach modern audiences. Not only were scripts written prior to the broadcasts but they 

also included poems that were previously or subsequently published, thus placing the oral 

performance within a highly textual context from which it cannot be extracted. This 

context of textual production, oral performance, and print publication is an important 

condition for understanding the radio poetry that Yeats produced in the 1930s. 

 

                                     
25 Yeats wrote two poems, “Roger Casement” and “The Ghost of Roger Casement” in response to William 
J. Moloney’s “The Forged Casement Diaries.” Casement played a role in the Irish independence struggle 
after a career in the British civil service and a knighthood for human rights activism in the Belgian Congo. 
During the Irish Rising he went to Germany during World War I to encourage Irish prisoners of war to 
fight against the British. When he returned to Ireland on a German ship carrying guns, he was intercepted 
by the British and tried for treason. During Casement’s trial, his “Black Diaries,” chronicling in obsessive 
detail his sexual and monetary exchanges with young men across the world, surfaced as a strategy to quell 
resistance to his execution. Moloney’s book convinced Yeats that the diaries were forgeries by the British 
prosecution. 
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Stages, Pubs, and Parlors: Broadcasting Poetry 

The 1930s were a particularly productive period for Yeats’ poetry, one that he 

described as his “second puberty” and in which he returned to the themes, obsessions and 

theories that dominated his early career.26 Primary among these revisited themes were his 

renewed attempts to present spoken poetry to public audiences and his incorporation of 

oral poetic genres into his print poetry. With the rise of wireless technology, Yeats 

identified a unique medium for not only resurrecting, but also re-imagining the modes of 

oral communication and reception that shaped literature before the ascent of the printing 

press, modes that he described as inheritances from the Irish oral tradition and which he 

had earlier sought to capture in his psaltery and theatrical productions. 

The changes that Yeats describes in “Poems about Women” as the move from the 

lecture hall to the radio studio correspond with changing understandings of audience 

spurred by the advent of mass media at the beginning of the twentieth century. Jürgen 

Habermas refers to this process as the “refeudalization” of the public sphere as media 

became centralized in the hands of a few and disseminated to the masses who were 

largely unable to access the means for speaking back. The idea of mass media as 

“refeudalization” suggests one aspect of radio’s appeal for Yeats, who venerated the 

aristocracy of a pre-capitalist feudal age. Yeats is far from alone in his recognition of the 

affinities between radio and pre-literate publics: Marshall McLuhan noted “the power of 

radio to retribalize mankind, its almost instant reversal of individualism into 

collectivism” (264). After the Fascist movements of Italy and Germany used radio as an 

enormously effective propaganda tool, this perception of broadcasters and listeners as 

                                     
26 See Richard Ellmann, W.B. Yeats’s Second Puberty: A Lecture Delivered at the Library of Congress on 
April 2, 1984. (Washington: Library of Congress, 1985). 
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inherently tribal or fascistic became deeply entrenched and continues to serve as a means 

for understanding mass movements from Rwanda to the United States.27 However, as 

Michael Warner has argued, the publics of mass media are not objective realities, but 

rather, fictions that are created and recreated anew each time they are addressed. 

According to this logic, there is no reason that radio publics must be imagined as tribal or 

fascistic collectives rather than cosmopolitan individuals or socialist communities. As 

Warner writes, “publics exist only by virtue of their imagining. They are a kind of fiction 

that has taken on life, and a very potent life at that” (8). These publics and counterpublics 

may be imagined as feudal, bourgeois or utopian, but they come into being only through 

the imaginative act of being addressed.  

Although Yeats’s radio work coincided with his interest in fascism, his 

broadcasts, rather than following the authoritarian ethos of right-wing propaganda, 

exemplify Warner’s description of the “mutually defining interplay between texts and 

publics” (16).28 The experimental playfulness of Yeats’s broadcasts and the central 

ambiguity of the radio poems suggest that the poet, like Warner, viewed mass-media 

audiences as imaginative creations that in turn recreate the literary text. Often in the 

broadcasts, Yeats asks his audience to imagine themselves in fictional spaces before he 

reads his poems, spaces that represent different versions of the orality he spent his career 

attempting to recapture. His first radio broadcast in 1931 was a recording of the Abbey 

Theatre production of Oedipus the King for BBC Belfast, in which he asked the audience 

                                     
27 For a recent response to radio and mass violence, see “Countering Radio Propaganda,” The Economist 
(July 23, 2009). 
28 Yeats became interested in Italian fascism around 1924 and went so far as to write marching songs for 
the Irish Blueshirts during the summer of 1933 before becoming disillusioned with the movement. For 
more on Yeats’s relationship with fascism, see Elizabeth Cullingford’s Yeats, Ireland and Fascism (New 
York and London: New York University Press, 1981). 
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to imagine the action taking place not on the Abbey Theatre stage, but in “an open-air 

Greek theatre with its high-pillared stage, and yourselves all sitting tier above tier upon 

marble seats in some great amphitheatre cut out of a hillside” (CW 220). In his preamble 

to the performance, Yeats tells his audience that unlike Latin literature, which “was 

founded upon documents,” “Greek literature came like old Irish literature out of the 

beliefs of the common people” (CW 220). In asking his audience to transport themselves 

to the Greek amphitheatre, he asks them to imagine themselves immersed in a world of 

pure orality in defiance of the secondary orality of the broadcast. 

Often describing his radio broadcasts as “experiments,” Yeats seemed to be 

casting around for the right setting, technique, and approach to address his amorphous 

radio publics. While the “Abbey Theatre” production presented the broadcast audience as 

akin to ancient theater-goers, Yeats also makes it clear that he is new to the radio medium 

and expresses ambivalence as to whether he can actually recreate the publics of the Greek 

amphitheatre. He is explicit about this uncertainty, and his newness to radio, in the 

Oedipus broadcast: “If the wireless can be got to work, in the country house where I shall 

be staying, I shall be listening too, and as I have never heard a play broadcasted I do not 

know whether I shall succeed in calling into my imagination that ancient theatre” (CW 

220). In another Abbey Theatre broadcast, this one a collection of dramatic poetry 

readings for the fledgling Radio Athlone rather than the established BBC, Yeats forcibly 

expressed his disappointment with the results, writing to Walter James Turner: “The 

arrangement had great success on the stage so I have not the least notion what went 

wrong. I do not know enough” (qtd in CW 401). Schuchard writes that Yeats, “shocked 

by the dramatic contrast between stage performance and wireless broadcast,” sent letters 
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to his friends apologizing for the poor results (377).29 After these experiments, Yeats 

abandoned his strategy of addressing the audience as he would a theatrical audience. 

Two broadcasts in collaboration with BBC producer George Barnes, “In the 

Poet’s Pub” (2 April 1937) and “In the Poet’s Parlour” (22 April 1937), make clear the 

extent to which Yeats’s interest in orality was based not on ancient traditions alone, but, 

rather, was shaped through modern contexts of oral performance such as informal “party 

pieces” and the verse recitations he experienced in his days with the Rhymer’s Club. In 

these broadcasts he would ask listeners to imagine more contemporary, less theatrical, 

and yet equally fictitious, spaces: the poet’s parlour and the poet’s pub.30 These two 

choices represent modern elite and popular traditions, respectively, for spoken word 

poetry. These imagined spaces are less archaic than the ancient Greek amphitheater and 

more intimate than the modern lecture hall that Yeats rejects in “Poetry About Women.” 

The pub broadcast represents a working and middle-class tradition of social 

recitation that Alan Friedman calls “party pieces” and classifies somewhere between 

formal recitation and spontaneous outburst (xvii). The pub broadcast includes no poems 

by Yeats himself, but it does include several that Yeats had previously compiled in his 

Oxford Book of Modern Verse (1936) such as Hilaire Belloc’s “Tarantella,” G.K. 

Chesterton’s “The Rolling English Road,” Henry Newbolt’s “Drake’s Drum,” and 

                                     
29 Yeats wrote to George Barnes, “Broadcast a fiasco,” and described how the actors’ energetic clapping on 
stage was transmuted by the wireless set into “a school-boy knocking with the end of a pen-knife, or a 
spoon” (qtd in Schuchard 377). However, Schuchard writes that H.G. Higgins helped alleviate Yeats’s 
anxiety about the broadcast by convincing him that the dial on his wireless was not set properly and that the 
microphones were wrongly placed on stage. When the Abbey Theatre actors re-recorded the performance 
in studio, rather than on stage, Yeats said it was now “quite right” (qtd in Schuchard 378). 
30 George Barnes collaborated with Yeats on four broadcasts: "In the Poet's Garden," "In the Poet's Pub," 
"My Own Poetry," "My Own Poetry Again." In 1940, Barnes described the experience of broadcasting with 
Yeats as both frustrating and inspiring. He noted that Yeats had no ear for music and often confused the 
performers, but he also expressed awe at the power of Yeats’s oral performances. 
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Frederick York Powell’s translation of “The Lady and the Shark” by Paul Fort.31 All of 

the poems in this broadcast are from English or French sources and Yeats tells the 

audience in the introduction that “everybody in the inn except me is very English and we 

are all a little drunk” (CW 267). The Britishness of this broadcast, an exception among 

Yeats’s radio works, helps him avoid the stereotypes of a drunken Irish pub scene while 

preserving the riotous and humorous atmosphere that his chosen poems evoke. Yeats 

introduced the poems and Victor Clinton Clinton-Baddeley recited them with music, 

drum rolls and pub chatter in between. Schuchard writes that although Yeats had “little 

experience in pubs,” the broadcast “was meant to suggest the possibility of a new 

communality of poetry through the wireless—scholar, farmer, worker, and sailor sharing 

the poet’s musical speech together” (380). During the broadcast, Yeats emphasized the 

role of the wireless in mediating this poetic community, often drawing attention to the 

presence and potential difficulties of radio mediation.  At one point, he tells the audience 

that the pub-goers “are all delighted, and at every pause we want to pound the table with 

our tankards. As, however, a tankard must be both heard and seen, the B.B.C. has 

substituted the rolling of a drum” (CW 267). While the broadcast allows listeners to enter 

an imagined communal space for poetry, it also shapes the expression of this space: 

transforming tankards into drums. 

In contrast to the raucous “poet’s pub,” Yeats’s following broadcast takes the 

audience into a refined “poet’s parlour.” Speaking to his audience as serial listeners, he 

begins the broadcast by saying, “When we were in the Poet’s Pub I asked you to listen to 

poems written for everybody, but now you will listen, or so I hope, to poems written for 

                                     
31 “In the Poet’s Pub” also included readings of Walter de la Mare’s “Off the Ground” and Sylvia 
Townsend Warner’s “The Sailor.” Though neither of these poems were part of The Oxford Book of Modern 
Verse, Yeats did include other works by de la Mare this collection. 
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poets, and that is why we are in the Poet’s Parlour” (CW 276). In defining the space of 

“In the Poet’s Parlour” as an intimate parlor wherein poets assemble and speak poems to 

each other without the “common man” of the pub, Yeats begins on a note of uncertainty 

regarding his audience. The parenthetical “or so I hope” suggests that Yeats is less sure 

that the radio will provide an appropriate medium for this niche audience of “poems 

written for poets.” The broadcast included readings of both his own poems and those by 

other poets and the parlor setting would prove an important space for Yeats’s developing 

theories regarding radio publics. As Mark Morrisson writes, the modernist interest in 

speech stems in part from the verse recitation traditions of nineteenth-century British 

literary coteries. Morrison argues that the nineteenth-century verse recitation movement 

“privileged oral cultural production over visual spectacle, which it associated with 

artifice, theatricality, and—especially the working-class music hall” (37). Although Yeats 

often rhetorically aligned oral culture with the “common man,” Morrison argues that 

notions of orality at the time often come out of an upper-class rejection of popular visual 

culture. In Publics and Counterpublics, Warner describes the Victorian parlor as an 

attempt “to erect literal walls between public and private functions even within the home” 

(27). However, as Warner goes on to argue, these walls are rarely stable and, as an 

example, describes how “a radio can bring public discussion into a bathroom” (27). By 

defining the space of his broadcast as a “poet’s parlour,” Yeats invites his listeners into a 

space that mediates between private and public and whose pretensions to exclusivity—a 

poet’s parlor is much like a salon after all— masks the democratic anonymity of its mass 

listening audience.  
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“In the Poet’s Parlour” replicates many of the strategies Yeats outlines for his 

psaltery tours, including his emphasis on creating a small, private space for presenting 

spoken poetry. Furthermore, as in “Speaking to the Psaltery,” Yeats emphasized that 

music should facilitate the delivery of spoken words rather than vice versa. The music in 

Yeats’s broadcasts, therefore, served to enhance the meaning and mood of the poetry and 

allowed the listener’s mind time to relax and process the words during pauses: 

Where there is a pause—a short pause in the middle of a poem, 

when the mood is being changed—or the long pause between 

poem and poem—there will be music to rest and hold your 

attention and to make it possible to repeat half a dozen lyric poems 

without monotony. Whether we speak or sing, our sole object is to 

fix your attention upon the words. (276) 

Despite this similar methodology, Yeats’s radio broadcasts are not identical 

reproductions of the psaltery tours. In one particularly radiogenic passage in “In the 

Poet’s Parlour,” Yeats pretends to revise his script mid-broadcast. As is evident from the 

text, this moment is a highly scripted attempt to create the illusion of spontaneity: 

Will you pardon me for a moment while I read a note from our 

stage manager. (I will rustle paper). O-O-I understand. It seems 

that one or two of the poets present say that our programme is 

much too melancholy. That they were much more at home when 

we were in our pub. (278) 

The reference to the stage manager in this passage draws attention to the bureaucracy 

behind the broadcast and the fact that, unlike a poet’s parlour, the broadcasting booth 
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isolates the writer from his audience. By inserting this performed interruption into the 

broadcast, Yeats uses the paper missive as a supplement for the kind of dialogic 

relationship commonly found in oral literature. The radio performer receives feedback on 

his performance only through the stage manager’s bureaucratic intrusion via the written 

word. Public opinion research was beginning to become an important aspect of BBC 

broadcasting around this time but it is uncertain whether Yeats would have read any 

public opinion reports following his broadcasts; although he did read some of the few 

printed reviews and receive informal feedback from friends and colleagues.32 This 

scripted paper-rustling that Yeats inserted in the broadcast is an attempt to compensate 

for the unidirectional flow of information from performance to audience by providing an 

imagined exchange that anticipates the listener’s impending boredom. As D.L. LeMahieu 

writes, “Despite its audience of millions, radio proved an intimate medium which, as 

BBC officials recognized, rewarded those who addressed the microphone as an adjacent 

individual, not a remote crowd” (191). Furthermore, Yeats’s winking reference to the 

audience’s being “much more at home” in the pub assumes that some of his listeners may 

have tuned in to “In the Poet’s Pub,” and therefore “In the Poet’s Parlour” takes on the 

character of being part of a radio series rather than a discrete performance. While I agree 

with Schuchard that there is great continuity between Yeats’s early psaltery tours and his 

                                     
32 In 1936, Stephen Tallents, Controller of Public Relations and advocate of public opinion research, 
established an Information Department whose duties included Listener Research (later Audience Research). 
There was much internal debate within the BBC regarding the role of listener research; many important 
figures, such as first Director-General J.C. Reith argued that listener research would be a constraint on 
quality programming and lead producers to overlook minority tastes (Briggs 149). See Robert Silvey’s 
first-hand account of early BBC listener research: Who’s Listening?: The Story of BBC Audience Research 
(London: George Allen & Unwin, 1974). Furthermore, Schuchard describes several instances of reviews 
and informal feedback that Yeats received regarding the broadcasts, particularly an effusive response in the 
Irish press to his Oedipus broadcast (339-342). 
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later broadcasts, these added radio-specific elements reveal Yeats adapting his ideas of 

orality to the radio with a light, humorous touch. 

These experiments in defining the space of the broadcast suggest that Yeats was 

seeking how best to interpret the auditory publics of radio broadcasting—before finally 

giving up the conceit altogether in his last two poetry programs, “My Own Poetry” and 

“My Own Poetry Again.” As a whole, the broadcasts reveal the heterogeneity of oral 

traditions from which he drew and the extent to which he was uncertain about what kind 

of orality radio resembled. Did it harken back to classical drama or bardic poetry? Was it 

more closely akin to the modern oral performances of the upper-class parlor or the lower-

class pub? Yeats never resolved these tensions between the ancient and modern 

prototypes for poetry broadcasting; but his broadcasts incorporated and radically altered 

dramatic, bardic, and modern verse recitation to suit the new medium. 

 

Love Poetry on Air: “Sweet Dancer” 

The poems that Yeats chose to broadcast on air demonstrate a return to his early 

theories of orality inasmuch as they refashion these theories with added formal influences 

from radio broadcasting. In “Poems About Women,” for example, Yeats’s decision to 

shift his love poetry from the private medium of print publication to the oral medium of 

radio has implications for his broader literary strategies. Does his decision to broadcast 

love poems mean that the later love poems are written with a heightened awareness of 

speech? Do these late love poems become oral genres in ways that his early love poems 

are not? To address these questions, I will focus on one love poem that Yeats identified 

as an original radio composition: “Sweet Dancer,” which he included in the broadcast “In 
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the Poet’s Parlour.”33 On air, Yeats informed the audience that he wrote “Sweet Dancer,” 

“especially for this programme” (276). Inspired by the actress and poet Margot Ruddock, 

“Sweet Dancer” portrays a female artist in conflict with both her society and her own 

inner demons. Ruddock was not only the muse of “Sweet Dancer,” but she also 

performed it on air.34 In The Last Minstrels, Schuchard writes that Yeats wished to 

fashion Ruddock into a “new mistress of chanted verse, a successor to Florence Farr” 

(349). Despite the fact that the BBC producer George Barnes found Ruddock unsuitable 

for radio, Yeats insisted on her performing the readings.  

In addition to “Sweet Dancer,” Yeats also wrote “A Crazed Girl” for Ruddock, in 

which he describes a mental breakdown she experienced. Ruddock herself recalls the 

scene in her essay, “Almost I Tasted Ecstasy” from The Lemon Tree, which Yeats edited 

and helped publish. During her breakdown, as Ruddock describes it, she was found in the 

cargo hold of a ship singing out her own poem, which begins, “Sea-starved, hungry sea” 

(9). Yeats’s poem uses Ruddock’s words to re-imagine the scene: 

No matter what disaster occurred 

She stood in desperate music wound, 

Wound, wound, and she made in her triumph 

Where the bales and the baskets lay 

No common intelligible sound 

                                     
33 If Yeats had broadcast “The Pilgrim” on air, as he had originally intended, it would have been his first 
poem published on air.  
34 The other performer in this broadcast was V.C. Clinton-Baddeley who was one of Yeats’s most 
consistent radio collaborators. Both Clinton-Baddeley and Ruddock also performed in Yeats’s “My Own 
Poetry” (broadcast July 3, 1937), but according to Colton Johnson “Stormy rehearsals eventually reduced 
Margot Ruddock’s participation in the broadcast” (407n).  
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But sang, ‘O sea-starved hungry sea.’ (The Collected Poems of W.B. Yeats 

296)35 

Ruddock’s mad song represents an exaggerated version of what Warner describes as the 

extreme privacy of the lyric form, which he argues, “take[s] no cognizance of its 

addressee whatsoever” (79). While Yeats found a sort of triumph in the insular insanity 

of Ruddock’s lyricism, his broadcast poem about her, “Sweet Dancer,” mediates between 

Ruddock’s private world and a public from which she has broken. 

“Sweet Dancer,” like “A Crazed Girl,” offers tempered praise for the artistic 

individuality of a mentally unstable love object. However, “Sweet Dancer” also expresses 

ambivalence about art that cannot speak to a public and communicates this ambivalence 

to a very public audience. Rather than producing poetry that offers “no common 

intelligible sound,” Yeats’s radio poem strives for public-oriented “intelligible” speech. 

As a radio poem, “Sweet Dancer” blurs the lines between oral and print poetry. Not only 

does Yeats tell his listeners that he wrote the poem “especially for this programme” but 

the poem also demonstrates a highly condensed use of repetition, end rhyme, internal 

rhyme, and simple diction that are commonly found in oral literature. The printed version 

of “Sweet Dancer” appeared a full year later in The London Mercury and in the Cuala 

Press edition of New Poems; listeners would therefore have had no print referent for their 

listening at the time of the broadcast. Here is the poem in its entirety: 

The girl goes dancing there 

On the leaf-sown, new-mown, smooth 

Grass plot of the garden; 

                                     
35 References to The Collected Poems of W.B. Yeats hereafter abbreviated as CP. 
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Escaped from bitter youth, 

Escaped out of her crowd, 

Or out of her black cloud. 

Ah dancer, ah sweet dancer! 

 

If strange men come from the house 

To lead her away do not say 

That she is happy being crazy; 

Lead them gently astray; 

Let her finish her dance, 

Let her finish her dance. 

Ah dancer, ah sweet dancer! (Yeats, CP 296) 

Each word in this short, highly economical poem is designed for auditory reception. The 

trimeter lines, along with the heavy emphasis on monosyllabic and disyllabic words, 

create an aura of simplicity in what, when unpacked, is a far more complex poem than it 

first appears. Repetition, particularly doubling, is one of the central formal features of 

“Sweet Dancer.” Obsessed with such doublings, the poem includes two stanzas that 

repeat the same rhyme structure (abcbdde/ abcbdde), as well as an internally mirrored 

refrain—“Ah dancer, ah sweet dancer.” Lines such as “Escaped from bitter youth/ 

Escaped out of her crowd/ Or out of her black cloud” use thick layers of rhyme and 

repetition; the echo of “escaped” in the two un-rhymed lines is mirrored by the near-echo 

of “crowd” and “cloud” in the end-rhymed lines. Yeats also introduces slight variations, 
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such as the insertion of “sweet” in the refrain’s second clause, which prevents monotony 

in the repetitions.  

Refrains become a recurring formal feature in the broadcasts: all of his own 

poems broadcast during “In the Poet’s Parlour” include refrains. In his 1938 poetry 

collection, New Poems, in which much of Yeats’s radio-era poetry appears, twelve out of 

thirty-four poems contain refrains, many of which explicitly evoke speech. These oral 

refrains include exclamations (“O my dear, O my dear,” “The Lord have mercy upon us,” 

“How goes the weather?” and “fol de rol de rolly O”) as well as recounted speech 

(“‘What then?’ sang Plato’s ghost, ‘what then?’” and “Said the man in the golden 

breastplate/ Under the old stone Cross”). This extensive use of refrains demonstrates 

what Schuchard describes as Yeats’s resurgent commitment to oral literary traditions in 

his late poetry: a commitment that finds one of its simplest, and most idiosyncratic, 

expressions in “Sweet Dancer.”  

One of the few scholars to offer close analysis of “Sweet Dancer,” Elizabeth 

Cullingford observes that the poem’s refrain connects it to a tradition of love poetry “in 

which the repeated interjection conjures an emotional and regretful speaker,” but she also 

notes that Yeats renders the love object in generic terms such as “girl” that denote a 

public, rather than private audience (267).36 As a love poem, “Sweet Dancer” represents 

the personal poems that Yeats came to regret reading aloud on his American tours: those 

that lead to intrusive questions. Yet in his radio readings, Yeats could perform the poems 

without the risk of an intrusive audience. Both a love poem and a public poem, “Sweet 

                                     
36 Cullingford writes that Yeats’s poems to Ruddock—“Sweet Dancer” as well as “A Crazed Girl— 
“conceal their personal roots.” She goes on to write, “In ‘Sweet Dancer’ the patronizing designation ‘girl’ 
and the adjective ‘crazy’ distance speaker and reader from the object of their gaze, who is isolated by her 
insanity” (267). 
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Dancer” draws on oral-poetic devices while challenging the established binaries between 

orality and literacy in pre-electronic poetry.  

In Yeats’s extensively analyzed oeuvre, “Sweet Dancer” stands out as a strangely 

understudied poem, perhaps because of its close interrelationship to the medium for 

which it was conceived. Interpreting “Sweet Dancer” as a love poem intended for oral 

performance on air sheds new light on its approach to audience and its use of speech 

genres. For instance, the exclamatory “Ah” in the refrain, though it may seem archaic or 

quaint to a reader who encounters the poem in print, becomes emotionally and sexually 

charged as an oral performance. Cullingford writes that, in Yeats’s late poetry, “‘Ah’ and 

‘O’ are codewords for sexual feeling,” which “rescues the apostrophe from Victorian 

‘poeticism’ and reclaims it for modern love poetry” (267). If there remains a Victorian 

tinge to the “O” that Yeats inserts into Ruddock’s “Sea-starved, hungry sea” it is re-

animated in Yeats’s radio poem as physical breath. If we compare the refrain of “Sweet 

Dancer” to a line from “The Meditation of the Old Fisherman” from Crossways (1889), 

the difference between the uses of the apostrophe becomes clearer. The early poem 

laments a general decline from the time of the fisherman’s youth and includes the line, 

“And ah, you proud maiden, you are not so fair when his oar/ Is heard on the water” 

(Yeats, CP 21). With its “proud maiden” and plentiful pronouns, the line is deliberately 

antiquated, setting out to plunge readers into a language of bygone times whose loss the 

poem bemoans. In contrast, when Ruddock exhales “ah” four times during her 

performance, she punctuates the airwaves with her breath. “Sweet Dancer” was one of 

eight poems with exclamations (both by himself and by other poets) that Yeats included 

in his broadcasts; of the seven poems recited during “In the Poet’s Parlour,” four include 
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the words “Ah,” “Oh,” or “O.”37 Given the preponderance of exhalations in the radio 

poems, Yeats seemingly connected these auditory features with the strange intimacy he 

was discovering in the broadcasting booth. 

Taken out of context, “Sweet Dancer” is a slim unassuming piece; in context, it is 

a poem peopled by a multitude. As a love poem it is strangely crowded. The poem 

includes a poetic speaker, the dancer, the “crowd” from whom the dancer breaks away, 

the “strange men” who attempt to recapture her, plus the audience who are asked to lead 

the “strange men” away. Furthermore, in radio performance, the poet himself introduces 

the work, the love object performs, and the listeners attend at home. The multitudes 

within the poem, the program, and the listenership, make “Sweet Dancer” what I consider 

a radiogenic poem—one that sounds best when heard within its radio context.  

“Sweet Dancer” is not, nor does it pretend to be, a contextualized performance in 

the sense described by theorists of oral literature; it is rather a lyric poem imagined for a 

silent auditory audience, therefore belonging to a class of literature commonly viewed as 

private rather than public.38 Although the poem possesses features of orality such as 

simple diction and forceful repetition, its central ambiguity ties it closely to modern print 

traditions. What does the Dancer break away from? Is it a “crowd” or a “black cloud”? 

                                     
37 Other poems that Yeats broadcast containing an “O,” “Oh” or “Ah” include “A Faery Poem” (“O so 
old”) from “Poems about Women,” “Come on the Hills of Mourne” (“O no, O no, O no, O no”) from 
“Abbey Theatre Broadcast,” “The Wicked Hawthorn Tree” (“O, but I saw a solemn sight… O, what is life 
but a mouthful of air”) from “In the Poet’s Parlour,” and “The Pilgrim” (“fol de rol de rolly O”) from “In 
the Poet’s Parlour.” Yeats also selected similar poems by other poets: “The Sailor” (“O tell me of the sea”) 
by Henry Newbolt in “In the Poet’s Pub”, “The Sailor and the Shark” (“O stay, my love”) by Paul Fort in 
“In the Poet’s Pub”, “Santorin” (“Oh ask me not, bold sailor… Oh it lies north, dear lady… O base and 
brutal sailor” by Lionel Johnson, “To Morfydd” by F.R. Higgins (“Oh! what are the winds?”) from “In the 
Poet’s Parlour.” 
38 Theorists of oral literature such as Walter J. Ong, Alfred Lord and Milman Perry, Havelock Ellis, and 
John Miles Foley show how the presence of an embodied performer, a responsive audience, and a 
performative occasion significantly shapes traditional oral genres such as the epic poem. For Ong this 
means that oral literature is fundamentally more social than written literature, which he believes “fosters 
abstractions that disengage knowledge from the arena where human beings struggle with one another” (43). 
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Rather than resolving these rhyming possibilities, Yeats gives the listener two possible 

explanations for her solitary dance: she has either escaped “her crowd” and therefore she 

represents the individualist escaping from conformity or she has escaped from “her black 

cloud,” an explanation suggestive of William Wordsworth’s “I Wandered Lonely as a 

Cloud”: 

I wandered lonely as a cloud 

That floats on high o’er vales and hills, 

When all at once I saw a crowd, 

A host of golden daffodils. (191) 

In Wordsworth’s poem, the cloud represents artistic solitude and the crowd of daffodils 

allows a respite from loneliness which Wordsworth describes as a dance: “And then my 

heart with pleasure fills,/ And dances with the daffodils” (191). If Yeats’s Dancer is 

trapped in a lonely, depressive cloud rather than imprisoned by a crowd, then the dance 

provides communion, not with nature but with an audience. By supplanting 

Wordsworth’s lonely cloud with human crowds, Yeats suggests that a solution to artistic 

isolation is to be found not in an idyllic natural world, but in performance art that 

connects the artist to his or her audience. 

Yet the poem remains ambiguous about whether the dancer has escaped from her 

cloud; she may instead have escaped from a crowd. If so, then her dance celebrates the 

individuality of the artist who breaks away from conformity. In such a reading, the crowd 

and the artist are in direct conflict. “The crowd,” a politically charged phrase in 1930s 

rhetoric, was associated with psychological theories of the “crowd mind,” fascist and 
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socialist politics, and the mass audiences of modern media.39 In The Psychology of Radio 

(1935), Hadley Cantril and Gordon W. Allport write, “radio, more than any other 

medium of communication, is capable of forming a crowd mind among individuals who 

are physically separated from one another” (21). Despite this perception among early 

media theorists that radio shaped a mass consensus among listeners, greatly enhanced by 

Hitler and Goebbels’ cataclysmic broadcasts, Yeats speaks to his audience not as a 

“crowd,” but, rather, as listeners capable of supporting the artist.  

Despite the many imperatives in the poem, the dancer’s escape and Yeats’s appeal 

to his listeners to divert the “strange men” away from her fugitive performance, calls for 

a conspiratorial rather than an authoritarian relationship between poet and audience. 

Unlike the imperatives in traditional love poetry, those of “Sweet Dancer” are addressed 

not to the love object, but to the audience. In the first stanza Yeats describes the dancing 

girl as “there;” apart from either speaker or audience who are bonded together by their 

distance from the girl and must now work to protect her. Whether she has escaped from 

the impersonal crowd or the personal cloud, the second stanza ends with three imperative 

lines telling the audience to protect this moment of freedom: “Lead them gently astray/ 

Let her finish her dance/ Let her finish her dance” (Yeats, CP 296). Yeats imagines an 

audience that is capable of protecting this ambiguously defined space of the dance.  

In creating this space, Yeats drew upon the idioms and formal features of oral 

literature; however, the radio poem, with its unresponsive audience, more closely 

resembles the decontextualized imagined publics that Warner describes in Publics and 

Counterpublics. Although “Sweet Dancer” is a lyric poem imagined for a silent auditory 

                                     
39 Gustave Le Bon, whose The Crowd: A Study of the Popular Mind greatly influenced Sigmund Freud’s 
Group Psychology and the Analysis of the Ego, described the dawn of the twentieth-century as the “ERA 
OF CROWDS” (x).  
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public—a class of literature that Warner excludes from his definition of publics—its 

ability to draw upon public and private forms of address simultaneously undermines the 

distinction that Warner makes between public discourse and lyric poetry. Warner writes, 

“In reading something as lyric, rather than regard the speaking voice as wholly alienated 

to the text, we regard it as transcendent. Though it could only be produced through the 

displacement of writing, we read it with cultivated disregard of its circumstance of 

circulation, understanding it as an image of absolute privacy” (80–81). While lyrical 

transcendence remains an important goal of the radio love poem, its listeners cannot 

ignore “its circumstance of circulation,” nor are they encouraged to ignore these 

circumstances. In fact, Yeats goes to great lengths in the broadcast to situate, 

contextualize and create an imagined space for his poem.  

Yeats’s understanding of the radio poem is also markedly different from the 

theories espoused by Futurist writers such as F.T. Marinetti and Pino Masnata who write 

that “La Radia”— their term for radio’s various manifestations— shall be “Freedom from 

all point of contact with literary and artistic tradition/ Any attempt to link la radia with 

tradition is grotesque” (267). In “Marinetti, Marconista: The Futurist Manifestos and the 

Emergence of Wireless Writing,” Timothy Campbell describes the Futurist’s "wireless 

imagination" as a move from the lyrical "I" to the post-human wireless receiver (52). 

Much work on “wireless writing,” such as the essays collected in Wireless Imagination: 

Sound, Radio and the Avant-Garde (1992) focus on the impersonality of modern 

technological sound and the artists grappling with this impersonality. Unlike the wireless 

writing of Marinetti and the avant-garde, Yeats’s radio poetry attempts to unite public 

speech with the private emotions of lyric poetry. Steven Connor writes that “radio has 
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been thought of both as the most intimate of communications and the most impersonal. 

Perhaps we can say that radio is characterized both by the intimacy of its impersonality 

and the impersonality of its intimacy” (275). Connor also notes that the early expression 

for radio listening, “Listening in,” implies that the listener is an eavesdropper. This idea 

of the listener as eavesdropper corresponds closely with John Stuart Mill’s definition of 

lyric poetry as overhearing.40 Performing poetry on air, Yeats wants to imagine his 

listeners as neither impersonal technological receivers nor silent readers of print but, 

rather, as an audience that listens in together. Because radio listeners are separated by 

distance but connected by the temporal moment of the broadcast, Yeats could imagine a 

simultaneous eavesdropping that allows for lyric transcendence and communal relativity 

at once.  

Urging audiences to protect the dancer, the poem addresses the particularly 

fraught contexts for art in the 1930s, in which new media and coming war threatened the 

dissolution of traditional forms of artistic expression. Yeats’s fear that the audience for 

poetry would not survive the flux of modernity fueled his approach to radio publics. 

While “Sweet Dancer” keeps faith that poetry can survive this struggle between the 

artists, the audience, and the changing conditions of modern art, Yeats’s later radio poem, 

“The Curse of Cromwell,” would represent a much more desperate version of this 

struggle. By imploring listeners to protect the dancer in “Sweet Dancer,” Yeats imagines 

an audience capable of intervening—one whose assistance he needs to preserve the 

ambiguously defined space of the dance. Whether this space is a space of individuality 

                                     
40 In “Thoughts on Poetry and its Varieties,” originally titled “What is Poetry?”, Mill distinguishes “poetry” 
from “eloquence”: “Poetry and eloquence are both alike the expression or utterance of feeling. But if we 
may be excused the antithesis, we should say that eloquence is heard, poetry is overheard. Eloquence 
supposes an audience; the peculiarity of poetry appears to lie in the poet’s utter unconsciousness of a 
listener” (348). 
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(the escape from the crowd) or a space of communion (an escape from the self), the 

audience is called upon to act “gently” so the dancer can “finish her dance.” Broadcasting 

“Sweet Dancer” creates a space for a dance that defines itself against either crowd-

mindedness of solitariness and, in so doing, combines oral and lyric traditions into a 

beguilingly simple poem. 

 

Broadcasts/ Broadsides: “The Curse of Cromwell” 

Broadcast in 1937, “The Curse of Cromwell” chronicles the demise of poetry in 

the wake of Oliver Cromwell’s invasion of Ireland in 1649 and the subsequent decline of 

the Irish aristocracy. The speaker, a displaced minstrel, mourns the loss of the society that 

once supplied him with patronage, friendship, and an ear for his poetry. Although the 

poem begins with the particular historical moment of Cromwell’s seventeenth-century 

invasion, it also comments on the precarious status of poetry in contemporary life. As 

befits a poem about the collapse of bardic culture, “The Curse of Cromwell” is obsessed 

with speech and the failures of modern orality, most notably in its refrain: “O what of 

that, O what of that/ What is there left to say?” (Yeats, CP 304). As in “Sweet Dancer,” 

the refrain contains an expressive “O” and yet, in this context, the note is one of 

lamentation rather than exaltation. Although the poem’s title evokes a powerful speech 

act—the curse—its body focuses on the aftermath of this curse and is less imperative-

laden than “Sweet Dancer,” relying instead on a series of rhetorical questions that query 

whether an audience still exists for poetic utterance. Because “The Curse of Cromwell” 

was unpublished when broadcast, these questions about audience reach an auditory public 

without any print referent for their listening. Interpreted in light of its original 1937 radio 
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broadcast, “The Curse of Cromwell” emerges as a poem that both employs and chronicles 

various oral genres—including traditional Irish oral poetry, broadside ballads, and mass-

media broadcasting—while questioning the perpetuity and the quality of the public ear 

for poetry.  

The opening of “The Curse of Cromwell”—“You ask what I have found” (Yeats, 

CP 304)—is heavily dialogic; as Phillip Marcus observes, its stress on “You” emphasizes 

the question of audience as the poem’s central concern (162). Marcus argues that Yeats’s 

anxiety about audience arose from two sources: in Ireland, the poet faced the prospect of 

an increasingly censorious conservative government under the leadership of Éamon de 

Valera and in England, he faced the rise of Left poets such as Cecil Day Lewis and W.H. 

Auden whose growing popularity Yeats saw as a threat to poetic traditions.41 In his 

otherwise comprehensive analysis, however, Marcus fails to connect Yeats’s queries 

about poetic audience to the emergence of mass media: a significant omission in light of 

the poem’s original radio context and its thematic emphasis on the spoken arts. Marcus 

writes that “The Curse of Cromwell” fantasizes about a future in which “the poet could 

reach without [the aristocratic patron’s] intermediary role the broader audience at the 

other end of the social spectrum” (174). With this reference to the patron as an 

intermediary, Marcus suggests another central concern of the poem: mediation itself. As a 

radio poem, “The Curse of Cromwell” asks questions that relate directly to the problem 

of broadcast audiences. If the aristocratic court once mediated between the poet and the 

people, can the BBC act as a new patron connecting verbal art to disparate publics? In 

                                     
41 In a letter to Dorothy Wellesley, Yeats describes the impetus for “The Curse of Cromwell” as follows: “I 
am expressing my rage against the intelligentsia by writing about Oliver Cromwell who was the Lennin 
[sic] of his day—I speak through the mouth of some wandering peasant poet in Ireland” and “the greater 
part of the English intelligentsia are communists” (qtd in Marcus 170).  
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writing for radio, can the poet regain a popular audience? If so, does it matter that the 

BBC is a British institution, often described as a public corporation, tied politically, 

culturally, and economically to a British government that Yeats strenuously opposed 

throughout his career? While Yeats never directly answers these questions, his dedication 

to broadcasting in the last days of his career suggests that he was at least willing to test 

the possibilities. 

“The Curse of Cromwell” was part of Yeats’s most overtly political radio 

broadcast, “My Own Poetry” (July 3, 1937), which included readings of three political 

poems concerned with martyrdom, war, and nationalism followed by three religious 

poems—“Mad as the Mist and Snow,” “Running to Paradise,” “Sailing to Byzantium,” 

and, finally, “He and She.”  According to Johnson, Margot Ruddock performed “The 

Curse of Cromwell” on air with Clinton-Baddeley joining for the refrain (CW 408).42 The 

broadcast begins by situating his first three political poems—“The Rose Tree,” “An Irish 

Airman Foresees his Death,” and “The Curse of Cromwell”—within Irish nationalist 

history. Yeats assembled these lyrics as political poems, but they each represent very 

different politics: the first two elegize martyrs, although the traditional and unquestioning 

nationalism of “The Rose Tree” sits uneasily with the sustained ambivalence of “An Irish 

Airman Foresees His Death.” The grouping of these three in “My Own Poetry” raises 

questions of how Yeats imagined the politics and nationalities of the BBC audience. 

Were the poems offered to provoke a largely British listening public, or did he primarily 

                                     
42 Colton Johnson writes, “The first refrain was ‘sung’, according to the BBC text, by Clinton-Baddeley, 
and the others by him and Margot Ruddock” (Collected Works of W.B. Yeats 408). Johnson provides 
detailed descriptions of the organization and musical scores utilized in this broadcast in Appendix C of his 
Collected Works of W.B. Yeats: Volume X.  Johnson also notes, “Stormy rehearsals eventually reduced 
Margot Ruddock’s participation in the broadcast” (407). For more on the conflict during rehearsals of “My 
Own Poetry” see Schuchard’s The Last Minstrels and Wayne McKenna’s “W.B. Yeats, W.J. Turner and 
Edmund Dulac: The Broadsides and Poetry Broadcasts” Yeats Annual 8 (1991): 225-34. 
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address his Irish listeners—and, if so, toward what ends did this assortment of political 

poems lend themselves? Yeats is clearest about his political goals with “The Curse of 

Cromwell” when he connects its themes to the political and cultural landscape of the 

twentieth century, informing his audience that Cromwell represents “a kind of Lenin” 

who “destroyed a whole social order” (CW 283-284). While the poem is historical, Yeats 

wants his audience to connect its themes to the political and cultural landscape of the 

twentieth century, beginning with an association between Cromwell and Lenin.  

Apologizing for the “melancholy” of this broadcast, Yeats tells listeners, “My last 

two broadcasts [‘In the Poet’s Pub’ and ‘In the Poet’s Parlour’] had cheerful moments 

but, being a poet, I cannot keep it up” (CW 286). Speaking to the audience as serial 

followers, Yeats suggests that he has overcome the fictional stage manager of “In the 

Poet’s Parlour” to present audiences with a wholly “melancholy” production. “My Own 

Poetry” abandons the conceit of asking the audience to imagine the space for the reading; 

here listeners are situated in neither a parlor nor a pub. In a work about the loss of a 

listening audience, Yeats’s inability or unwillingness to assign an imagined space for the 

oral performance of “The Curse of Cromwell” may mirror the poem’s uncertainty about 

the endurance of sites for spoken poetry.  

The goal of reaching a popular audience was fundamental to Yeats’s strategies for 

“The Curse of Cromwell.” In a letter to Wellesley about the poem, Yeats wrote, “I have 

recovered a power of moving the common man I had in my youth. The poems I can write 

now will go into the general memory” (qtd in Marcus 173-174).  Yeats’s decision to 

publish “The Curse of Cromwell” on air was consistent with his desire to move the 

“common man” who, if he ever existed, may very well have been listening to radio in the 
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1930s. Additionally “The Curse of Cromwell” borrows heavily from the popular 

traditions of Irish-language oral poetry. During the broadcast, Yeats alerted his listeners 

to his appropriation of an Irish source: “The best line in my poem—I leave you to find it 

out—is not mine. It is translated from a Gaelic poem, where it was used as I have used it” 

(283-84). He later identified this “best line” as “His fathers served their fathers before 

Christ was crucified” from the deathbed poem “Last Lines” of the eighteenth-century 

poet Aogán Ó Rathaille (Schuchard 386). Ó Rathaille, whom Declan Kiberd describes as 

the “last of the bards,” concludes his poem with the line; “I will go after the beloved 

warriors into the graveyard, those princes whom my ancestors served before the death of 

Christ” (45). Yeats also adapted another line, “The lovers and the dancers are beaten into 

the clay,” from Frank O’Connor’s translation of “Kilcash,” a traditional anonymous song 

that Yeats published in his Cuala Press broadside collection, and which laments the 

destruction and deforestation of an aristocratic demesne in the wake of Cromwell’s 

invasion (Broadsides np, emphasis mine).43 In exchanging the earls, ladies and people for 

lovers and dancers, Yeats shifts the focus of the lament. Furthermore, Yeats told his 

listeners during “In the Poet’s Parlour” that all poets are lovers and dancers: therefore, 

serial listeners would know to interpret those “beaten into the clay” as the poets 

themselves. 

Although neither “Kilcash” nor “Last Lines” is a ballad, Yeats structures “The 

Curse of Cromwell” in ballad form with roughly fourteener lines, rhyming couplets and a 

refrain. He also published it as a broadside in the Cuala Press a month after its radio 

                                     
43 According to Daniel Hoffman, “Not only did Yeats publish ‘Kilcash’ in his Cuala Broadsides only three 
months before ‘The Curse of Cromwell’ (May and August, 1937), but O’Connor has said the translation 
was ‘one of his favorite poems, and there is a good bit of his work in it’” (57). 
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debut. The New Princeton Handbook of Poetic Terms distinguishes three types of ballads: 

1) oral ballads, 2) broadside ballads, and 3) literary ballads. Situated between the oral 

traditional ballad and the textual literary ballad, the broadside ballad was, in the words of 

Leslie Shepard, “an intermarriage between the two streams of tradition—written and 

oral” (77). The fourteener line that Yeats used for “The Curse of Cromwell” was, 

according to Erik Nebeker, typical of the mid-16th century when the broadside ballad was 

the “chief competitor” for the emerging print lyric (991).44 Sold on street corners by 

ballad singers, broadsides tended to blur lines between orality and literacy by translating 

an oral source into text with the intention of its being reanimated by a singer to a listening 

audience. The popular tradition of broadside balladry, like the nascent radio medium, 

allowed poets to speak to a far broader popular audience than would be possible for either 

a strictly oral or strictly literary ballad.  

By publishing “The Curse of Cromwell” as a Cuala Press broadside, Yeats 

inscribed his commitment to “the popular” into the poem’s publication contexts, albeit in 

two very different forms. The Cuala Press, run by Yeats’s sister Elizabeth Yeats, 

published its monthly broadside series from 1908 to 1915 and was revived again in 1935 

(co-edited by Yeats and F.R. Higgins) and again in 1937 (co-edited by Yeats and Dorothy 

Wellesley), at which point “The Curse of Cromwell” was published in the August 

number.45 Each number in the series includes two poems, two engravings and, often, 

musical scores. The August number begins with “The Curse of Cromwell” on the front 

                                     
44 In his studies of miscellanies in the 16th century, Nebeker argues that early print poetry collections “had 
to cozy up with the broadside ballad” to establish an audience (1010). He finds that around 1580, after 
having established a reading base, miscellanies printed few ballads and focused on more “elite poetry” such 
as the sonnet.  
45 For more on the Cuala Press (called the Dun Emer press until 1908), see Liam Miller’s A Brief Account 
of the Cuala Press: Formerly the Dun Emer Press, Founded by Elizabeth Corbet Yeats in 1903 (Dublin: 
Cuala Press, 1971). 
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page, preceded by an engraving by Maurice McGonigal of a ranting figure, presumably a 

minstrel.46  

 

Illustration 1: 
 
 

 
 

 

                                     
46 The composers of the musical scores are not listed on the number itself; rather, a list of composers—W.J. 
Turner, Arthur Duff, Edmund Dulac, Frank Liebich, Hilda Matheson, Art O’Murnaghan and Hilaire 
Belloc—appears the front page of the collection.  
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Accompanying “The Curse of Cromwell” in the August number are the lyrics and 

musical score for W.J. Turner’s “Song.” Turner, as well as Edmund Dulac, was also a 

pivotal collaborator on the music for Yeats’s BBC broadcasts.47 Jacqueline Genet writes 

that the broadsides “were for many years the most popular productions of the Press”; 

however, they were, like Cuala’s other publications, collectors’ items defined by their 

high quality and exclusivity—only 300 copies of each individual broadside was printed 

(69). In December of 1937 Cuala Press published the year’s series of broadsides as a 

complete set with an introduction by Yeats and Dorothy Wellesley in a run of 150 copies 

that sold for £2 2s (The Cuala Press 15). These prices and limited runs testify to the fact 

that the Cuala broadsides did not reach out towards a truly popular audience despite 

drawing upon the popular ethos of ballad poetics.  

In Anomalous States, David Lloyd describes Irish broadside ballads as cultural 

hybrids that mix Gaelic with English, rural with urban, realist with burlesque, and “high 

language” with slang (95). Lloyd critiques the literary ballads of Young Ireland poets 

such as Thomas Davis, James Clarence Mangan, and Samuel Ferguson—those poets with 

whom Yeats famously associated himself in “To Ireland in the Coming Times”— for 

purging the broadside of its disparate elements and creating a homogeneous literary form 

that reflected their aspirations for a uniform Irish national identity. From this perspective, 

“The Curse of Cromwell,” as a literary ballad, could be charged with leveling out the 

hybridity of the broadside and, especially in its expensive Cuala printing, repackaging a 

popular form into an elite collector’s item. However, the radio context for “The Curse of 

                                     
47 H.W. Hausermann argues that W.J. Turner played a major role in supporting Yeats’s theories about 
music and literature in the broadsides and broadcasts: “When in need of helpers for the preparation of his 
poetry broadcasts, Yeats put more trust in F.R. Higgins and W.J. Turner, who were poets, than in musical 
advisers like George Barnes of the B.B.C. or, perhaps, even in Edmund Dulac who had, as composer and 
stage-designer, collaborated with him for many years” (qtd in McKenna 225). 
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Cromwell” troubles this narrative. In publishing “The Curse of Cromwell” on the air, 

Yeats reintroduces some of the complexity from the broadside tradition with its nebulous 

locality, unpredictable audience, fusion of orality and print, and mixture of high and low 

culture; and in so doing, he returns the broadside to its hybrid roots.  

The ballads that Yeats wrote early in his career, like “The Ballad of Father 

Gilligan,” are vulnerable to Lloyd’s critique of the Irish literary ballad. However, several 

critics have noted the significant difference between Yeats’s early and late ballads. In 

Barbarous Knowledge, Daniel Hoffman writes that whereas Yeats’s early ballads are 

“based upon poor models and do not embody a functional mastery,” the ballads of his old 

age “are the most accomplished literary ballads in our language” (29, 46). Colin Meir 

argues that Yeats’s early ballads were held back by the influence of Young Ireland and 

that it is not until Yeats discovered original Gaelic poets that he began to define a style 

that represents the “true tradition” (46). The trouble with these formulations, epitomized 

in Meir’s “true tradition,” is that they posit Yeats’ late ballads as representing an 

authentic and homogenous tradition. Instead, one can see in Yeats’s late ballads a return 

to the hybridity that Lloyd argues is inherent in the broadside ballad tradition.  

In its forms and themes, “The Curse of Cromwell” blends traditional with 

modern, lyrical with oral, and popular with elite. Whereas a traditional fourteen-line 

ballad has a predictable caesura between the two trimeters of each line, Yeats often 

displaced the central pause, thus accentuating the poem’s metric uncertainties. As in 

traditional balladry, Yeats’s caesura can be perfectly centered—“You ask what I have 

found, and far and wide I go” (Yeats, CP 304). But on occasion, when the emotional 

pitch rises, the center comes undone: “And the tall men and the swordsmen and the 
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horsemen, where are they?” and “What can they know that we know that know the time 

to die?” (CP 304-5). In both these instances, the heavy repetition creates a fast pace that 

leads to an inconclusive rhetorical question. Furthermore, “The Curse of Cromwell” lacks 

the impersonal speaker or the narrative subject of the traditional form, for here the 

speaker is a displaced minstrel whose tortured lament is closer to the lyric tradition of 

emotional utterance than the impersonality of the ballad. Thus “The Curse of Cromwell,” 

like “Sweet Dancer,” aligns the personal emotions of the print lyric with public oral 

forms. 

Whereas the first stanza, with its description of Cromwell’s invasion, comes 

closest to the narrative mode of the ballad, the second stanza becomes increasingly 

meditative when the minstrel speaker laments the loss of feudal Ireland’s distinctive oral 

culture. Despite Yeats’s optimism about reviving oral tradition through the broadsides 

and broadcasts, “The Curse of Cromwell” evidences doubt about the future of spoken 

poetry in an Ireland that has lost its aristocratic traditions. Yeats connects Cromwell to 

Lenin in his introductory comments, but the capitalist, not communist, economic system 

bears responsibility for the destruction of oral tradition in the poem. In the second stanza, 

he writes: 

All neighborly content and easy talk are gone, 

But there’s no good complaining, for money’s rant is on. 

He that’s mounting up must on his neighbor mount, 

And we and all the Muses are things of no account. (CP 305) 

Lamenting the loss of feudal Ireland’s distinctive oral culture, the speaker connects the 

decline of “easy talk” with the rise of “money’s rant” as the strident language of the 
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middle classes overwhelms an aristocratic sprezzatura. The poem’s internal rhyming—an 

essential feature of Irish oral verse— adds to its heavy oppositions. “He” (the invading 

middle class) and “we” (the poets) rhyme in opposition: the poets cannot give voice to 

“complaining” while the middle classes are perpetually “mounting” the social ladder. As 

“neighborly content” warps into an image of vicious competition, “money’s rant” 

silences “easy talk”; a poetry estranged from the language of finance is rendered 

monetarily worthless. By asserting that poetry is “of no account,” Yeats uses commercial 

language to portray its decline, thereby enacting the success of “money’s rant.” 

Towards the end of the poem, the minstrel describes “another knowledge that my 

heart destroys,” which serves as a counter-narrative to the rise of commercial interests, 

although not an entirely comforting one (Yeats, CP 305). This knowledge  

…proves that things both can and cannot be; 

That the swordsmen and the ladies can still keep company, 

Can pay the poet for a verse and hear the fiddle sound, 

That I am still their servant though all are underground. (Yeats, CP 305) 

Again, Yeats shows how poetry has been cast outside the capitalist system of valuation, 

but now, he suggests that this is not inevitable, that not only can the “swordsmen and the 

ladies” endure, but they can still “pay the poet.” It is in this final stanza that the speaker 

identifies the source of his antithetical knowledge as emerging from a mysterious 

encounter with a haunted big house: 

I came on a great house in the middle of the night, 

Its open lighted doorway and its windows all alight, 

And all my friends were there and made me welcome too; 
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But I woke in an old ruin that the winds howled through; 

And while I pay attention I must out and walk 

Among the dogs and horses that understand my talk. 

 O what of that, O what of that, 

 What is there left to say? (Yeats, CP 305) 

Only as a spiritual medium can the poet speak to his long-lost ideal audience, for in the 

last lines even the ghostly aristocratic “great house,” with its neighborly welcome, proves 

a mirage. Declan Kiberd argues that in this stanza Yeats, like the filí before him, draws 

strength from the ruins: “The more one excavated dead bones or lost experiences, the 

more strength one drew from a past forever coming back to life” (Kiberd 461). The 

uncanny great house certainly represents the enduring power of tradition to haunt the 

present, yet this reading does not account for the final lines of the stanza, which present 

an extremely cryptic vision of modern poetry.  

Upon waking in the ruins of the great house, the speaker exiles himself from the 

human world and speaks only to “the dogs and horses that understand my talk” (Yeats, 

CP 305). Although his final audience of domesticated animals, in contrast to the ladies 

and the swordsmen, can apparently comprehend his poetry, these listeners are utterly 

dumb: the poet speaks into the ether without any guarantee that his words elicit a 

response. Unlike the elegiac tone of the first two stanzas or the uncanny nostalgia 

represented by the great-house imagery, the final lines offer a nebulous alternative in 

which he, though cut off from his audience, continues to speak to an unresponsive public. 

Like the radio broadcaster, the minstrel imagines a series of silent publics to whom he 

can speak but who cannot respond: the singular listener or reader implied by “You” in the 
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first line, the ghosts of the great house, and the dogs and horses. These various phases—

reflecting oral literature, spiritual medium-ship, and some kind of post-human 

communion—signal the increasing barriers between the poet and his publics. The 

audiences’ degeneration into dogs and horses shows the influence of eugenics on the 

poem; these domesticated animals, with their closely studied hereditary patterns, are 

often cited in eugenics literature as examples from which to extrapolate theories of 

human development.48 Although the audience in the poem devolves from horsemen and 

ladies to ghosts and animals, the poem concludes with something more than despair. 

Despite the poem’s insistent refrains, there is in fact something left to say; but less certain 

is whether these words can find their audience. The diversity of imagined audiences in 

this poem, when interpreted in light of its two significant publication outlets—the 

broadcast and broadside—indicates that Yeats did not remain passive in the face of a 

dwindling audience for poetry, but rather worked imaginatively to reconstruct new 

auditory publics for poetry in an age of mass media.  

Whether “The Curse of Cromwell” was originally conceived for radio or 

broadside, Yeats clearly intended it to reach a wide audience in various contexts. The 

broadside edition on its own, though popular by Cuala standards, would have severally 

limited the poem’s outreach and perpetrated the homogenizing function that Lloyd 

laments. Viewed together, the broadside and broadcast publications create a picture of a 

complex and multivalent intended audience. By presenting “The Curse of Cromwell” as 

both a radio broadcast and a broadside, Yeats chose two media that rely upon print 

transcription and yet whose imagined audience is, broadly speaking, auditory. There is 

                                     
48 In “On the Boiler,” Yeats makes this comparison explicit when arguing for the presence of hereditary 
intelligence in humans: “The mother-wit is not everything… but it outweighs everything else by, let us say, 
six to one, and is hereditary like the speed of a dog or a horse” (229). 
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evidence in Yeats and Dorothy Wellesley’s introduction to their 1937 Broadsides that the 

collection aimed to align the new broadcast medium with the earlier broadside tradition. 

Their introduction rehearses Yeats’s oft-repeated statement that “Poetry, apart from some 

topical accident, has never had many readers; but all through the East to-day, and all 

through Europe yesterday, it has and has had many hearers” and that poetry must “get 

back its public” (Broadsides np). However, what is distinctive in this formulation of 

spoken poetry is that Yeats and Wellesley cite the example of contemporary Indian 

poetry broadcasts. They write, “The broadcasts sent out from Delhi, in the vernacular 

tongues of India, are almost altogether sung or spoken poetry” (Broadsides np).49 The 

sentence appears as a sleight of hand with the broadcast almost unnoticeably slipping into 

a discussion of broadsides. By including this reference to broadcasting, Yeats and 

Wellesley cite Indian radio as an example of successful secondary orality that “The Curse 

of Cromwell” attempts to replicate. This inclusion of broadcasting into a discussion of the 

fate of spoken word poetry signals the extent to which Yeats situated his broadsides and 

broadcasts within a fight for listeners that was occurring on multiple fronts—in England, 

Ireland, and India, on printing presses and wireless sets, and among elite collectors and 

radio listeners alike.  

 The anxious questions about audience at the heart of both “The Curse of 

Cromwell” and “Sweet Dancer” suggest that radio was not entirely a means whereby 

Yeats “fully restored his confidence in becoming a poet of the people” (Schuchard 376). 

                                     
49 Yeats and Wellesley may have been referring to All India Radio where BBC broadcaster Lionel Fielden 
began a tempestuous tenure as India’s first Controller of Broadcasting in 1935. Fielden was hired by the 
BBC on the recommendation of Hilda Matheson—who also contributed to Yeats’s Broadsides. Joselyn 
Zizin describes All India Radio, under Fielden’s tenure, as broadcasting “the most elevated of aesthetic 
forms: an Islam-influenced Hindustani; Bengali poetry in Tagore’s tradition; translations of English 
classics, including Shakespeare and Marlowe, Stephen Spender and other contemporary British authors” 
(209).  
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We witness rather a process through which he came to re-imagine “the people” who 

comprised his poetic audience. Although his radio poems reveal his renewed faith in 

reaching the “common man,” both “Sweet Dancer” and “The Curse of Cromwell” 

question whether and how, once reached, this imagined audience will respond. At their 

most optimistic, through their turn to various oral-performance genres, the broadcast 

scripts imaginatively construct radio’s audiences as participants, not passive listeners. As 

Yeats adapted his theories of orality to radio, the auditory public, as conceived in his 

print poems, lecture tours, psaltery tours, and Abbey plays, fundamentally changed to 

become both more intimate and more disconnected from the poet. Critics who closely 

associate Yeats in the 1930s with fascism may be tempted to interpret this change 

through terms set by early media theorists and to imagine his approach to radio as 

inherently authoritarian. However, these broadcasts and poems demonstrate that Yeats on 

air was not the old man on the boiler, but rather, was an adventurous novice in a new 

medium, attempting to find the best reception for his new auditory publics. In addressing 

these unknown publics, whether in a pub, a parlour, or a stable, Yeats reshapes not only 

the sites of poetry, but also its substance, blending oral traditions and print lyricism into a 

radiogenic hybrid poetry. In the end, Yeats poses questions that he cannot answer about 

the future of literature in an age of mass media, but he went further than many of his 

contemporaries in incorporating these questions into the very texture of his poems.    
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Chapter Two: Louis MacNeice in the Echo Chamber 

 
Listener-In and Radio-Announcer (together):  
We will tell you a little fable: 
There was a picnic party in the eighteenth century 
Strayed out of canvas with their lutes and beakers 
And called among the rocks to the lady Echo 
But Echo missed her cue 
And instead of returning the same coin they gave her, 
Phrases of music and gallant phrases, 
Echo like a gorgon glared from the sudden rocks 
And cried in a stony voice the one word ‘Death.’  

(Out of the Picture 47) 
 
Four years before beginning to write radio scripts for the BBC, Louis MacNeice wrote a 

farcical play titled Out of the Picture (1937) in which two characters, Listener-In and 

Radio-Announcer, filled the interstices between scenes with their dialogue.50 While these 

characters are often in conflict, they also come together, speaking lines in unison and 

serving as a chorus to the production. In the lines above, they join to tell a short fable in 

which an eighteenth-century painting, seemingly a Watteau picnic scene, comes to life 

and emerges in the time of the play. The troubadours from the painting attempt to sing a 

song with a refrain, expecting the Echo to perform her mimetic function and to repeat 

their words. Instead, they find that the Echo no longer answers the poets. She has found 

her own voice and the word she utters is “Death.”51 

                                     
50 Out of the Picture was written for the Group Theater with music composed by Benjamin Britten. In 
response to negative reviews, MacNeice conceded that the play was not very successful but defended the 
production as having a “unity and drive on the stage which it lacks on paper” (qtd in Coulton 29). Barbara 
Coulton describes the interactions between Radio-Announcer and Listener-In as “a kind of revue double-
act” (29). 
51 This fable also alludes to, or echoes, Milton and Yeats. In Paradise Lost, the voice from the cave offers 
an echo that repeats Satan’s words: “I fled, and cri’d out Death;/ Hell trembl’d at the hideous Name, and 
sigh’d/ From all her Caves, and back resounded Death” (Milton II.787-89). Later, Yeats describes an 
autonomous echo in “The Gyres,” “Out of cavern comes a voice,/ And all it knows is that one word 
‘Rejoice!’” (Yeats 293). While the word “Rejoice” might seem, out of context, more affirmative than 
Milton’s or MacNeice’s “Death,” the “Old Rocky Face” of “The Gyres” rejoices in the coming turn of the 
gyre and, therefore, his voice is also a harbinger of death. 
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 This chapter addresses the question implicit in this fable: what happens to the 

echo, that basic poetic trope, in an age of mass media? The narrators of the fable, 

Listener-In and Radio-Announcer, provide an essential context for the tale they tell, as 

does the historical backdrop of the impending war—a war that would itself be heavily 

mediated by broadcasts. Following upon John Hollander’s suggestion that “the trope of 

echo… stand[s] for crucial questions about poetic language itself” (21), I analyze echoes 

in MacNeice’s poetry and broadcasts in order to identify his shifting approach to the role 

of poetry in a time of mass media, propaganda, and war. I begin by showing how echoes 

in MacNeice’s 1930s and 1940s print poetry represent the incongruity of lyric expression 

in the mass media-dominated and war-scarred public sphere of the period; however, my 

argument shifts as I turn to MacNeice’s wartime radio broadcasts (initially propagandistic 

and then increasingly autonomous), which come to remediate the echo on the airwaves, 

thereby creating a tenuous resolution to the incongruity represented in his poetry. 

MacNeice’s extensive meditations on the relationship between mass media and 

poetry in a time of war demand a fresh reconsideration of the category of WWII poetry. 

The persisting scholarly neglect of this category has its roots, in fact, in MacNeice’s 

moment; commentators during the war frequently posed the question, “Where are the war 

poets?” Why, they asked, had the Second World War not produced a Rupert Brooke, 

Wilfred Owen, or Siegfried Sassoon?52 One of the key differences about writing poetry 

during WWII was that, unlike WWI, it was largely a “civilian’s war.” WWII poetry 

                                     
52 The question, “Where are our war poets?” was addressed on the pages of the Times Literary Supplement 
(“To the Poets of 1940” [30 December 1939]), Horizon (Cyril Connolly, “Comment” III.13 [January 1941], 
5-7), and in the BBC’s print organ, The Listener (Stephen Spender, “War Poetry in this War” 26.16 
[October 1941], 539). 
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would therefore find its voice on the home front rather than the battlefront.53 Not only 

was WWII a “civilian’s war,” but it was also the first war mediated to the public through 

the airwaves. For many civilians, especially those physically distanced from battle sites 

and concentration camps, radio would profoundly shape the experience of war, and it 

would also become an important locus for poetry during the war years. The answer to the 

question, “Where are the war poets?” could very well be “On the air.”  

As a voice rendered incorporeal, Echo offers an appropriate metaphor for the rise 

of radio broadcasting during WWII. When MacNeice represents Echo refusing her 

mimetic duty and responding to the picnickers with an ominous warning, he suggests that 

in an age of mass media and war, Echo has taken on a life of her own and no longer 

passively serves the poets. Who then, does Echo serve? In Ovid’s myth of Narcissus and 

Echo, Juno punishes the talkative nymph Echo for helping to cover up Jupiter’s liaisons 

by taking away her original voice so that her she can only repeat the words of others. 

When she falls in love with Narcissus, the paragon of visual self-absorption, she can only 

repeat his words in lovelorn mimicry. Ovid writes that after Narcissus scorns her she 

“became wrinkled and wasted; all the freshness of her beauty withered into the air.  Only 

her voice and her bones were left, till finally her voice alone remained… her voice is the 

only part of her that still lives” (84). As characters who represent sight and sound 

respectively, both Narcissus and Echo are undone by their representative sense: 

Narcissus’s visuality leads him to drown in his own reflected image and Echo’s orality 

leads her to lay waste to her body for love of another. The poetic refrain, in this tale, is 

                                     
53 For more on the nature of the “civilian’s war” and its bearing on WWII poetry, see Marina MacKay’s 
Modernism and World War II (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2007. 5-6) and Sebastian Knowles’s A 
Purgatorial Flame (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990. xxiv). 
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the legacy of Echo’s curse. When Narcissus drowns, Ovid writes that the “wood nymphs 

mourned him too, and Echo sang her refrain to their lament” (87). 

Before the advent of recorded sound, echoes offered one of the only means of 

reproducing a voice. As John Hollander writes in The Figure of Echo, “Until an 

astoundingly late moment in the history of technology—that of Edison’s sound 

transcription—the only means of perpetuating sound per se (as opposed to writing and 

musical notation, which preserve instructions for producing it) were echoes, and perhaps 

parrots” (1-2). Hollander argues that echoes in literature, such as refrains and repetition, 

represent a memory of poetry’s oral past that remains, as a trace, in print literature. The 

movement of the echo from orality to print represents a process that Bolter and Grusin 

describe as “remediation.” Expanding on Marshall McLuhan’s sense that new media 

contain all older media like a series of Russian dolls, Bolter and Grusin write, “the very 

act of remediation… ensures that the older medium cannot be entirely effaced; the new 

medium remains dependent on the older one in acknowledged or unacknowledged ways” 

and thereby “function[s] in a constant dialectic with earlier media” (47). The echo, as a 

heavily remediated form, draws attention to this dialectical relationship between 

changing media. In the case of the emerging broadcast medium, poetic echoes on air 

signal the wireless’ dialectical relationship with both the oral and print traditions that 

preceded it. 

The echoes that I discuss in this chapter include not only the poetic repetitions 

that Hollander describes but also the sound effects that radio engineers generated through 

echo chambers. As a technical device, the creation of echo chambers was a key 

component in the development of radio broadcasting. The first poet to use echo effects on 
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radio was probably Alfred Kreymborg whose radio play The Planets (1938) established 

an ominous tone not unlike MacNeice’s Echo in Out of the Picture by pumping the words 

“Doom,” “War,” and “Blood” through an echo chamber (Kaplan 96). The echo chamber 

was a fixture of the BBC; it allowed broadcasters to avoid the flat sound of a voice 

speaking directly into a microphone, to create the illusion of sound resonating in a large 

public space such as a lecture hall or in an enclosure such as a cave or tunnel, to 

transition between scenes, and, as in the Kreymborg example, to emphasize powerful 

language.54 The BBC’s “multiple studio technique” for broadcasting comprised various 

studios, each devoted to separate functions—orchestra, sound effects, two studios for 

actors, and another for a live audience—which were monitored and controlled by a 

director in the control panel (McGill 185). Though not a studio in its own right, the echo 

chamber was a long tunnel of about 90 feet with hard sound-reflective walls and a 

winding, maze-like structure. A loudspeaker at one end of the chamber would broadcast 

sound from one of the recording studios, which a microphone at the other far end would 

pick up and send back to the control panel.  

There are three types of echoes in MacNeice’s works: 1) repetition of words or 

phrases that occur either adjacently to each other or are dispersed throughout the work, 2) 

intertexual echoes that allude to other poems, and 3) sonic echoes created in BBC echo 

chambers or recorded on location in caves or other resonant spaces. MacNeice utilizes 

traditional poetic techniques such as repetition, refrain, and intertexuality, while at the 

same time adapting them for a mass mediated age. While some of these echoes have 

origins in poetic tradition, others, particularly those from echo chambers, technologize 

                                     
54 Orson Welles’ infamous War of the Worlds uses the echo chamber to set the scene of the interview with 
Professor Richard Pierson in Princeton Observatory (Cantril 7-10).  
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this tradition in ways that MacNeice’s critics have not yet considered. Neil Corcoran has 

observed the importance of MacNeice’s “quick liveliness of poetic repetition” as a 

method for defying the deadening repetitiveness of the everyday and for returning “the 

element of magic or metaphysic, the ‘ritual’, to the communicative act” (221, 224). By 

situating MacNeice’s repetitions in both the contemporary world of cliché and in oral 

tradition, Corcoran identifies the essential duality of MacNeice’s use of repetitive form; 

however, he limits his discussion to print poetry, thereby missing the connection between 

repetition and mass media in MacNeice’s writing. This study will, therefore, examine the 

echo trope in both the radio and the print oeuvres to better understand repetitive 

structures and effects in MacNeice’s wartime writing and show how they serve as meta-

commentary on the role of poetry during mass mediated war. 

In the sections that follow, I maintain that MacNeice’s wartime writing—on the 

page and the airwaves— reveals the poet’s struggle for a fragile resonance between 

Narcissus’ individualistic voice and Echo’s repetitions, which he would later call “Parrot 

speak” (Autumn Sequel 78). MacNeice draws on the echo-trope (as both a vestige of oral 

tradition and a response to contemporary mass media and mass politics) in order to 

highlight tensions between individualist and communalist poetics. I trace this tension 

through echo effects in MacNeice’s 1930s and 1940s poetry, his wartime propaganda 

broadcasts, and his 1946 radio play The Dark Tower. The latter, a loose adaptation of 

Robert Browning’s “Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came,” synthesizes the 

complicated appeals and dangers of an echo-driven aesthetics. The Dark Tower contains 

various intertextual echoes that attempt to reconcile radio and poetic tradition and, in the 

process, it tentatively bridges the gap between the lyric “I” and the public voice that 
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haunts the wartime poet. MacNeice anticipates the eclipse of lyric individualism with the 

coming war in his poem “The Sunlight on the Garden,” in which he describes how poets’ 

“freedom as free lances/ Advances towards its end” (Collected Poems 57). The 

imperative towards committed poetry is an essential theme throughout MacNeice’s 

career, but his approach to this imperative is never static and its twists and turns appear 

most clearly in his various invocations of the echo. By examining echoes in MacNeiece’s 

broadcasts as well as his poetry, this study redresses the persistent critical separation of 

broadcast and print literature in MacNeice’s oeuvre and in modernist studies in general; 

and, in so doing, reveals the echo as a locus whereby traditional literature and new media 

remediate each other in pursuit of poetic expression capable of addressing the political, 

ethical, aesthetic, and mortal conflicts of World War II. 

 

“Incorrigibly Plural” 

When Virginia Woolf targeted Louis MacNeice and his poetic peers in her essay, 

“The Leaning Tower,” she singled out for critique the precarious subject-position of the 

poetic Left. This group, which Roy Campbell disparagingly labeled “Macspaunday,” also 

included Stephen Spender, W.H. Auden, and Cecil Day Lewis.55 Coming to prominence 

in the 1930s, these poets were all Oxford-educated and, to varying degrees, associated 

with the socialist movements of the period. Woolf writes, “the tendency that makes it 

possible for us to group the names of these writers together, and gives their work a 

common likeness, was the tendency of the tower they sat on—the tower of middle-class 

birth and expensive education—to lean” (140).  She describes these poets, with their 

                                     
55 See Peter Alexander’s Roy Campbell: A Critical Biography (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1982. 199).  
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uneasy combination of privilege and radicalism, as elites incapable of the unconscious 

style that characterized upper-class writers before WWI or a true commitment to creating 

a literature that represents “the classless and towerless society of the future” (151). As a 

result, she argues, their writing was caught in a contradiction that made it bitter, didactic, 

and egotistical. 

The subject-position of the poet, as Woolf recognized, is an essential theme in 

MacNeice’s poetry since the 1930s; however, when MacNeice began his career as a 

broadcaster in 1941 these questions about the poet’s social role became increasingly 

fraught and fueled intense introspection, criticism, and, even occasional optimism. If the 

echo is, as I argue, a form through which MacNeice mediates individual and collective 

identities, then it can also help to articulate a new understanding of his own complicated 

identity. MacNeice consistently refused to align himself completely with collective 

identities, whether national or political, but he also strenuously resisted his own 

tendencies towards individualism and isolationism.  

MacNeice criticism has been caught up by three persistent debates: whether or not 

MacNeice can be considered an Irish poet; whether his politics did or did not align with 

his Macspaunday peers; and whether the BBC work ruined his poetry. These debates 

have tended to privilege his 1930s poetry and have subsequently marginalized and 

obscured his wartime poetry and plays. MacNeice’s works in the 1940s were rarely about 

Ireland, they reveal greater political distance from Macspaunday, and, according to some, 

represent the eclipse of his poetry by BBC “hackwork.”56 Regarding the first debate, to 

                                     
56 MacNeice himself used the phrase “hackwork” in a letter to the Head of the Features Department at the 
BBC, Val Gielgud (HRC Archives). He wrote requesting time to travel to Ireland where he would write his 
radio play The Dark Tower. It is clear from this letter that he considered some kinds of BBC work as 
“hackwork” (ie: the propaganda broadcasts) and others as serious artistic work (ie: The Dark Tower). 
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either promote or critique MacNeice on the basis of his fidelity to an Irish identity is to 

ignore the importance of plurality to his aesthetic and political sensibilities. 57  MacNeice 

uses the phrase “Incorrigibly plural” to describe the world in his poem “Snow,” which is 

an apt description of the poet himself. Moreover, McDonald writes, “The critical truism, 

which has done the poet more harm than good over the years, that MacNeice is too 

English for the Irish and too Irish for the English, fails to register the anti-canonical 

forces within MacNeice’s work” (8).  Rather than debating whether or not MacNeice fits 

into a certain mold, McDonald shows how his works challenge ideas of nationality and 

canonicity. 

Moreover, MacNeice was rarely in sync with the politics of his 1930s peers or, in 

Sebastian Knowles’s words, he was “the square peg in the Auden circle” (65). In The 

Auden Generation, Samuel Hynes hyperbolically describes MacNeice as “the least 

political writer of his generation” (293-4).58 However, this claim mistakes MacNeice’s 

political differences from Auden, Spender, and Day Lewis for apoliticism. In fact, his 

writing is saturated with politics, though his poems, particularly in the 1930s, often come 

to ambivalent and anti-dogmatic conclusions. The Macspaunday label can offer a 

misleading concept of MacNeice, who often moved against the tide of the group, 

expressing ambivalence about political poetry in the 1930s when commitment was in 

                                     
57 Critics invested in MacNeice’s “Irishness” tend to focus on 1930s poems such as “Valediction,” 
“Belfast,” “Carrickfergus,” and Autumn Journal. Heather Clark examines contemporary Ulster poets who 
have recuperated MacNeice for Northern Ireland, and describes how, in doing so, these poets have 
overemphasized his pre-war writing at the expense of his later career. Others, arguing against his Irishness, 
have claimed that his ideas about Ireland were nothing more than a “private romance” (Mahon, “MacNeice 
in England and Ireland” 122) or that he used Ireland “occasionally and opportunistically” (Denis Donoghue 
qtd in McDonald 6).  
58 Hynes repeats this characterization throughout his book, describing MacNeice as “uncommitted” (291), 
“apolitical” (295), and “at best a reluctantly political man” (299). Comparing him to George Orwell, Hynes 
writes, “Both were by nature isolated men, who withheld themselves from the group movements of their 
time…” (367). 
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vogue among the literary Left and then writing increasingly committed poetry during 

World War II, at a time when Auden was adopting an isolationist poetics.59  

MacNeice’s first collection, Poems (1935), criticizes both individualism in “The 

Individualist Speaks” and collectivism in “To a Communist.” This collection and the 

subsequent The Earth Compels (1938) often renounce ideology, but it would be a mistake 

to assume that an anti-ideological stance is inherently apolitical. As he writes, in “Train 

to Dublin,” “But I will not give you any idol or idea, creed or king,/ I give you the 

incidental things which pass/ Outward through space exactly as each was” (Collected 

Poems 17). In attacking the ideologies of religion, philosophy, politics, and nationalism, 

MacNeice is not being “apolitical.” While the objectivism of the phrase “exactly as each 

was” should give us pause, MacNeice’s interest in outwardness as the primary focus of 

his poetics marks a departure, one that is inherently political, from the subjectivism of 

many of his predecessors and contemporaries. Nowhere is this more apparent than in 

MacNeice’s wartime radio plays, many of which were explicitly commissioned as works 

of propaganda. Bringing these works into the critical debate allows for a clearer portrait 

of MacNeice’s relationship to the Auden circle and the poetics of this rupture.  

In the third debate, regarding the role of broadcasting in MacNeice’s career, 

Heather Clark and Christopher Holme have argued that MacNeice’s broadcasting led to a 

deterioration of his poetry.60 MacNeice’s writing about radio in the 1930s, before he 

began working for the BBC, often confirms this opposition between poems and 

                                     
59 McDonald notes that MacNeice’s early collection Poems (1935) seemed “something of an aggressively 
neutral book” at a time when the other poets were engaged with communism and political writing and that 
his works became increasingly political “at a time when Auden, Spender, and even Day-Lewis were edging 
away from the public contexts of their poetry” (65).  
60 Clark writes, “he willingly sacrificed his creative freedom to work for the BBC” (83). Despite devoting 
extensive attention to the genres of MacNeice’s radio plays, Christopher Holme ends with a caveat that 
these works were, essentially, a distraction from MacNeice’s essential work as a poet (Holme). 
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broadcasts. Radio often appears in his poetry and, particularly, his first stage play “Out of 

the Picture,” as a consistently negative symbol for interpersonal disconnection and, with 

the approach of war, it becomes the voice of totalitarianism and official reportage. Before 

beginning his broadcasting career, MacNeice characterized the BBC in terms of its gross 

stupidity and malignant power. In his 1938 article, “The Play and the Audience” he 

writes to the Birmingham Repertory Theatre, urging them that “they must not take as 

their criterion a public whom they, like the BBC or the Communist Party, assume to be 

stupid and vulgar” (91). In this provocative comparison, MacNeice shows how the BBC’s 

idea of the masses, like that of the Communist Party, does not recognize the intelligence 

or perspicacity of its audience. Despite MacNeice’s pointed criticisms, he joined many of 

his contemporaries in actively soliciting the BBC for broadcasting commissions. In 1937, 

MacNeice had contacted his ex-wife’s relative, who was a BBC producer, asking to 

broadcast a talk titled “In Defence of Vulgarity” (Coulton 44). MacNeice’s approach to 

his BBC work must be considered in utilitarian as well as aesthetic and political terms. 

Looking backwards, MacNeice conceded, “I then thought it a degrading medium, both 

vulgar and bureaucratic and not even financially rewarding.  I may have been a snob at 

the time” (qtd in Coulton 44). 

In 1941 MacNeice began his career as a broadcaster—work that would occupy the 

next twenty-two years of his life. After spending the first years of the war flirting with 

pacifism and seriously considering moving to neutral Ireland or following Auden and 

Christopher Isherwood to America, he chose to join the BBC as a propaganda-writer. 

Writing to his American lover Eleanor Clarke about his decision, he emphasizes his deep 

ambivalence toward the BBC: 
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I am probably going officially soon on to the staff of the B.B.C. It’s a 

v[ery] 2nd rate institution & Christ, the things they do to one’s work (just 

chop it & sugar it & cut out the points & write in their own bloody 

crudities) but the choice of occupations here now—unless you choose to 

have no choice & be clapped in uniform for ever—is just a choice of evils 

& the B.B.C., though deplorable, does leave some loophole for 

intelligence & individual decisions—which is more than can be said of 

most. (Letters of LM 429). 

A month later, he would write to E.R. Dodds, “The job—in spite of typical B.B.C. 

atmosphere—seems to have its possibilities” and after attending the BBC’s course on 

broadcasting, he wrote back to Clark admitting that the work was “technically 

fascinating” (Letters of LM 436; 439). 

Barbara Coulton’s Louis MacNeice in the BBC (1980) argues that broadcasting 

was a positive influence on MacNeice’s poetry; she writes that radio “gave him more 

‘voices’, developed more facets of his talent (including technical expertise, which must 

have satisfied MacNeice as he admired it in others), and opened for him a more 

interesting world than would a narrowly academic career, or the life of an isolated writer” 

(192). Both Coulton and Derek Mahon have argued that one of the most important 

influences of the BBC on MacNeice was personal: it allowed him to connect to a vibrant 

community of fellow writers, actors, and broadcasters at a critical point in his life.61  

                                     
61 Coulton writes, “Community and communication were two things that MacNeice had looked for since, in 
the thirties, he became more aware of other people—both were afforded him by the career he so 
fortuitously took up at a critical point in his life” (193). According to Mahon, “The BBC—more precisely, 
the Features Dept.—provided MacNeice, a 'gregarious solitary' as he has been called, with a sense of 
community" (Mahon, “MacNeice, The War and the BBC” 73). Although Derek Mahon sees the BBC as a 
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While Coulton’s work is an invaluable resource on MacNeice’s broadcasting 

career, it stops short of describing formal interconnections between the poetry and the 

broadcasts. She argues that the two bodies of work are “complementary,” but in 

deference to the critical consensus, she concedes that the poetry is the “essence” of his 

oeuvre, while the broadcasts are the “circumstance” (193). This separation of essence 

from circumstance leaves a critical gap in MacNeice scholarship. Rather than describing 

the two bodies of work in terms of complementarity, I propose substituting the terms of 

remediation. As an alternative to the identity critiques latent in approaches to MacNeice’s 

Irishness or his relation to the Auden circle, and as a corrective to the limited literary 

analysis in previous scholarship on his broadcasting career, focusing on the echo-trope, 

one of many forms that crosses over between radio and print, allows us to see this 

remediation as a constitutive feature of MacNeicean pluralism.  

 

“Augur[ies] of War”: Echoes in MacNeice’s Poetry 

One of the earliest references to echoes in MacNeice’s poetry is from his 1935 

poem “Circe” (1935), which draws upon Ovid’s tale of Echo and Narcissus to show the 

inescapability of the lyrical “I” for the poet. MacNeice depicts the poet’s insularity and 

self-obsession as inherent to his craft, though also personally destructive:  

Narcissus’ error  

Enfolds and kills us— 

Dazed with gazing on that unfertile beauty 

                                     
positive personal influence on MacNeice, he points to the ephemerality of the radio work as making it less 
important to MacNeice’s posthumous reputation than the enduring power of the print poetry. 
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Which is our own heart’s thought. (The Collected Poems of Louis 

MacNeice 30-31) 

After introducing Narcissus, the poem goes on to introduce a lower-case echo, when the 

poet, attempting to resist “Narcissus’ error” and to escape from his self, discovers the 

impossibility of this quest. In the penultimate passage, the mirror image is replaced with 

the echo as the artist futilely searches for a place where he can escape himself: 

In parrot-ridden forest or barren coast 

A more importunate voice than bird or wave 

Escutcheoned on the air with ice letters 

Seeks and, of course, finds us 

(Of course, being our echo). (Collected Poems 31) 

The resonant voice in this passage is “escutcheoned” on the air like an emblem, which 

gives an odd solidity and visibility to the evanescence of sound. With the voice’s 

transformation into “ice letters,” the echo comes to represent an acoustic parallel to the 

reflective mirror, both of which represent the artist to himself and reveal the 

inescapability of artistic self-absorption. However, ice letters will eventually melt and are 

therefore also a reminder of the mortality of the self. By pairing the mirror and the echo, 

MacNeice fuses the two characters, Narcissus and Echo, into a single theme. Whereas in 

Ovid’s tale there is a strict binary between Narcissus’ self-absorption and Echo’s 

orientation to the other, MacNeice uses both the mirror and the echo to represent similar 

forms of visual and auditory narcissism. In “Circe,” the two characters are no longer 

opposites, but rather, become parallel acoustic and visual modes of self-representation.  
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In later works, MacNeice would connect the echo increasingly closely with war 

and mass media. “Ode,” modeled after Yeats’s “A Prayer for My Son,” and similarly 

written on the occasion of his son’s birth, bears ominous witness to the experiences and 

symbols that he will pass on to his son on the brink of war. These include the experience 

of watching a plane, which he describes as an angel out of the south, flying overhead 

during a cricket game: 

The remembered hypnotism of an aeroplane in June— 

Watching the cricket from between  

Slabs of green and slabs of blue and slowly ladled clouds 

We looked at the sky through straw hats, 

The sky was turned into black and white small stars. 

Then came, southward as always, the angel 

His song like the heat dancing on the gravel 

High above the bat-chock and the white umpires 

Moving south while the clapping of a run turns chill in echo 

And his own drone is whittled to the point of a pin 

So that the dozing boys fumble the ghost of sound. (CPLM 36) 

The sound of the plane approaching and passing away, an ominous sign of future planes 

in the coming war, overlaps with the sounds of the cricket match in which “the clapping 

of a run turns chill in echo” (36). Acoustic imagery in this passage is so powerful that 

MacNeice recalls it as hypnosis and, even after the noise recedes, its aftershocks linger as 

the “ghost of sound.” The echo in the cricket match represents the collective noise of 

childhood games as well as a sonic foreshadowing of the droning echoes of war. Here we 
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have the first glimmer of the echo-trope representing a shared experience, rather than the 

individualism of the echo in “Circe.” In the lines to follow, MacNeice explicitly connects 

the sonic memories of his youth with a harbinger for the coming war. 

But this identical sound the then epitome  

Of summer’s athletic ease and the smell of cut grass 

Will sometime be our augury of war 

When these tiny flies like nibs will calmly draw our death 

A dipping gradient on the graph of Europe 

And over the hairy flatness of Russia 

This sound when we have died will linger to a wisp 

And the endless corn wave tiredly. (CPLM 36) 

As childhood games turn into war games, the echo emerges as a symbol for both 

collective experience—sound whose reproducibility joins people together—and the 

deadly extreme of this experience that turns collective play into collective violence. The 

lines of the poem contrast the casual innocence of boyhood games, with the dozing 

players and the fumbled catches, with the coming cataclysm. In portraying a distinctively 

English pastime, the poem portrays the coming war as a threat to national traditions and 

communal sport. MacNeice suggests that the conjoined sounds of the games’ echo and 

the plane’s drone, like Echo’s voice, will outlast the coming cataclysm and the death of 

the cricketers—surviving as disembodied sound. 

The echo appears once again as an “augury of war,” in MacNeice’s  “Chess” from 

the 1939 collection The Earth Compels, which imagines war as a warped and deadly 

game. The game’s players are aging propagandists who, “their saga nearly sung” go 
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about glorifying “what lads they were when young” (CPLM 58). The echo in “Chess” 

comes from a military band of veterans, presumably of the First World War, perhaps a 

disabled veterans band, who are reduced to the role of reproducing the marching songs 

for another generation of war recruits:  

The veterans on the pavement puff their cheeks and blow 

The music of enslavement that echoes back ‘I told you so’; 

The chapped hands fumble flutes, the tattered posters cry 

Their craving for recruits who have not had time to die. (CPLM 58) 

These veterans are represented mechanistically as bellows that puff and blow the “music 

of enslavement.” By playing this music, the “chapped hands” of the flutist are reduced to 

a propagandistic role singing the praises of war. The echo in this passage, “I told you so,” 

reverberates from the marching songs and seems to speak, like Echo in Out of the 

Picture, with its own, independent message. The echo’s contribution to the poem, 

rendered in quotation marks, is not only a schoolyard taunt but also the voice of history 

reminding readers that we have all been told so before and know how it will play out. The 

echo is the prophesy of catastrophic repetition in a Second World War to follow the 

devastation of the First. The poem is about not only the perpetuity of cycles of violence, 

but also the role of art and rhetoric in perpetuating these cycles. The veterans are caught 

up in the music of enslavement that they are reproducing for another generation and, 

despite the potential that each individual veteran may harbor anti-war sentiments and, if 

disabled, be physically marked by the horrors of war, MacNeice suggests that they, as 

musicians, are a part of the same propaganda-machine represented by the “tattered” 

recruitment posters.  
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The connection between echoes and wartime propaganda becomes even more 

pronounced in MacNeice’s last pre-war publication, the long poem Autumn Journal 

(1939). The poster-imagery of “Chess” comes back in Autumn Journal in a moment of 

pronounced repetition: “posters flapping on the railings tell the fluttered/ World that 

Hitler speaks, that Hitler speaks” (Collected Poems 109). Here, the fascist propaganda 

machine, and its effect on the “fluttered/ World,” is represented through repetitive 

utterance. Later in the poem, MacNeice connects Hitler’s speech explicitly to the radio 

when “Hitler yells on the wireless” (115). Hitler’s voice becomes a kind of leitmotif 

throughout the poem as political upheavals cut into the personal musings of this “journal” 

and make the purely personal less and less possible. The radio in Autumn Journal, 

perhaps more so than any individual, even Hitler, represents authoritarian control of a 

public “taking orders/ Out of a square box from a mad voice--/ Lies on the air endlessly 

repeated” (147). In this respect, MacNeice anticipates contemporary arguments about the 

“media echo chamber” and shows it at its worst as a deterministic repetition of sounds 

that eliminate the possibility of individual agency.  

Although MacNeice’s attitudes towards broadcasting changed in the 1940s, he 

continued to use the echo as a symbol for the loss of individual agency and for 

threatening forms of collectivity in poems such as “Brother Fire,” which Adam Piette 

describes as one of the best poems written about the Blitz (14). In this poem, from his 

1945 collection, Springboard, MacNeice writes:  

O delicate walker, babbler, dialectician Fire, 

O enemy and image of ourselves, 

Did we not on those mornings after the All Clear, 
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When you were looting shops in elemental joy 

And singing as you swarmed up city block and spire, 

Echo your thoughts in ours? ‘Destroy! Destroy!” (The Collected Poems of 

Louis MacNeice 217)  

The apostrophe that begins this section addresses an anthropomorphized “Brother Fire” 

who is destroying London. Witnessing the mass destruction of the Blitz, the human 

voices can only echo Brother Fire’s inhuman song in their thoughts. The voice with 

agency in the echo sequence is not the poet or his fellow humans, but the inhuman 

destructive element. By reversing the pattern of the typical echo, MacNeice suggests that 

war reduces the crowd to a hollow reflection of the violence itself. It is also typical of 

MacNeice’s wartime poetry that the threatening force is internalized—there are no 

German bombers in this Blitz poem. For this reason, Hewison interprets the poem as anti-

propaganda that runs “contrary to any Ministry of Information version of a firestorm” 

(104). The fire is a brother, not an outsider, and threatening because he offers a song of 

joy that, like the “music of enslavement” from “Chess,” is catching. MacNeice proffers 

Brother Fire as an “image of ourselves,” thereby pairing the echo and the mirror as he did 

in his earliest invocation of the echo-trope in “Circe”; however, now we see, as our own 

reflected image, the violent conflagration. When MacNeice depicts his audience 

becoming an echo of the violence engulfing them he includes himself in this warning. He 

addresses not “you” but “we” and seems to feel the same impulse of the crowd to become 

an image and an echo of the war.  
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Echoes of Freedom: BBC Propaganda 

When MacNeice became a wartime radio propagandist, these questions about the 

relationship between broadcast sound, individual agency, and fascism would continue to 

surface through the echo-trope, though they would find radically different answers. 

MacNeice’s wartime broadcasts offer an overlooked perspective on the relationship 

between late modernist poetics, media, and propaganda.  Mark Wollaeger, provocatively 

argues that “modernism and propaganda are two sides of the same coin of modernity” 

(1); he writes that modernist writers were “engaged in acts of communication within a 

media ecology that was changing rapidly…[and] were forced to compete not only with 

increasingly pervasive new media but with organized efforts to use those media to 

manage the public” (3). Though seeming opposites, both modernism and propaganda 

address similar anxieties about information and indeterminancy in the age of mass media. 

Writers’ negotiations with propaganda during WWII were complex; haunted by 

the specter of WWI-era writers having added fuel to militaristic fires, the literary 

figureheads of WWII generated what Marina MacKay describes as an “anti-propagandist 

propaganda” (11).62 More weary than their predecessors about the social and political 

effects of art in a time of war, especially in light of the increased scale of broadcast and 

film audiences, late modernists such as MacNeice combated what they saw as the fascist 

threat of a propaganda-dominated society. On the other hand, writers conditioned by the 

political turn of the 1930s could also be less hostile towards rhetoric and commitment 

than some of their high modernist predecessors. Keith Williams, one of the few critics to 

examine MacNeice’s propaganda, finds MacNeice’s “aesthetic negotiations” to be 

                                     
62 MacKay describes this propaganda as consonant with modernist aesthetics: “it is surely telling that even 
the propaganda of the Second World War made such an important feature of its introspective complexity, 
lingering at length on its own soul-searching difference from the conventions of its genre" (11). 
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“dexterous and subtle” and observes that even when writing commissioned work, 

MacNeice reveals some of the same ambivalence towards fixed ideologies that marks his 

entire oeuvre (195). The broadcasts that MacNeice would produce during the war 

represent “anti-propagandistic propaganda” that, at the same time, reveal significant 

intellectual and aesthetic differences from his writing in print. MacNeice’s renegotiations 

of the echo-trope in his radio propaganda illustrate the ways in which his print poetics 

inform his approach to new media genres and are also substantially altered by them. 

The first days of the war at the BBC, according to Asa Briggs, were marked by 

limited programming dominated by announcements and talks by government ministers; 

however, as the war progressed, the BBC began experimenting with more innovative 

broadcasts aimed not only at informing its listeners about the war, but also promoting 

morale and filling the cultural gaps of wartime with dramatic, musical, and literary 

programs (176). This was also the post-Reithean era: the domineering first Director-

General of the BBC, Sir John Reith, retired in 1938.63 MacNeice joined the BBC at a 

time when it was changing its wartime strategies, signaled by its hiring of an enormous 

new pool of 10,000 staff members (Briggs 194).  

One of the most significant aesthetic developments in broadcasting during the war 

was the rise of the Features department, with its distinctive program style, led by 

Laurence Gilliam.64 Gilliam described the “feature,” rather vaguely, as “a wide range of 

programme items, usually factual and documentary, presented by a variety of techniques, 

but mostly making use of dramatization and edited actuality” (qtd in Chignell 22). At its 

                                     
63 For more on Reith’s BBC see Todd Avery’s Radio Modernism, Asa Briggs’s The BBC: The First Fifty 
Years, and The Reith Diaries (London: Collins, 1975). 
64 Athough the BBC was broadcasting features earlier in the 1930s, Briggs observes that during the war the 
“features” program “would emerge to provide perhaps the liveliest of all wartime art forms” (183). 
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most basic the feature was a sound documentary, but one notable for its generic hybridity, 

blending of “actuality” and fantasy, and incorporation of various sound elements 

including music, sound effects, speech, recorded programming, and, as recording devices 

became more portable, live reportage. Hugh Chignell writes that the feature is “unusual 

in radio output because it is so radio specific: there is simply no equivalent on any other 

media of its eclectic mix of sound” (23). The strange brew of the feature was uniquely 

suited to MacNeice whose love of plurality and flux would find an outlet in his myriad 

broadcasts and whose immersion in the documentary-style poetry of the Auden group in 

the 1930s would influence his approach to the features genre. Moreover, Barbara Coulton 

and Christopher Holme suggest that MacNeice’s creative output was so closely 

connected to the features genre and his active collaborations in the Features Department 

that its breakup after WWII was the beginning of the end of MacNeice’s golden era as a 

broadcaster (Holme 75). 

In his first year with the BBC, MacNeice wrote eight broadcasts for a propaganda 

series titled The Stones Cry Out. 65 Each broadcast in the series focused on a different 

building that had been struck by bombs during the Blitz, and each ended with the slogan, 

“The Stones Cry Out—but the people stand firm!” In his scripts for this series, MacNeice 

found different ways to represent the perseverance of buildings, institutions, traditions, 

and individuals in the face of the Blitz. Evaluating MacNeice’s wartime features, Claire 

Wills describes his work for The Stones Cry Out as “far from simply propagandist” and 

says that, creatively, they “vied with some of his most interesting radio plays” (199). 

                                     
65 MacNeice’s broadcasts in The Stones Cry Out series include “Dr Johnson Takes It” (5 May 1941), 
“Westminster Abbey” (26 May 1941), “Madame Tussaud’s” (2 June 1941), “St Pauls” (23 June 1941), 
“The House of Commons” (7 July 1941), “The Temple” (1 September 1941), “The Royal College of 
Surgeons” (29 September 1941), “The Barbica, Plymouth” (24 November 1941). MacNeice wrote all of the 
scripts for these productions and, as he learned more about broadcasting, went on to produce the last two. 
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Complying with official narratives, these broadcasts portrayed the resilience in the face 

of suffering of the British public during the bombing raids, however, they also reflect 

MacNeice’s own particular aesthetic and political fears and hopes during the war. The 

echo-trope makes a significant appearance in the “St. Paul’s” feature from The Stones 

Cry Out series (23 June 1941). This script includes three principal characters who are 

unnamed, but are described simply as Light Voice, Dark Voice, and Cockney Voice; they 

move through time to describe various historical events that have happened at St. Paul’s 

Cathedral, including the funeral of the Duke of Wellington in 1852. The sounds of Bach’s 

Mass in B Minor are juxtaposed with sound effects that MacNeice describes as 

“concentrated air-raid noises.” As the voices narrate the various events that have occurred 

at St. Paul’s, including the Great Fire of London, they are joined in the Cathedral’s 

Whispering Gallery by a character named “Echo,” who initially only repeats the 

following three phrases uttered by the three different voices: “St. Paul’s Cathedral… Is 

still standing… the walls have mouths” (7). The resonant space of the Whispering 

Gallery, with its natural echo, serves as the perfect setting for MacNeice to experiment 

with echo effects in this early broadcast.  

As a character, “Echo” represents the soul of British religious and architectural 

institutions, one that remains undestroyed by the Blitz. Like Ovid’s Echo, she endures as 

sound even after her body fades. Later “Echo” breaks out of her mimetic role when, after 

repeating the words, “St. Paul’s Cathedral… Is still standing… the walls have mouths” 

again, she concludes with a twist: “the walls have mouths… this is what we say” (9). 

With this break in the repetition, the three voices morph into the voices of the walls and 

recite an affirmation that the Blitz bombings cannot silence the echoes of “Freedom:” 
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L.V.: We are the walls of the Whispering Gallery 

D.V.: We are the walls of Europe 

   The words we repeat are the words of Freedom. 

C.V.: And anyone who puts his ear to the walls can hear them . […] 

C.V.: A whisper that grows and grows 

D.V.:    and grows and grows to a roar, 

C.V.: That echoes from wall to wall and house to house 

L.V.: From city to city and country to country 

D.V.: From continent to continent. (9) 

With this widening of the gyre, Echo comes to resonate across vast distances beyond the 

Whispering Gallery. Beginning by resonating from “wall to wall” (the distance traveled 

by a traditional echo), the echo escalates to cover distances from “continent to continent,” 

as did MacNeice’s play, which was broadcast on the Empire Service. In this section, the 

radio enables an echo effect that deterritorializes sound and abstracts any local meaning 

into the more general, even clichéd, words of “Freedom.” Here, echoes propagate the 

liberal values that the Whispering Gallery is called upon to represent. If fascism can 

spread by echoes, so too, it seems, can freedom. 

Although there are precedents in MacNeice’s work for the peripatetic echo—the 

echo in “Circe” for instance—“St Pauls” is unique for the faith it professes in the ability 

of broadcast sound to create anti-fascist forms of collectivity. The relationship between 

the echo and the collective in poems such as “Ode” and “Brother Fire” warns against the 

incorporative power of disembodied sound. In this respect, MacNeice’s poetry anticipates 

postwar media theorists such as Marshal McLuhan who argues that there is an intrinsic 
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connection between the orality of radio and fascist collectivity. 66 MacNeice’s 

propaganda, on the other hand, in battling fascism through a sound medium, attempts to 

re-imagine the kinds of communities that mass media can foster. The echo here connects 

individuals across transnational spaces and sings a song of “Freedom”; however tinny the 

word may sound to modern ears, it seems an improvement upon the “music of 

enslavement.”  MacNeice’s radio propaganda moves away from the reservations he 

voices in his poetry about echoes, collectivity, and the broadcasting medium; indeed one 

can legitimately question the extent to which he believed in this newer version of the 

echo. Is “St Pauls” an example of the poet caving in to the pressures of propaganda; is he 

engaging his audience in some wishful thinking; or, does the propaganda feature 

represent an imaginative re-conception of the echo-trope for a mass medium? While these 

questions may not be satisfactorily resolved through the propaganda features, they are 

provocatively incorporated into his radio masterpiece The Dark Tower, which would 

come closely upon the heels of armistice and represents an important coda for the echo-

trope as articulated in his poetry and propaganda during the 1930s and 1940s. 

 
Echoes Remediated: The Dark Tower 

While “St Pauls” presents a theory of the echo that is radically different from 

poems like “Brother Fire,” it is in The Dark Tower (21 January 1946), which was not 

commissioned as propaganda, that MacNeice mediates the tensions between his poetic 

and propagandistic echoes. Although the Dark Tower does not have an Echo character 

                                     
66 In Understanding Media, McLuhan writers that while radio “neutralized” nineteenth-century 
individualism and with it, nationalism, it also awakened “archaic” tribal ghosts, thereby facilitating Hitler’s 
communal ethos (263). 
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like some of his previous works, nor does it reference the echo-trope explicitly, the play 

obsessively utilizes echo forms and intertextual allusions.  

MacNeice introduces The Dark Tower with an opening announcement that 

establishes the radio play as an echo of Robert Browning: 

The programme which follows is a parable play—suggested by Robert 

Browning’s poem ‘Childe Roland to the Dark Tower came’. The theme is 

the ancient but ever-green theme of the Quest—the dedicated adventure; 

the manner of presentation is that of a dream—but a dream that is full of 

meaning. Browning’s poem ends with a challenge blown on a trumpet:  

“And yet Dauntless the slughorn to my lips I set  

And blew. ‘Childe Roland to the Dark Tower came’.” 

Note well the words ‘And yet’. Roland did not have to—he did not wish 

to—and yet in the end he came to: The Dark Tower. (The Dark Tower 23) 

To describe his mode of allusion, MacNeice writes that his play “is suggested by” 

“Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came”; it is not, therefore, intended as an adaptation, 

but rather, as a suggestion that leads to MacNeice’s dream-like quest narrative. 

Browning’s poem was itself “suggested by” Shakespeare’s King Lear, which was, in 

turn, “suggested by” folkloric sources. Hollander describes “intertextual echoes” as 

poetic allusions to other poems that “distort the original voice in order to interpret it” 

(111). In the case of the Roland tale, each literary text also remediates the original voice, 

picking up the thread of his quest narrative and transforming it from oral folklore to stage 

play to print poem and, finally, to radio play. The Dark Tower’s link to “Childe Roland to 

the Dark Tower Came” rests heavily on Browning’s phrase “and yet,” which MacNeice 
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interprets as a form of intention that can be defined as neither an expression of his free 

will nor evidence of the deterministic acting out of social or historical machinations; 

Roland does not blow the trumpet because “wishes to” nor because he “had to,” but 

rather, because he “came to” as a result of his quest. While the opening announcement 

explains how listeners should interpret the play’s intertextual echoes, its use of repetitive 

language also foreshadows the centrality of echo to the radio play’s formal structure. 

The broadcast was a significant production for the BBC—Benjamin Britten 

composed the music, Cyril Cusack starred as Roland, Dylan Thomas played the small 

part of Raven, and the broadcast ran for 1 hour and 15 minutes. Coulton describes The 

Dark Tower as “one of the most celebrated of all radio plays” (79) and the BBC’s 

Listener Research Department estimated that 22% of British listeners tuned in to the 

broadcast, but also noted that it received a “mixed reception,” which is perhaps 

unsurprising considering its experimental nature (The Dark Tower Listener Research 

Report).67  

The play begins with Roland learning about his family’s tradition, or curse, that 

each male must journey to the Dark Tower to confront a mysterious dragon. His father 

and each of his brothers have perished in the quest, and yet his mother, along with his 

Tutor and the Sergeant-Trumpeter who trains him to blow the trumpet, relentlessly 

pushes him to take up the mantle. In a later production of The Dark Tower, the announcer 

explains, “Though this programme appears to be attached to no particular time or place, it 

was largely inspired by World War II” (Selected Plays 118). As a parable play about 

                                     
67 Figures on the percentage of listeners were obtained by the Listener Research Department through 
surveying a representative sample population and estimating figures from this sample. The “Appreciation 
Index” came from listener responses to questions about their satisfaction with the program. In a report from 
1948 (LR/48/971), the Listener Research Department describes the average Appreciation Index figure as 
65. The Dark Tower’s Appreciation Index figure was below average at 55. 
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WWII, The Dark Tower presents the dragon as a symbol of fascism. Written immediately 

after the Allied victory, the play is consistently weary about romanticizing the fight 

against fascism. In this respect, the tone of The Dark Tower resembles MacNeice’s 

earlier radio play, He Had a Date (1944), which elegizes his friend Graham Shepard, 

who enlisted in the navy with ambivalence before his death at sea. MacNeice describes 

the Shepard-character in the opening announcements as “typical of his period”; he is 

representative of MacNeice’s generation of war recruits who experienced the futility of 

the First World War and, therefore, can only enter the fight against fascism after 

embarking on an existential quest riddled with doubt. 

Although Roland never lived through the period in which the dragon reigned, he 

learns from Blind Peter, an elderly inhabitant of his village and the only one to remember 

this time, that “nobody saw him of course,/ There was just a kind of bad smell in the air/ 

And everything went sour; people’s mouths and eyes/ Changed their look overnight—and 

the government changed too” (Selected Plays 125). In the time of the dragon, Blind Peter 

became an informer, his wife committed suicide, and his child died by simply “quitting” 

life (125). This is the invisible threat against which Roland, with grave reservations, 

embarks on his quest. MacNeice merges the mythic and the modern in his story, 

juxtaposing these passages, which are set in a quasi-feudal age, with modern dialogue 

and references. As Roland sets out on his quest, modern references come faster and faster 

and Roland encounters a number of diversions that threaten to derail him from the quest, 

including drink, gambling, seduction, doubt, and the possibilities of love and marriage 

with Sylvie, who attempts to dissuade him from certain death. 
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Intertextual echoes and repetitive language in The Dark Tower can be readily 

accessed in the print edition of The Selected Plays of Louis MacNeice (eds. Alan Heuser 

and Peter MacDonald); however, it is only through listening to the archival recording of 

the play in the British Library that contemporary audiences can interpret the role of 

studio-generated sonic echoes. A small number of MacNeice’s broadcasts are still intact, 

The Dark Tower among them, without which his use of these effects would have been 

lost for posterity. Through my own archival listening, I found that whereas MacNeice 

rarely notes voice distortion or echo effects in his stage cues, as a producer he often 

incorporated them into the final broadcast. In the original production of The Dark Tower, 

an unborn child speaks through an echo chamber, warning the quest-hero that both his 

action and inaction will effect the future: “You will never find us if you go forward--/ For 

you will be dead before we are born./ You will never find us if you go back/ For you will 

have killed us in the womb” (Selected Plays 145). Not only does the echo effect create a 

sound image of the resonant space of the womb, but also, the unborn child speaks in 

poetic repetition that emphasizes the tragic inevitability of Roland’s position.  

Another innovative feature of MacNeice’s radio play is the extent to which it 

utilizes echoes to denote scene changes. Because radio is a blind medium, it is difficult to 

demonstrate scene changes to an audience; to overcome this difficulty MacNeice has a 

character from a new scene repeat the last sentence of a character in the previous scene. 

In The Dark Tower, we hear a scene transition from the Sergeant-Trumpeter telling 

Roland how to find Blind Peter to Roland’s arrival at Blind Peter’s house:  

Sergeant-Trumpeter: And his house is low; mind your head as you enter. 
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Blind Peter: That’s right, sir; mind your head as you enter. (Selected Plays 

125) 

In the original 1946 production, the transition is also marked by the difference in accents 

between the two men—the Sergeant-Trumpeter speaking with a pronounced Irish brogue 

while Blind Peter has an English accent. One effect of these scene changes is that it 

creates a verbal thread between characters as each in turn shares the same lines of 

dialogue. In this sense, the echo creates a connection between characters who may never 

share the same scene, but do share the same words. 

Beyond these radio specific uses of echo devices, the play also draws upon the 

poetic form of the echo verse. The echo verse is a verse style in which “one line is made 

to consist of a repetition (such as might be given by a literal echo) of the concluding 

syllables of the preceding line, so as to supply an answer to the question contained in it, 

or otherwise to give a continuous sense” (“Echo Verse”). The pattern is modeled on 

Ovid’s dialogues between Narcissus and Echo, in which Echo’s lovelorn repetitions of 

Narcissus’ words reshape these utterances from questions into statements. In these 

instances the echo is not merely derivative, but rather, generates new meanings. 

Narcissus’s question, “Is there anybody here?” becomes, in Echo’s mouth, a statement: 

“Here!” (84). Yeats’s 1939 poem, “Man and the Echo” draws upon a version of this echo 

verse structure: 

Man. All that I have said and done, 

Now that I am old and ill. 

Turns into a question till 

I lie awake night after night 
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And never get the answers right. 

Did that play of mine send out 

Certain men the English shot? 

Did words of mine put too great strain 

On that woman’s reeling brain? 

Could my spoken words have checked  

That whereby a house lay wrecked? 

And all seems evil until I 

Sleepless would lie down and die. 

Echo. Lie down and die. (345) 

In this exchange between Man and the Echo, the dying man submerged in the blindness 

of the cave can only hear his own voice telling him to “Lie down and die” in answer to 

his self-tormenting questions.  

When MacNeice draws on this verse form in The Dark Tower, as he tends to do in 

scenes between Sylvie and Roland, he reverses the verse structure and the first 

character’s statement becomes the second character’s question. In terms of the plot, the 

reversed echo verse shows that the lovers are not a reflection of each other, but rather, 

they are oppositional forces that thrive on difference rather than sameness. Before he 

leaves on the quest, Sylvie and Roland debate his leaving in echo verse: 

Sylvie: You’re no knight errant, Roland. 

Roland: No, I’m not. 

 But there is a word “Necessity”— 

Sylvie: Necessity? You mean your mother’s orders. 
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Roland: Not quite. But apart from that, 

 I saw a man today—they call him Blind Peter— 

Sylvie: Leave the blind to mislead the blind. That Peter  

 Is where he is because of his own weakness; 

 You can’t help him, Roland. 

Roland: Maybe not— 

But maybe I can do something to prevent a recurrence of Blind 

Peters. 

Sylvie: Imagination! 

Roland: Imagination?... That things can be bettered?  

 That action can be worth while? That there are ends 

 Which, even if not reached, are worth approaching? 

 Imagination? Yes, I wish I had it— 

 I have a little—You should support that little 

 And not support my doubts. (Collected Plays 127) 

In their arguments about the quest, Sylvie and Roland repeatedly reverse the echo 

structure, inverting statements into questions. After Roland embarks, Sylvie follows him 

to try, once again, to convince him to stop. In this last debate, Sylvie tells Roland, “At the 

best you can cure yourself-- And that only through love,” to which Roland responds with 

the deadening echo, “Love?” (Selected Plays 138). Sylvie pleads for liberal humanism in 

the face of the depersonalizing values of duty and tradition that Roland’s mother has 

taught him. In offering a private life of love as against public duty and self-sacrifice, she 

represents the personal voice of the play—one that Roland ultimately rejects.  
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Roland and Sylvie’s dialogue constantly upends the echo verse structure with 

such pairings as “Necessity./ Necessity?”, “Imagination!/ Imagination?”, and “Love./ 

Love?” In this version of the echo verse, the echo does not generate answers and 

certainty, but rather, more questions and doubts. By inverting the echo verse, MacNeice 

also subverts the privileging of private life over public life that has been a historic 

hallmark of lyric poetry, including much of MacNeice’s own. However, this does not 

mean that Roland’s subversion of the love lyric entails an endorsement of the 

propagandistic rhetoric of self-sacrifice. Roland’s journey is one of certain death and yet 

he does not enter his martyrdom silently or with stoic reserve; instead his mother 

describes him as “almost flippant, he’s always asking questions” (122). Roland’s 

negotiation of his doubt and his decision to act in the face of ambiguity is one of the 

play’s main thematic concerns, which the reversed echo verse highlights.  

The other characters in the play that are marked by repetitive patterns are the 

voices luring Roland away from his quest: Neaera, Parrot, and Raven. On his way to find 

the Dark Tower, Roland is waylaid on a boat by the seductive Neaera. Her name suggests 

a vowel-heavy false Nirvana, which lulls Roland into temporarily abandoning his quest. 

Between rounds of gambling, Roland and Neaera recite a litany that begins, “The sea 

today…”: 

Neaera: The sea today, Roland, is crystal. 

Roland: The sea today, Nearera, is timeless. 

Neaera: The sea today is drums and fifes. 

Roland: The sea today is broken bottles. 

Neaera: The sea today is snakes and ladders. 
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This passage offers an example of anaphora, “repetition of the same word or words at the 

beginning of successive phrases, clauses, sentences, or lines” (Princeton Handbook 17). 

With their emphasis on “today,” the echoes shared by Roland and Neaera keep them 

stuck in time—stuck in an idyll that knows only repetition and never movement forward. 

This is poetic utterance that offers a hypnotic escapism from both public and private 

realities. Unlike Roland’s shared echoes with Sylvie, his shared echoes with Neaera are 

not dialogic nor do they push him to examine either his self or his relation to the world. 

This is the echo of “Destroy! Destroy!” a reflexive repetition that erodes any trace of free 

will that Roland may have possessed. Neaera is a siren whose voice, through the agent of 

repetition, draws the hero into a dazed nullity. 

The last voices of temptation that Roland encounters are the non-human voices of 

Parrot and Raven, who taunt him as he nears the Dark Tower. Parrot and Raven repeat 

words in unison to derail the flagging quest-hero: 

 Parrot: Where are you going, Roland, so fast? 

 Raven: Roland, running away from your past? 

 Parrot and Raven: You can’t do that! You can’t do that! 

 Parrot: Still on the road? Still on the Quest? 

 Raven: None achieves it but the best. 

Parrot and Raven: You’re not the sort. You’re not the sort. (Selected Plays 

141) 

This passage, with the shared repetition between the two birds, has some of the heaviest 

rhymes and repetitions of the play and is notable for its emphasis on sing-song patterns. 

The bird orators in this passage seem to be projections of Roland’s own self-doubt. As in 
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MacNeice’s “Circe,” the repetitions represent an inescapable self-reflection, even in the 

attempt at self-abnegation. In “Circe,” it is the “parrot-ridden forest” to which the echo 

travels and the parrot reappears in MacNeice’s postwar writing as an important avatar of 

the echo.68 Roland, seemingly embarking on a self-less mission, cannot escape from his 

self and these voices are, significantly, the last in his series of temptations away from the 

quest. Referring to the role of the parrot-figure in MacNeice’s poetry, Corcoran writes, 

“MacNeice’s poetic repetitions are engaged in a tacit battle with… parroting narcissism” 

(222). If the parrot represents a narcissistic, solipsistic version of poetic utterance, then it 

is this version of the echo that Roland must overcome to reach his Dark Tower.  

The battle between poetic utterance and propaganda is represented in The Dark 

Tower as a conflict between the echo verse (the fraught love language of Sylvie and 

Roland), the litany (the lulling opiate of Nearea’s repetitions), and the echo of one’s own 

thoughts (the “parroting narcissism” represented in Parrot and Raven’s taunts). In the 

end, Roland puts the trumpet to his lips and blasts his own song to the Dark Tower—a 

song that is at once traditional, echoing the same chords his father and brothers played 

upon reaching the tower, and that also marks a break with the poem’s previous patterns of 

repetition through an act of self-expression. In his first radio talk, “In Defence of 

Vulgarity,” MacNeice uses the trumpet as a metaphor for self-expression by drawing 

upon the cliché of “blowing one’s own trumpet.”  He writes, “the majority of us just have 

to blow our own trumpets. It may not be music, but at least it is self-assertion. Self-

                                     
68 In his 1954 poem Autumn Sequel, the parrot would play a major role. MacNeice describes the parrot in 
Autumn Sequel as a bureaucratic automaton: “The Parrot cocks his poll but before he speaks/ Let us gag 
him with human voices and not connive/ In his perihypnotic pollosophy” (Autumn Sequel 12). Drawing 
upon Eliot’s The Wasteland, MacNeice juxtaposes the voice of technocratic officialdom with human 
voices. Later in Autumn Sequel he repeats the veteran’s taunt from “Chess” in the parrot’s mouth: “I told 
you so. I told you so” (72). 
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assertion more often than not is vulgar, but a live and vulgar dog who keeps on barking is 

better than a dead lion, however dignified” (“In Defence of Vulgarity” 48). Roland, in 

blowing his trumpet, manages to combine an act of self-assertion with self-sacrifice for 

the common good. 

The Dark Tower, in the end, creates a strange mélange of echo effects that resists 

any easy privileging of private over public or individual over collective poetic utterances, 

while also avoiding simply reversing these binaries as he did in his propaganda features. 

MacNeice professes a belief in action in the face of extreme doubt through a poetics that 

questions its own devices. In the end, Roland “came to” his trumpet blast through an 

aesthetic quest in which he rejects the private life with Sylvie represented in their shared 

echo verse, the dulling opiate of Nearna’s anaphora, and Parrot and Raven’s taunting 

lullaby. As the summa of “anti-propagandistic propaganda,” The Dark Tower remediates 

literary forms in order to criticize the abuses of poetic utterance for propagandistic intent 

as well as the shying away from political commitment through lyrical withdrawal.  

 

Final Echoes 

When Louis MacNeice contracted fatal bronchitis at the age of 56, he was on an 

expedition with BBC sound engineers, recording echoes in a cave for what would be his 

last radio play, Persons from Porlock (1963). William Crawley points out that MacNeice 

is probably the only poet whose death can be attributed to radio broadcasting 

(“Drunkenness of Things”). Eerily enough, this last radio play narrates the life of a 

thwarted artist who dies in a cave at the end of the play. The “persons from Porlock” of 

the title reference Coleridge’s “Kubla Khan” in which a business call from a “person 
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from Porlock” prevents the narrator from fully communicating his vision of Xanadu. The 

artist in MacNeice’s radio play, Hank, fails to become a successful painter because of his 

inability to recover from post-war trauma or to overcome the distractions of a commercial 

career as an advertiser. As a weekend speleologist, however, he finds the fulfillment that 

eludes his grasp as an artist. On an exploratory trip, he becomes trapped by an 

underground river, an echo of “Alph, the sacred river, ran/ Through caverns measureless 

to man” (Coleridge 103). The play ends with his encounter with the final person from 

Porlock who, speaking through an echo effect, comes to signal his death.  

Until the last days of his life, MacNeice would mediate the tension in his writing 

between artistic vision and public commitments through echoes. If these final echoes in 

MacNeice’s life proved deadly, then they were commensurate with the power that he 

invested in echoes throughout his writing. The echo in this oeuvre is both the lifeblood of 

poetry and its potential undoing, especially in a time in which mass media technologies 

could broadcast echoes on an extraordinary scale. In his remediation of the echo-trope, 

especially in The Dark Tower, MacNeice created poetry that constantly questioned the 

means and the aims of poetic utterance in a time of war—criticizing both individualistic 

impulses to cultivate withdrawal from the surrounding violence, and also collectivist 

impulses in the form of propaganda and war-mongering.  

MacNeice’s writing sheds light on the tensions and creative fusions that emerge in 

a changing media environment. Through the echo-trope, MacNeice challenges the 

deterministic understanding of mass media and repetitive form that we now call the 

“media echo chamber.” The phrase, “media echo chamber,” attained prominence towards 

the end of the twentieth-century and has come to signify the worst elements of repetition 
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through sound technologies, as contemporary radio and television outlets churn out 

repetitive propaganda aimed at like-minded listeners and viewers.69 The actual echo 

chamber that MacNeice used in his broadcasts served a far more creative function—both 

politically and aesthetically—than our contemporary phrase suggests. In his writing, echo 

effects are complicated, nuanced, and ever-changing; their reverberations cannot be 

neatly summarized through either the rhetoric of a “mass media echo chamber” or a 

return to the repetitive forms of oral tradition. For this reason, these works shed light on 

an alternative approach to the literature of media change, one that is neither a retreat from 

contemporary media and its publics nor an uncritical embrace of all contemporary media 

forms. The song that Roland blows at the Dark Tower represents this alternative 

approach—an invocation of tradition that also represents its rupture, and a clarion call to 

public engagement that remains unrelentingly critical.  

                                     
69 See Kathleen Hall Jamieson and Joseph N. Capella’s Echo Chamber: Rush Limbaugh and the 
Conservative Media Establishment (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008). 
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Chapter Three: Elizabeth Bowen’s Spectral Radio 

 

The relation between the writer and the reader is and needs to be closer 
than it has been. The writer needs reception, good reception in the radio 
sense, because of this forging ahead, this seeking of an expression which 
shall be unique to our age and yet hold in it the elements of all time. 

  -Elizabeth Bowen, “Truth and Fiction” (BBC Home Service, 1956) 
 

Not widely known for her radio broadcasts, Elizabeth Bowen has alternately been 

described as a late-Bloomsbury modernist, an Irish dandy, a gothic novelist, a 

comedienne of manners, and a writer of queer novels about female desire. Bowen 

criticism, moreover, has tended to focus on the importance of silence rather than sound 

and the influence of visual rather than auditory arts on her oeuvre.70 Yet, as the epigraph 

to this chapter indicates, Bowen saw radio as a transformative model that could allow 

writers to develop a new “expression” that would ally the literary past with the 

technologically-infused present. She stakes this claim during the third of a three-part 

radio series titled “Truth and Fiction” that was focused on the topic of “Time” in the 

novel. Bowen tells her listeners that “time pins the reader to that immense ‘Now’ which 

is so important if we are to have a feeling of concern and reality with the novel” (“Truth 

and Fiction” 263). Allying herself with readers who “do not care for an ‘old’ book,” she 

describes her “respect for people who say point-blank that they are attracted only by what 

is contemporary” (“Truth and Fiction” 269). Developing “good reception in the radio 

                                     
70 Critical works have explored silence in Bowen’s fiction as representative of the marginalized position of 
Irish Protestants in modern Ireland (see Neil Corcoran’s chapter on The Last September in The Enforced 
Return) or analyzed silence from a feminist perspective. Maud Ellmann, for instance, reads silence in the 
short story “Look at All Those Roses” as representative of a female reserve away from the mechanical 
sounds emitted by telephones and typewriters (146). In “Elizabeth Bowen, Surrealist” Keri Walsh explores 
the influence of the visual avant-garde on Bowen’s writing. Before committing to becoming a writer, 
Bowen trained to become a painter and Heather Bryant Jordan describes her as “a particularly visual 
person” (11). 
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sense” was therefore a matter of re-engaging readers disaffected with “old” books by 

emulating the temporal immediacy of the broadcast. Through the 1940s and 1950s, 

spurred by trends in wartime publishing, Bowen embarked on a campaign, enacted in her 

radio broadcasts and late novels, to retrain readers and to retrain herself as a writer in an 

anti-nostalgic mode that could reclaim the “now” for a print literature that seemed 

increasingly relegated to the past.  

By connecting Bowen’s broadcasts to her late novels, this chapter addresses the 

critical omission of radio from Bowen studies. The recent publication of Bowen’s radio 

broadcasts in Allan Hepburn’s Listening In offers scholars a long overdue portrait of 

Bowen’s extensive broadcasting career. Hepburn characterizes Bowen’s radio work as 

central to her writing, as a means through which she “honed her sense of the acoustic 

range of the voice in all its accents and intonations” and developed an emphasis on 

dialogue and sound that characterizes her late fiction (1). One reason that Bowen’s radio 

work has been long overlooked is that she was slow and seemingly reluctant to use radio. 

The earliest evidence of Bowen’s connection to the BBC was in 1934 when her short 

story, “Her Table Spread,” appeared in the BBC’s print publication, The Listener. The 

following year, her husband was appointed Secretary to the Central Council of School 

Broadcasting at the BBC; however, Bowen did not directly participate in a broadcast for 

another six years. In her first major commission for the BBC, she was contracted as a 

“Relative of Staff” to participate in a 1941 discussion titled “Strength of Mind: Do 

Women Think Like Men?” This broadcast initiated a concentrated period through the 

1940s and 1950s in which Bowen was writing radio plays and talks, participating in 

interviews, discussions, quiz shows, and reading her work on the airwaves.  
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As a frequent stammerer, speaking on air was physically challenging for Bowen 

and caused minor controversy within the BBC.71 In a 1956 memo, producer B.C. Horton 

explains that it wasn’t until the BBC began using magnetic tape to record broadcasts after 

WWII—which they could subsequently cut and edit— that they were willing to record 

Bowen speaking for major broadcasts.72 Despite this editing, reports from the BBC’s 

Audience Research Department give scathing assessments of listener responses to 

Bowen’s speaking voice due, not only to her stammer, but also her upper class accent.73 

Ronald Lewin summed up the debate about broadcasting Bowen with an internal memo 

that concludes: “as a speaker, she is not everyone’s meat but, insofar as she has clearly 

stimulated interest in her subject, she is by no means everyone’s poison” (Lewin). In light 

of this intense scrutiny, Hepburn writes, “Bowen’s persistence in speaking in public as a 

lecturer and over the radio was, given the severity of her stutter, a defiant gesture” (6). 

                                     
71 Bowen was not alone in her challenges broadcasting with a stammer: the recent film, The King’s Speech 
(2010) depicts George VI’s difficulty with BBC broadcasting in the same period. The World Heath 
Organization defines stuttering and stammering (which are used as synonyms) as “speech that is 
characterized by frequent repetition or prolongation of sounds or syllables or words, or by frequent 
hesitations or pauses that disrupt the rhythmic flow of speech” (ICD-10, Version 10). Bowen’s stammer, 
like George VI’s, has been attributed to psychological causes; however, the causes of stammering are 
unknown, though hereditary and neurophysiology are thought to play a part. 
72 Horton writes, “Elizabeth Bowen… is a stammerer—that is why we have never used her on such a big 
undertaking before we had tape. We believe that she will be able to speak rather more fluently, however, if 
she is allowed to speak unscripted from notes and is allowed—if necessary—to rest during recording or to 
repeat difficult passages” (9 August 1956). On the history of recording at the BBC, Asa Briggs notes that 
the issue of “bottled programmes” was a contentious subject since the BBC’s inception and that its earliest 
recording device, the “Blattnerphone,” installed in 1931, was only infrequently used both for aesthetic 
objections to recorded programming and because of the difficulty of cutting its steel tape to edit the 
recording (120). 
73 In a report on Bowen’s 1959 broadcast, “Writing About Rome,” the Audience Research Department 
described listener response as follows: “Her main faults, it seems, were a slow, jerky and hesitant delivery 
and an affected manner. She had a tendency to stutter, which was painful to hear, and her diction was 
pedantic and over-emphasised, with pinched, distorted vowel sounds” (Writing About Rome 2). There was 
some confusion within the BBC over the nature of this audience aversion to Bowen’s “affectations,” with 
some arguing that the aversion was based on class and others that it was regional. In a 1956 BBC internal 
memo, Ronald Lewin remarks, “I feel no particular regional likes or dislikes concerning the voice of a 
cultivated Irish-woman… but in the case of Elizabeth Bowen, I would have thought reactions would have 
been subjective and individual rather than regional.”  
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Radio would, in fact, become a major venue for publication and source of income for 

Bowen during the war and into the post-war years (Lee, The Mulberry Tree 233).  

One of Bowen’s principal fascinations with radio was with its occult properties; in 

two radio plays that she wrote during World War II she used the wireless as a spiritualist 

medium to raise the ghosts of Jane Austen and Anthony Trollope. 74  For Bowen, radio 

drama offered an irresistible opportunity to resurrect authorial spirits and in these plays, 

the writers return to earth as ghostly visitors who chastise, correct, or disrupt the 

expectations of their living readers. These works occupy a strange middle ground 

between “serious” literature and light entertainment: while the subject is literary, the 

treatment is beguilingly playful. The radio plays illuminate “good reception in the radio 

sense” by confronting the expanding gulf between the work of the literary past and 

contemporary readers. This gulf resulted in what Bowen begins to describe in the 1940s 

as increasingly nostalgic reading practices. Though either ignored or dismissed by 

scholars, Bowen’s radio plays creatively absorb print literature into the radio medium 

while also steering readers away from what she perceived to be nostalgic engagements 

with print culture.75 These plays offer new interpretations of literary history that combat 

the nostalgic preferences of WWII-era readers, while also advancing radio as a medium 

capable of transforming literature.  

                                     
74 She also resurrected Fanny Burney in her radio play “London Revisited: Fanny Burney” (BBC Home 
Service), which is currently missing from the BBC Written Archives and a six-page fragmented typescript 
version is located in the Elizabeth Bowen collection at the Harry Ransom Center at the University of Texas 
at Austin. Allan Hepburn includes this fragment in his collection, Listening In. Because of the fragmentary 
nature of this broadcast, I will not include it in this study. However, its close topical relationship to the Jane 
Austen and Anthony Trollope broadcasts suggests that, by bringing yet another dead novelist to the 
airwaves, the Fanny Burney play was participating in a similar theoretical project as the extant radio plays. 
75 Hermione Lee describes Bowen’s radio work as “civilised and agreeable, it not very demanding” (233) 
and her biographer, Victoria Glendinning misidentifies the plays as post-war productions (215). 
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When Bowen began writing for the BBC she found adapting to radio difficult, 

noting, “Writing for the air frenzies me; it is such a new and different technique—all the 

same, its problems are fascinating” (qtd in Glendinning 216). She coupled her awed 

fascination with the medium with contempt for “highbrow” writers who “shied away 

from the ordeal of a vast, mixed, popular, unseen audience, to whom repugnant 

concession in matters of style, approach or ego would have, apparently, to be made” 

(“Third Programme” 206). Distinguishing herself from the inflexible “highbrow,” Bowen 

addressed the broadcast audience with “concession[s]” that would influence her work 

beyond the radio medium. Through these concessions, her last novels—A World of Love 

(1955), The Little Girls (1964), and Eva Trout (1968)—blend Bowen’s characteristically 

difficult high modernist prose with the temporal imperatives of electronic media. 

Throughout WWII and the postwar period, Bowen’s fiction, broadcasts, and critical 

writing define this temporal imperative as the “now”—a term that, more than any other, 

defines her mid-century aesthetic. This turn to the “now,” which I argue developed 

alongside her broadcasting career, allowed Bowen to resist nostalgic reading and writing 

in the wake of the twentieth-century wars and, in so doing, to create literature that both 

haunts the airwaves and is haunted by them.  

 

Listening in “the Now” 

 Stephen Potter, Literary Editor of the BBC’s Features Department, developed a 

radio series during WWII titled “New Judgment,” which he described as “[e]minent 

contemporaries on their classical prototypes” (122). Although the concept was Potter’s, 

each writer was responsible for writing and performing the script. He invited Bowen to 
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serve as one of these “eminent contemporaries,” which proved to be a fruitful 

collaboration for them both. In an August 1943 article, he described Bowen as one of a 

few “exciting exceptions” to the general trend of writers who “tend to take radio too 

easily, as a thing anybody can do” (qtd in Potter 125). Despite differences across the 

series, the “New Judgment” formula tended to involve a blend of the biographical, the 

critical, and the dramatic.76  

 Bowen’s first radio play, “New Judgment: Elizabeth Bowen on Jane Austen,” aired 

on BBC’s Home Service on 8 March 1942 and Radio Times billed it as “A leading 

woman novelist of the present day on a famous woman novelist of the past” (6). The play 

begins with the voice of a narrator reading Austen’s biography and stage directions cue 

the narrator to deliver his lines “As though reading” and “As though looking up from 

book” to suggest the presence of a biographical text (“Jane Austen” 43). While reading 

the biography, the narrator is interrupted by the ghost of Austen’s sister Cassandra, who 

is followed by her niece Fanny, and, finally, by Austen herself. The exchanges, 

occasionally rancorous, between the narrator, Cassandra, Fanny, and Austen are 

interspersed with passages from Austen’s letters to Cassandra as well as scenes of 

dialogue and narrative from Pride and Prejudice and Emma. Bowen merges the 

novelistic, epistolary, dramatic, biographic, and critical into a single broadcast as the 

characters battle over proper interpretation.  

 Despite, or more likely, because of the radio play’s strange blend of intellectual 

                                     
76 The first broadcast in the New Judgment series was written and performed by Stephen Spender on Walt 
Whitman (2 November 1941) and later, between 1942 and 1943, 20 additional New Judgments were 
broadcast including “Julian Huxley on Charles Darwin” and “James Bridie on James Barrie.” According to 
Stephen Potter’s son, Julian Potter, introducing Bowen to radio broadcasting was one of the highlights of 
Potter’s New Judgment and a re-production of the Jane Austen play was Potter’s last broadcast as a full-
time BBC employee.  
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difficulty and playfulness, it received mixed reviews. Alan Dent’s loud disapproval in 

The Listener (12 March 1942) targeted the play’s generic hybridity as a particular 

scourge:  

It began as a plain biography, was jerked suddenly into fantasy with 

Cassandra Austen and Fanny Knight invoking the dead shade of their 

beloved sister and aunt, deviated into literary criticism (where Miss 

Bowen is sound and sure), and then identified Miss Austen with her own 

Elizabeth Bennett. That was the first half of it. In the second we had 

another spoonful of literary criticism, another flight of fantasy, an 

identification of Jane in her maturity with her own Emma, and the final 

phase of her biography. (348) 

While Dent describes the program as a “muddle” of genres, it is through this combination 

of disparate literary and critical genres that Bowen unsettles readers’ assumptions about 

Jane Austen, and by extension, unsettles their assumptions about how to read “old” 

books. From the beginning, Bowen’s approach to radio is both gothic—resurrecting 

authorial spirits— and hypertextual—blending genres during her radio séance into an 

unsetting “muddle.” 

 The main tension in the radio play occurs when the narrator confronts Cassandra 

over her decision to burn a packet of Austen’s letters. These letters may have revealed 

information about Austen’s relationship with Tom LeFroy and the inspiration for Pride 

and Prejudice. The narrator chastises Cassandra for destroying what he says might have 

been, “the clue to her life, the key to her art” ("Jane Austen‚" 41). This letter-burning 

episode is additionally significant when read on the manuscript copy, which contains 
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lines for approval signatures from censors, BBC policymakers, and the government’s 

Ministry of Information—and therefore serves as a paratextual reminder that Bowen was 

herself writing in a climate of censorship.77 Bowen presents Cassandra’s censorship of 

Austen’s posthumous reputation as an act of selfishness. The narrator chastises 

Cassandra, “You took too much upon you. Your sister was more than your sister: she 

belongs to the world” (Bowen, "Jane Austen‚" 41). The world that Austen belongs to is 

not the world of the Regency period, but rather, what Bowen describes as “the Now,” and 

the play ends with an emphatic appeal by the narrator to contemporary readers of Austen: 

“She is here. The present always occupied her, to the exclusion of any other scene. The 

Now was always her moment. She is here, where she always dwelt, in the Now” (Bowen, 

“Jane Austen” 55). Austen’s ghostly return is not a visitation from the past, but a 

reminder of Austen’s presence in the present.  

 Bowen’s emphasis on the “Now” matches the radio medium’s ephemeral nature; 

broadcasts in this period were rarely recorded and those that were recorded were not 

frequently rebroadcast.78 The listener was therefore limited to receiving the sound 

transmitted at that particular moment, without the benefit of pausing or rereading. 

Compared to the durability of print, the ephemerality of radio was undoubtedly 

disconcerting for established writers; however, for Bowen the transience of radio 

transmission provided a unique mode for stressing the importance of the present in a 

medium that allowed for no other moment.  

                                     
77 On the cover page of the manuscript copy there are six lines for signatures from the following: 
“Approved for Security,” “Security Censorship,” “Approved for Policy,” “B.B.C. Department,” 
“M.[inistry] of I.[nformation] Department” and “Other Government Depts. (including Services)” (Bowen, 
“New Judgment: Elizabeth Bowen on Jane Austen,” Harry Ransom Center). 
78 The BBC Sound Archives at the British Library do not contain any extant recordings of Bowen’s radio 
plays. 
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Bowen elaborates upon this concept of the “now” in her later radio talk, “The Cult 

of Nostalgia” (1951). In this broadcast, she criticizes the nostalgic reading practices that 

originate from readers’ desire to find a safe and comfortable past in books. She tells her 

listeners:  

It was out of zest, out of a sometimes blind vitality, out of barbarian 

energy, that the past was built. There it stands, there it lies, mounting, 

extending, never complete, in all the nobility of its imperfection. It does 

not seek to attach us: it does not need us. What of the present, the ‘now,’ 

the moment—so disconcerting, so fleeting, so fascinating in its quivering 

inability to be pinned down? What has great art done but enclose that 

eternal ‘now’? (“The Cult of Nostalgia” 101–102) 

Bowen argues that “great art” creates a connection to the present, rather than preserving 

an ossified past. Her description of the “disconcerting” and “fleeting” present is evident 

in the very medium in which these words reached her listeners.  

 This warning against nostalgia and advocacy for the “now” appears most clearly in 

Bowen’s final radio play, “Anthony Trollope: A New Judgment,” which was broadcast 

two days before VE day in May 1945. In this broadcast, Bowen continues the ghost-

novelist conceit of the other radio plays while also communicating more explicit 

messages about the relationship between print culture and nostalgia. The later play was 

evidently popular—the Oxford University Press published the broadcast as a pamphlet in 

1946. One possible reason for its success was the immense, and seemingly incongruous, 

popularity of Anthony Trollope’s novels during the war. Picking up on this trend, the 

BBC gave listeners a Trollope double-header, billing Bowen’s “New Judgment” 
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alongside a radio adaptation of Dr. Thorne.79 In publicity for these programs in Radio 

Times, Hamilton Fyfe writes, “Trollope has come so prominently into the limelight these 

recent years that many who never heard of him before are wishful to know something 

about him and his works. They want to know why, after a time during which he was read 

only by people of taste and discrimination, he has become popular again” (5).80 By most 

accounts, this popularity stemmed from readers’ wartime desire to retreat to Trollope’s 

stable Victorian world. Trollope’s radio adapter, H. Oldfield Box, described reading 

Trollope during the conflict: “my pleasure was heightened by the contrast between the 

stormy times we live in and the quiet solid security of Trollope’s own mid-Victorian 

world” (“Radio Times” [4 May 1945]: 3). Box’s wartime reading is explicitly nostalgic; 

it juxtaposes the “stormy times” of the present with the “quiet solid security” of the past 

and using the radio medium to resurrect this imagined past. Whether or not the contrast 

was planned, Bowen’s play serves as a counterpoint to Box’s by criticizing the nostalgic 

Trollope revival. 

 “Anthony Trollope” begins in a room that the narrator describes as filled with 

books, in which a young soldier named Willie, who is about to embark for the war, asks 

his uncle for a Trollope novel to take with him into battle. His uncle denounces Trollope 

as a writer of “picture-books” but also tells Willie that he understands why the young 

man, about to face the horrors of war, would desire the comforting picture of the past that 

Trollope’s novels came to represent for Willie’s generation: “old Trollope immortalizes 

                                     
79 Bowen herself would later write a preface to a 1959 edition of Dr. Thorne. 
80 The Radio Times listing emphasizes the popularity of Trollope, not only in print, but also on the 
airwaves, describing the broadcast as “An eminent authoress on the late nineteenth-century novelist whose 
name and reputation is still increasing, and the broadcasting of whose works has proved so popular with 
listeners.” (“Programme Listings”). 
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quite a few things I could do with myself. [shivers] On a day like this, I could do with 

one of those Plumstead Episcopi roaring fires…The rooks in the elms, the port on the 

table” (“Anthony Trollope" 236). When Willie leaves his uncle’s house with Trollope’s 

Autobiography in hand, the play takes a fantastical turn with the noises of a departing 

train overlaid with a mysterious voice repeating the words, “picture book.” In the next 

scene, the young soldier wakes up on a train and finds Anthony Trollope sitting beside 

him.  

 As in the Jane Austen play, Bowen blends literary criticism with her fantasy, but 

this time she does so through more dramatic dialogue than expository narration. The 

central dramatic conceit is clearer and more tightly focused, with fewer forays into 

biography, epistolary, and critical genres than her previous radio work. The Trollope play 

also much more explicitly defines the wartime context motivating Bowen’s literary 

anxieties than the Austen play, in which these anxieties were subtly channeled into the 

problem of literary censorship. Rather than simply criticizing contemporary Trollope 

readers, “Anthony Trollope” suggests that contemporary culture, particularly mass media, 

has the potential to engender anti-nostalgic re-readings of print culture.  

 During the discussion between the ghostly Trollope and Willie, the two debate 

several theories of authorship. The first resembles Luigi Pirandello’s Six Characters in 

Search of an Author. Trollope tells Willie, “My characters fairly marched in on me—took 

a look round, took stock, and made use of all that I had… They commandeered me—my 

pen, my reasoning powers” (“Anthony Trollope” 241). Willie tells Trollope that this 

description of literary inspiration resembles a séance: “You suggest, you know, that a 

novelist is a sort of medium. Sits down, takes up a pen, goes into a sort of trance” 
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(“Anthony Trollope" 240). Ironically, the ghostly Trollope is shocked by the implication. 

Then, Willie proposes that the novelist functions like a radio. Stage directions cue Willie 

to deliver his lines “eager[ly], pursuing his ideas,” when he responds, “Or, better still, a 

sort of receiving station—picking up and transmitting all sorts of things that are in the 

air?” (“Anthony Trollope” 240). Trollope is dubious of the description at first, telling 

Willie that he lived before the invention of the radio, but eventually he concedes that the 

metaphor is apt. He tells Willie, “from what I’ve been able to see—and I watch with 

interest—there might—‘pon my word, there might—be something in what you say” 

(“Anthony Trollope” 240). Though he begins with reluctance, with the oath, “‘pon my 

word,” Trollope is willing to believe that the new medium may, in fact, be considered 

analogous to the novel.  

In the last moments of the play, Trollope leaves Willie alone on the train to puzzle 

over the visitation. Willie subsequently falls asleep and the book he has taken from Uncle 

Jasper’s library, Trollope’s Autobiography, falls from his lap: “The pages blow over 

rapidly, in a draught. So the last paragraph is exposed for a moment—it is too dark to 

read it…” (“Anthony Trollope” 245). Through this darkness, Trollope’s voice returns to 

conclude the broadcast by reading the last sentence of his Autobiography: “‘Now I stretch 

out my hand and from the further shore I bid adieu to all who have cared to read the 

many words I have written.’… Now I stretch out my hand…” (“Anthony Trollope” 245). 

With an emphasis on and repetition of Trollope’s “now” at the beginning of the 

sentence—a word that he, incidentally, also emphasizes in his title, The Way We Live 

Now—Bowen leaves the listener with a forceful impression of the haunting power of 

literature. In this instance, however, it is not only the dead author haunting the radio, but 
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the eerily animate book which has seemingly opened itself in the breeze and, despite the 

inscrutable darkness and sleeping reader, performed itself.  

In his Autobiography, Trollope describes his writing as transcending death and 

allowing him to reach across time to new generations of readers. By taking Trollope’s 

occult ending and emphasizing the ghostliness of the book as material object, Bowen 

addresses a contemporary context in which print literature was being threatened on 

multiple fronts. Throughout the course of the war, the publication of books dropped 

precipitously. Due to the Nazi occupation of France, Britain lost its trade routes to North 

Africa’s esperto grass, which was used for papermaking, and the invasion of Scandanavia 

blocked access to the Swedish wood pulp used in 80% of British newsprint (Holman 208; 

Hewison 24). By 1941, the Ministry of Supply limited established publishers to 37.5% of 

the quantity of paper their firms required in 1938-39 (Hewison 22, 77). Paper rationing in 

the early days of war resulted in what Robert Hewison describes as the “grand slaughter 

of magazines” (11). Additionally, the bombing of London during the Blitz took a huge 

toll on books. On December of 1940, bombs hit St. Paul’s Churchyard and Paternoster 

Row, the traditional home of the book trade (Hewison 32). Over the course of the 

bombings and resulting fires, 20 million un-issued books in the publisher’s stock were 

destroyed (Hewison 32). Other books were lost when the bombs and fires eviscerated 

London libraries. 

 While shortages and bombings reduced the number of books available, there was a 

concurrent rise in public demand for books as evidenced by Trollope’s rising wartime 

popularity. Kate Whitehead notes that this increase in reading included a “clear trend 

towards serious reading” which was possibly the result of grave sentiments among a 
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besieged population as well as cultural deprivation during years of blackouts, paper 

rationing, and censorship (11).  Fueling this demand for serious literature was also a 

cultural imperative to preserve the national heritage embodied in literary traditions. 

Although paper was needed for many war purposes including the making of munitions, 

the British government also recognized the importance of literature for raising morale and 

instilling national pride. Valerie Holman explains that the Ministry of Information 

rationed additional paper for certain types of literature deemed important to public 

morale, particularly the reproduction of nineteenth-century classic novels such as the 

works of Trollope, Henry James, and Leo Tolstoy. As the threatened print tradition 

haunts Bowen’s writing, modern media emerges as a dubious panacea with a haunting 

power of its own. While print literature was becoming increasingly scarce and readers 

increasingly voracious, the radio was evolving into a ubiquitous presence for war news as 

well as entertainment and escape. However, as a substitute for the lost books and 

magazines, it was limited by the impermanence of the medium and also curtailed by 

Ministry of Information censorship and self-censorship by the BBC.81 Despite these 

limitations, writers flocked to the BBC during the war with the promise of huge new 

audiences, steady employment, and an opportunity to contribute to the war effort. 

Not only did the maiming of print culture influence Bowen’s haunted radio, but 

also, as media theoreticians Frederick Kittler and Jeffrey Sconce have observed, the 

occult has always played an important role in shaping social reactions to new media.82 

The relationship between media and the occult is particularly strong at times of war when 

                                     
81 Preceding the war, the BBC’s Director-General, John Reith, posted a memo to “entertainers” in 1925 
censoring advertisement, Biblical quotation, “Clerical Impersonations or references,” references to drink, 
vulgarity, and “political allusions” (qtd in Avery 21). 
82 Kittler writes in Gramophone, Film, Typewriter, “Media always already provide the appearances of 
specters” (12). 
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individuals seek voices and images from the growing ranks of the dead.83 Examples of 

occult uses of media include spirit photographs, the use of morse code in séances, and the 

phonographic recording of the last words of the dying. In the case of the radio medium, 

one of radio’s foremost inventors, Guglielmo Marconi, surfed radio frequencies in an 

attempt to contact the dead (Sconce 61).84 The immediacy of the broadcast, as well as its 

ability to carry the human voice beyond its embodied frame, allows for an occult mode of 

communication that is, at the same time, familiar and domestic. To hear a human voice 

disembodied from the physical body, though mediated by microphones and wires, created 

a sense of eerie temporal simultaneity not unlike that of a séance in which the 

communicant is both present and absent at once. In Bowen’s radio plays and the postwar 

novels that I will discuss in the following section, Bowen channels the uncanny 

“presence” of new media technologies as a tool for combating nostalgic approaches to 

literature. 

Bowen writes in her preface to The Second Ghost Book (1952) that ghosts “adapt 

themselves well, perhaps better than we do, to changing world conditions—they enlarge 

their domain, shift their hold on our nerves, and, dispossessed of one habitat, set up house 

in another” (205). Of the habitats they haunt in the twentieth-century, electronic media 

are particularly attractive: “Long ago, they captured railway trains and installed 

themselves in liners’ luxury cabins; now telephones, motors, planes, and radio wave-

lengths offer them self-expression” (Bowen 205). Bowen’s ghosts are mobile, adaptable, 

                                     
83 For example, the American photographer, William Mumler popularized spirit photography among 
grieving mourners during the American Civil War. See Clemont Cheroux and Andreas Fischer’s The 
Perfect Medium: Photography and the Occult (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004).  
84 Lest we think that our current cultural moment is past such occult mediations, we can look to 
contemporary horror films with haunted cell phones and computers, or, on an even more mundane level, 
email spam that offers luck or threatens harm depending on whether the recipient forwards the message. 
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and tech savvy. In the case of her radio ghosts, they draw their haunting power from what 

Sconce describes in Haunted Media as the “animating, at times occult, sense of 

‘liveness’” (or, as he alternately calls it, “now-ness”) of new media technologies (6).85 

Ghosts also reveal profound anxieties about the cultural changes that they navigate so 

freely. At the same time as Bowen imagines authors and literary texts that transcend the 

medium of the codex and channel new electrical currents, she conjures these ghosts to 

warn against literary nostalgia and the obsolescence it breeds. In the radio plays, this 

nostalgia manifests itself in both the desire to create a whitewashed literary history 

(Cassandra’s destruction of Austen’s letters) and to seek books as an escape from the 

present into an idealized past (Willie’s request for Trollope’s novels). 

Bowen’s approach to the uncanny was influenced by the Irish gothic tradition 

following Charles Maturin and Sheridan Le Fanu, as well as modern interpreters of the 

gothic such as Henry James. Eve Sedgwick describes gothic conventions as both a genre 

and a trope that explores feeling and its excesses, and in so doing provides an alternative 

discourse to rationality; however, in Bowen’s novels and stories this excess flares up in 

highly quotidian settings and circumstances unlike the castles and abbeys of traditional 

gothic novels.86 As Sinéad Mooney argues, “ghostliness is insistently correlated by 

[Bowen] with the intricacies of modernity” (“Bowen and the Modern Ghost” 77–78). Her 

works center on the mundane aspects of modern life and imbue them with terror: a taxi-

cab pulls away with a phantom driver in “The Demon Lover,” an electrical malfunction 
                                     
85 Sconce provides a list of synonyms for electronic “presence”: “‘simultaneity,’ ‘instantaneity,’ 
‘immediacy,’ ‘now-ness,’ ‘present-ness,’ intimacy,’ ‘the time of the now’” and others (6). 
86 The gothic themes Eve Sedgwick describes in The Coherence of Gothic Conventions appear throughout 
Bowen’s oeuvre; for example, there are “sleep-like and deathlike states” (A World of Love, “Ivy Gripped 
the Steps”), “nocturnal landscapes and scenes” (“Mysterious Kôr”), “civil insurrections and fires” (The Last 
September and “The Back Drawing Room”), and, most notably, “apparitions from the past” (A World of 
Love, “The Shadowy Third,” “The Cat Jumps,” “The Demon Lover,” and, in one guise or another, many 
others) (Sedgwick 8–9). 
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sparks a feeling of supernatural horror in a group of party-goers in “The Cat Jumps,” and 

a suburban home is haunted by a dead first wife in “The Shadowy Third.”  

This gothic strain can be found throughout Bowen’s oeuvre and in her radio 

broadcasts it serves the specific function of addressing anxieties about the death of 

literature in an age of mass media. These works turn the modern radio medium into a 

supernatural medium that is capable of calling forth literary apparitions from the past; the 

gothic, in this case, serves as a means to renegotiate literary history through a new 

medium that might seem, on its surface, to threaten the perpetuity of this history. 

Bowen’s broadcasts are haunted by the ghosts of older media—the codex and the letter—

that new media threaten to supplant. In this sense, they conform to the gothic conventions 

of the found text (Trollope) or suppressed letters (Austen) that force a confrontation with 

a buried history.87 These literary ghosts are roused from their slumber by a cultural 

nostalgia that, for Bowen, poses a greater threat to literature than German bombs.  

Drawing upon gothic conventions in the radio broadcasts serves as a literary 

strategy to re-orient readers towards anti-nostalgic engagements with literature by not 

only resurrecting literary texts, but also, remediating them. Jay David Bolter and Richard 

Grusin describe the “logic of remediation,” as attempts to create “immediacy” or the 

perception of temporal presence that Bowen might characterize as the “Now” in the face 

of changing media ecologies, which leads to an increased reliance on “hypermediacy.” 

This hypermediacy entails the combination of various media forms and genres in works 

                                     
87 Fiona Robertson writes that in the gothic novel, "the past is repeatedly dug up, shown to be not dead but 
simply imprisoned" (73). Margot Gayle Backus also describes this confrontation with history as an 
important feature of the Irish gothic tradition; she writes, “Irish gothicism’s necromantic capacities have 
been deployed to serve a range of purposes. But regardless of the political context in which the Irish gothic 
emerges, wherever its characteristic images or narrative patterns are invoked, the past is always being 
renegotiated” (244). 
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that often draw attention to the act of mediation itself. If Bowen saw print literature as 

losing its ability to connect readers to the “now,” then hypermediation could, according 

to Bolter and Grusin, serve as a means for reconnecting readers to the present moment. 

For Bowen, hypermediation takes on a gothic tinge; dead books haunt newer media 

technologies and become a means for redefining the relationship between the reader and 

the text in a mass-mediated culture. Bowen therefore aligns the “logic of remediation” 

with the specter of the death of print culture. 

When Bowen claims that literature must attempt to achieve “good reception in the 

radio sense,” she argues for writers to develop techniques of hypermediation that create a 

disturbing “now-ness,” and in so doing, push readers to confront the present (“Truth and 

Fiction” 273). The distinctiveness of Bowen’s approach to occult media lies in her desire 

to connect these technologically-mediated hauntings to a literary mandate for a war-

scarred and print-famished public. If writers and readers insisted on engaging with print 

nostalgically—as a dead or dying tradition offering connection to the past rather than the 

present—then print culture would dissipate into a malignant ghost haunting new 

technologies. The wartime radio plays, interpreted against the backdrop of war and media 

change, encourage readers to alter their relationship to literature from a nostalgic distance 

to an occult presence and, in so doing, instantiate dynamic interactions between the novel 

and the broadcast. Bowen approached broadcasting as, first and foremost, a novelist 

engaged with questions about changing readerships and the perpetuity of the novel. What 

was less obvious, and what I will go on to discuss in the remainder of this chapter, is that 

she would continue engaging with and drawing upon the broadcasting medium in her 

postwar novels. The wireless imperative towards the “now” radically changed Bowen’s 
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last three novels and initiates a shift in her oeuvre from late modernism to a generically 

hybrid style that would gesture, if only hesitantly, towards postmodernism. 

 

Wireless Temporalities in A World of Love 

Shaped by Bowen’s radio broadcasts, this gothic approach to literature in the age 

of mass media informs the technologies and temporalities of Bowen’s first post-war 

novel, A World of Love. As a transitional novel that paves the way for her increasingly 

experimental last novels, A World of Love uses the radio both as a stylistic model and a 

plot mechanism for resurrecting “the now” of the literary past. The novel’s thematic 

focus on the tension between the present and the past has led some critics to diagnose it 

as nostalgic, while the often bewildering style of the novel—notably its combination of 

seemingly disparate literary genres—has led others to either marginalize or dismiss it.88 

In these critical debates over the frequently interwoven issues of nostalgia and style, the 

radio has been largely silent. While critics have described the ways that A World of Love 

deconstructs Bowen’s preceding print oeuvre, taking on her own literary past, it has not 

been contextualized alongside her radio broadcasts.89 Interpreting A World of Love 

                                     
88 Hermione Lee, strangely enough, evokes Willie from the Trollope broadcast as the “paradigmatic voice” 
of Bowen’s late-career nostalgia (“The Bend Back 103). Vera Kreilkamp writes that Bowen’s 
“inconclusiveness about the kind of fiction she was writing manifests itself in the strained quality of the 
novel’s prose” and attributes the novel’s style to a disconnection between Bowen’s anti-nostalgic theories 
and the literary and personal traditions that she found impossible to reject (Kreilkamp 171). Earlier critics 
were less generous; Allan Austin dismisses A World of Love as “one of her least popular and least 
appealing books” (81). 
89 Neil Corcoran observes the similarity of the servant’s names in The Last September and A World of Love 
and argues that in the move from Kathleen in the former to Kathie in the latter, “we may read in that 
diminutive the catastrophic diminution of Anglo-Irish existence between the 1920s and the 1950s” (62). 
Hermione Lee writes that “A World of Love is “haunted by its author’s past creations” and Allan Austin 
describes the novel’s “in-joke[s],” including Bowen’s use of the phrase “the heat of the day,” in the first 
sentence (75; “The Bend Back 108).  
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through Bowen’s gothic engagements with radio sheds new light on the novel’s anti-

nostalgia, occultism, and strategies of hypermediation. 

The novel takes place over three days in a derelict Anglo-Irish big house called 

Montefort, sometime after World War II. The house’s reluctant heiress, Antonia, inherits 

the property after the death of her cousin and former lover, Guy, in WWI. Unwilling to 

either sell the property or take full responsibility for it, Antonia strikes a bargain between 

her illegitimate cousin Frank and Guy’s former fiancé Lilia, whom she convinces to 

marry each other in return for staying on indefinitely at the house. Despite their initial 

and subsequent lack of interest in each other, Frank and Lilia manage to conceive two 

daughters, Jane and Maud, in their rare moments of intimacy. When Jane discovers a 

package of love letters written by Guy in Montefort’s attic, he returns as a ghost haunting 

the lives of the living characters who must now confront their relations with a past in 

which the older generation remains entrapped and a future with which the younger 

generation refuses to engage. 

A World of Love was Bowen’s last novel set in Ireland and loosely draws upon the 

conventions of the Irish big house novel. Often containing gothic tropes, the big house 

novel is epitomized in the works of Maria Edgeworth, Charles Lever, Edith Somerville, 

Martin Ross, and Molly Keane.90 Vera Kreilkamp argues that this genre is “neither 

elegiac nor nostalgic,” despite attempts, by both the left and the right, to characterize it as 

such (Kreilkamp 2). The novels often narrate the fall, or as Bowen writes in The Last 

September, the “execution” (206), of the big house and, with it, the minority privileges of 

the Protestant Irish. This fall is blamed on a combination of internal forces such as 

                                     
90 The genre continues as a vital influence for Irish novelists: John Banville, Jennifer Johnston, and William 
Trevor have all written contemporary Big House novels. 
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exogamous marriage, homosexuality, alcoholism, and financial insolvency as well as 

external forces including the political and economic rise of the Catholic middle classes 

and, with the Fenian and later republican movements, violent rebellion.91 During WWII, 

Bowen wrote two non-fictional examinations of the Irish big house, Bowen’s Court and 

“The Big House,” which laid the intellectual groundwork for A World of Love. Both 

works emphasize the importance of radio in the life of the big house. In her 1940 essay, 

“The Big House,” Bowen describes the big house as a “ship out at sea” (28) and explains 

that the radio was an instrumental force preventing its residents from feeling isolated 

from the outside world, particularly during the Second World War. Two years later, in 

Bowen’s Court, the history of her own ancestral big house, Bowen stresses the 

importance of the wireless for penetrating the solitude caused by Irish neutrality during 

World War II: 

Only the wireless in the library conducts war’s urgency to the place.  

Wave after wave of news has broken on the quiet air of the room and, in 

the daytime when the windows are open, passed out on to the sunny or 

overcast lawns. Here is a negative calm—at least, the absence of the at all 

immediate physical threat. Yet, at the body of this house threats have 

struck—and in a sense they are never gone from the air.  Yes, the air here 

                                     
91 The big house novel came into being after the Act of Union in 1800 signaled the slow decline of the 
political authority of the Protestant Acendancy by dissolving the Irish parliament in Dublin. Considered to 
be the first big house novel, Maria Edgeworth’s Castle Rackrent was published the year after the Act of 
Union and depicts many of the themes typical of the genre: a drunken and insolvent landlord without heirs 
is unable to defend his property against a rising Catholic usurper. Later big house novels, such as 
Somerville and Ross’s The Big House at Inver and George Moore’s A Drama in Muslin, would dwell more 
closely on eugenics-inspired explanations that situated reproductive choices at the heart of Anglo-Irish 
dissolution, as Yeats would dramatize in his play “Purgatory.” The failures of the Anglo-Irish to respond 
appropriately to political, economic, and ecological change is the subject of big house novels focused on 
specific historical events such as outbreaks of cholera and famine (Charles Lever’s The Martin’s of Crough 
Martin), and the Troubles (Bowen’s The Last September and J.G. Farrell’s Troubles).  
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has absorbed, in its very stillness, apprehensions general to mankind. 

(Bowen, Bowen’s Court 339)  

In this quote, the wireless represents an assault on isolation: an assault rendered 

ambivalently as both a rescue from a paralytic state and as a destruction of the calm of 

the rural estate. In her cultural history of Ireland during WWII, Clare Wills describes the 

prominent role of the wireless, and particularly the BBC, throughout Ireland during the 

war years. Radio, as an “ideal means of infiltration across borders,” was able to cross the 

tight barriers that Irish censors had placed around war news in their efforts to preserve 

Irish neutrality (180).92 Unlike Germany, Irish censors did not jam radio broadcasts and, 

therefore, the wireless delivered information that was excised from papers and letters 

crossing the Irish Sea.  

 As in Bowen’s wartime writing, the wireless in A World of Love penetrates the 

isolation of the big house—an isolation that is represented both spatially and temporally. 

Although the novel takes place after WWII, the characters are cut off from others, 

including their near neighbors whom they only encounter once a year during the annual 

“fête,” which occurs the same day that Jane discovers Guy’s letters. This separation is 

caused, in part, by Protestant self-isolation in a largely Catholic nation, but also through a 

kind of temporal aporia out of which they seem incapable or unwilling to break free. 

Bowen describes Montefort as possessing “almost total irrelevance of Time, in the 

abstract” (A World of Love 21) and John Coates describes the novel as a modern retelling 
                                     
92 Wills describes a debate in the Taoiseach regarding the infiltration of extranational radio broadcasts in 
which there was an “assumption on nearly all sides that everybody was listening to the BBC” (191). In 
addition to the BBC, German broadcasts to Ireland by the infamous Lord Haw Haw (the Irishman William 
Joyce), “Germany Calling,” and the Irish-language Irland-Redaktion (manned by German scholars of Irish 
language) all had varying levels of appeal for Irish listeners looking for news or entertainment. Wills 
writes, “With the BBC transmitting from London and Belfast, and Irland-Redaktion broadcasting from 
Bremen, Berlin, and Luxembourg, not to mention CBC, NBC and Vatican Radio, the airwaves over Ireland 
were an ideological battleground” (202). 
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of Sleeping Beauty.93 In a 1947 essay on Sheridan Le Fanu’s gothic novel, Uncle Silas, 

which, incidentally, also includes a young female character named Maud, Bowen 

describes a “time lag” between Ireland and England in the nineteenth century, which 

“separates Ireland from England more effectually than any sea” (“Uncle Silas” 101).94 In 

contrast to the nineteenth-century big house, the postwar big house exists in not merely a 

time lag, but rather, outside of time. 

The character most closely associated with both time and the wireless is Maud, 

the youngest inhabitant of Montefort. Bowen writes, “Inside Montefort, it was only Maud 

who ever shook or poked at the defective clock or ran round plaguing to know what the 

time could be. The child worshipped Big Ben, and how was she to hear the ether quiver 

with His strokes if she knew not when to tune in on her battery set?” (A World of Love 

22). Maud’s religious/erotic fervor for Big Ben’s chimes on the BBC as she waits for 

“His strokes,” causes her mother to erupt, “I won’t have you running after Big Ben!” (A 

World of Love 51). Dogmatic, violent, and perversely religious, Maud strikes Antonia 

with fear for “the enemy menace of the future” (114). Maud’s obsession with Big Ben 

stems from her desire for patriarchal totems. Like the sons in Freud’s Totem and Taboo, 

Maud craves the authority of an absent father-figure; her father, Frank, in her eyes, has 

ceded authority to Guy, who continues to control the women of the household beyond the 

grave, and to Antonia, whose possession of Montefort lowers Frank to the status of a 

tenant. In her desire for patriarchy, Maud guts the Old Testament searching for a 

totalitarian godhead and waits with bated breath for the strokes of Big Ben. As an 

                                     
93 A World of Love may have influenced Iris Murdoch’s The Unicorn (1963), which also takes place in an 
Anglo-Irish big house in the years after independence and makes use of the tale of sleeping beauty. 
94 Although Le Fanu’s novel is set in Derbyshire, Bowen’s essay makes the significant argument that Uncle 
Silas is “an Irish story transported to an English setting” (101).  
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enormous totem, Big Ben offers a sense of security, authority, and power. Although 

Maud’s peculiarities have led critics, like her family members, to often ignore her, after 

Jane’s discovery of Guy’s letters Maud seems to be the only character to remain free of 

the spell of his reemergence. It is no accident that Maud has an imaginary friend—though 

more often foe than friend—with the strikingly similar name of Gay David. Transforming 

Guy to Gay, Maud demystifies and diminishes Guy’s haunting legacy.  

A World of Love contrasts the now of the broadcast with the then of Guy’s letters. 

By discovering these letters from the past—or, as Bowen writes in characteristically 

passive voice, being found by the letters—Jane becomes a medium, forging a 

communicative bridge between the living and the dead and, in the process, becomes 

instantly bewitched by Guy. Before reading the letters and falling under their spell, Jane 

was defined by her refusal to engage with the morbid past that entraps her elders. She not 

only abhors the past, but also rejects print culture, which she identifies with the dead: 

She had an optic laziness with regard to “writing” at any time; but there 

was now more to it—she felt a recoil from, a sensuous distaste or 

disinclination for these husks, left to be nothing more by the evaporation 

from them of passion. At the same time, they inspired reluctant awe, and 

some misgiving: if there were anything in them, let it remain contained! 

(34) 

Beyond an “optic laziness”—a disinclination to exert the effort of looking that reading 

requires—Jane experiences a “sensuous distaste” towards paper machines such as books 

and letters. Her reluctance to write or read is exposed within these sentences as a 
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superstitious fear that easily shades into illicit desire.95 The “sensuous” nature of her 

aversion to the written word is exposed when she reads Guy’s letters and becomes 

instantly seduced by the “husks” he has left behind. Jane comes to believe that the letters 

are written to her and that she is the intended audience of a man who died before she was 

born.  

Before discovering the letters, Jane’s distaste for the past makes her equally 

indifferent to the future. Bowen represents Jane as a nihilist who “hope[s] that this might 

all die down, from lack of recruits or fuel” (34). The “this” of the passage may be the 

entire world or, perhaps, only the sheltered Anglo-Irish community that, at the time, was 

in fact dying down. The causes of Anglo-Irish decline were numerous and include the 

gradual loss of minority privileges throughout the nineteenth century, the 

disproportionately high number of Anglo-Irish men killed in World War I, low birth 

rates, and, finally, the mass emigration of Irish Protestants after the establishment of the 

Irish Free State in 1922.96 Jane plans to contribute to this entropic dissolution “by adding 

no further heat” (35). On the oppressively hot summer day in which Jane discovers Guy’s 

letters, she, like her elders, smolders under the heat of past lives.  

 Although Jane may be the novel’s heroine, it is the unappealing Maud whose 

obsessive relationship with Big Ben yields the novel’s cataclysmic scene. As the older 

characters become more and more entrenched in the past after the discovery of Guy’s 

letters, Maud’s wireless forces them to confront “the now.” In the novel’s pivotal scene, 
                                     
95 In a 1947 radio broadcast, Bowen echoes Jane’s fear of books when she describes reading Rider 
Haggard’s She as a child and feeling, thereafter, being “prepared to handle any book like a bomb,” although 
the violence of print in Bowen’s broadcast is a pleasurable sensation rather than a cause of avoidance 
(“Rider Haggard: She” 250). There may be traces in this sense of the book’s violence of Bowen’s mother’s 
anxiety that reading would precipitate the hereditary madness that ran in the Bowen family (Ellmann 164). 
96 By the late 1920s, the number of Protestants in the 26 counties of the new Irish Free State fell by 3 
percent—down to 7.4% of the population—and by the 1940s the emigration rate continued to rise with as 
many as 26% of Protestants emigrating (Foster 534–5, 539). 
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when Jane, Antonia, and Maud sit down to supper, Maud runs to turn on the radio at five 

minutes till eight o’clock. When she turns it on, the force of a new battery causes “blood-

up laughter” to “blast its way round and round the room, bringing the instant look of a 

quarry, terror, mortification, to Jane’s face” (A World of Love 126). Although Jane reacts 

strongly to the intrusion of laughter into the dining room, with a flash of gothic “terror,” 

Antonia seems at first immune; she “reacted in no way to the wireless” (127). However, 

five minutes later, when Maud again races to her wireless set, the entire room is 

transformed and “time” is finally and definitely unleashed in a house that has isolated 

itself in a condition of timeless stasis:  

Fanatical, Maud was crouched in the corner, one knee kneeling before the 

wireless. Her clutch was upon the knob, her stare close on the premonitory 

silence. Now, dogmatically and beautifully, the chimes began, completed 

their quarters, ended—Maud gnawed her lip and increased the volume. At 

the full, the first of the whanging blows struck down upon quivering ether, 

the echo swelling as it uprose. Repetition, fall of stroke after stroke where 

stroke after stroke had already fallen, could do no more than had been 

done: once was enough. From the first, the room was a struck ship—

hither, thither slithered the thoughts and senses; the windows like port-

holes careened over, appearing actually to fill up. The sound of Time, 

inexorably coming as it did, at once was absolute and fatal. Passionless 

Big Ben. (129) 

In this moment, Maud’s “fanatical” obsession with listening to Big Ben on the wireless 

figuratively transforms the big house, with the deceptively impervious name of 
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Montefort, into a doomed ship. As in Bowen’s non-fictional writing on the big house, the 

ship metaphor illustrates the isolation of the Protestant minority in post-Independence 

Ireland and, as in those works, Bowen re-imagines the radio’s airwaves as aquatic waves 

capable of penetrating the house. Descriptions of sound in this passage are physically 

aggressive—the sound assaults the house with “whanging blows” and “stroke after 

stroke” (129). These sonic booms accomplish the “absolute and fatal” fall of the house of 

Montefort. 

Big Ben’s chimes were first recorded by BBC engineer A.G. Dryland on New 

Year’s Eve 1923 and though used as a daily time signal beginning in 1924, during WWII 

they became an especially potent symbol of British solidarity for listeners separated and 

immobilized by war (Briggs 73). 97 In the early years of the war, the BBC replaced Big 

Ben’s chimes with the Greenwich time signal, but the chimes returned in 1940 after the 

so-called “Big Ben Movement” launched a campaign for a minute of silent prayer before 

the nine o’clock news (Briggs 217). Big Ben’s chimes, especially during and after WWII, 

are an explicitly nationalist symbol, and as such, seem to confirm Benedict Anderson’s 

description of the clock as marking the time of the nation. Anderson argues that through 

the clock, as well as the calendar, individuals distributed over space came to feel a sense 

of simultaneity as members of the same nation.98 However, radio broadcasting troubles 

Anderson’s alignment of the clock with the experience of national simultaneity; the 

broadcast decontextualizes Big Ben from the nation and its chimes come to resonate in 

different ways amongst transnationally dispersed audiences. While it may have been a 

                                     
97 The BBC Archive website contains audio recordings of the original recorded chimes and discussions of 
the significance of broadcasting the chimes during WWII (“Scrapbook for 1924”; “These Foolish Things”). 
98 Anderson writes, “The idea of a sociological organism moving calendrically through homogonous, empty 
time [Benjamin’s phrase] is a precise analogue of the idea of the nation, which also is conceived as a solid 
community moving steadily down (or up) history” (26, emphasis added). 
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reminder of national tradition for its British listeners, the BBC’s iconic broadcasting of 

Big Ben serves, in the context of the Anglo-Irish big house, to demolish the established 

(dis)order. 

Bowen explicitly connects her Big Ben scene to the aftermath of war when she 

writes, in the paragraph following the chimes:  

One was hearkening to an ultimatum. The term had been set, and the term 

extended again, again and again, while useless the fate of nations went on 

preparing; and for what culmination, and for what? … But now came 

Now—the imperative, the dividing moment, the spell-breaker—all else 

was thrown behind, disappeared from reality, was over (129).  

In this passage, the stakes of nostalgia spiral outwards from Montefort to the postwar 

globe, as Bowen equates the stasis of Antonia, Lilia, Frank, Maud, and Jane with a world 

unable to break with the past. Elliptically, Bowen describes “terms” being endlessly re-

set as “the fate of nations went on preparing”—perhaps a nod to postwar nuclear 

armament. Big Ben serves as a colossal re-set button, commanding the household at 

Montefort, and by extension postwar readers, to break from mesmerizing cycles of 

reprisal and attend to the “Now.” The strange inclusion of “the fate of nations” in this 

otherwise domestic passage shows the extent to which Bowen’s “Now” grows from the 

experience of war and drives home the urgency of her “imperative” to postwar readers. 

As a literary metaphor and marker for the passage of time, Big Ben has 

precedents in Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway, in which the chimes of Big Ben punctuate 

Mrs. Dalloway’s London day. In the broadcast “Truth and Fiction” Bowen identified 

Woolf as a “master of the dramatic Now,” yet she borrows from the master in her own 
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idiosyncratic manner (263). Woolf herself uses the term “the moment” to describe 

representations of the present in fiction. Like Bowen, she identifies generational 

differences in individuals’ perceptions of the present. As she writes in “The Moment: 

Summer’s Night,”  

If you are young, the future lies upon the present, like a piece of glass, 

making it tremble and quiver. If you are old, the past lies upon the present, 

like a thick glass, making it waver, distorting it. All the same, everybody 

believes that the present is something, seeks out the different elements in 

this situation in order to compose the truth of it, the whole of it. (Woolf, 

The Moment and Other Essays 3) 

Woolf believes that, despite distortions to the Stendhalian mirror caused by youth or age, 

people—readers, novelists, and non-readers alike—seek out experiences that connect 

them to the present and that this present moment connects individuals across different 

generations. Where A World of Love differs is in portraying characters that do not believe 

“that the present is something” or shape their understanding of truth out of their disparate 

experiences of the present. Instead, they willfully block out the present and seek reality 

only in the past—more precisely in Guy’s talismanic letters. 

In Woolf’s last novel, Between the Acts, written during WWII, the amateur 

dramatist, Miss La Trobe, confronts an audience of pageant-goers with an enormous 

mirror that forces them, against their will, to examine themselves. As Woolf writes, “She 

wanted to expose them, as it were, to douche them, with present-time reality. But 

something was going wrong with the experiment. ‘Reality too strong,’ she muttered” 

(Between the Acts 179). The shock of the mirror resembles the shock of Bowen’s Big 
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Ben, and it is perhaps no coincidence that both works address a readership touched by the 

Second World War. In addition to the glaring mirror, Miss La Trobe hides a defective 

gramophone in the bushes during the play, which serves as an ominous reminder of the 

passage of time. The gramophone functions in the background, like Big Ben in Mrs. 

Dalloway, to recall characters to their variant visions of the present. However, as Jed Esty 

points out, the pageant-scene and the messages on the gramophone are inconsistent; they 

“oscillate jerkily from announcements of dispersal to exhortations of togetherness” (98). 

The elder host of the pageant play, Sir Oliver, describes the machine as “Marking time,” 

to which his sister Lucy responds, “Which don’t exist for us… We’ve only the present” 

(Woolf, Between the Acts 82). While the older generation is willing to accept the present, 

the younger generation, represented by Isa who, like Bowen, was born with the century 

and is 39 in the novel, thinks to herself, “No, not for us, who’ve the future’… The future 

disturbing our present” (Between the Acts 82).99 As in “The Moment,” generational 

differences shape different approaches to reality, and yet, Miss LaTrobe’s mirror cannot 

represent the “whole” of the audience and comes as an unpleasant shock that Woolf 

presents as an aesthetic failure by the amateur dramatist.100 

Bowen’s Big Ben may be just this sort of raw aesthetic failure—one that she sets 

in motion unapologetically in her postwar novel. Owing to the complicated relationship 

between sound, space, and national identity in Bowen’s novel, her Big Ben appears as a 

disjointed aural symbol that is more like Miss LaTrobe’s mirror than the “leaden circles 
                                     
99 Incidentally, Woolf also describes Isa as “Book-shy… like the rest of her generation” (Between the Acts 
20). Although Bowen describes Jane in A World of Love in the same terms, each author identifies a 
different “book-shy” generation. 
100 From Miss LaTrobe’s perspective, the mirror is a total failure, yet other perspectives on the mirror scene 
reveal partial successes. From Miss LaTrobe’s point of view, Woolf writes, “here she was fronting her 
audience. Every second they were slipping the noose. Her little game had gone wrong” (180); however, 
Woolf later describes the mirror as forcing the audience to see themselves, “not whole by any means, but at 
any rate sitting still” (185). 
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dissolved in the air” of Woolf’s Big Ben or the “scraps, orts and fragments” of her 

gramophone (Mrs Dalloway 186; Between the Acts 189).101 Melba Cuddy-Keane 

describes Woolf as developing a “new aurality” in her novels, which “opened up 

imaginative possibilities for producers and a challenging active role for audiences, thus 

playing its part in the larger conceptual revolution toward more pluralistic and 

participatory forms” (94). This description of Woolf’s “new aurality” as an attempt to re-

imagine novelistic audiences could as easily apply to Bowen’s use of sound technologies. 

Where the differences between these two writers’ use of sound becomes evident is in the 

spatial arrangement of this noise. Although Bowen draws upon Woolf’s use of sound 

technologies to create a sense of the temporal “moment,” in A World of Love, the violent 

force of this moment is predicated on the physical separation of the big house. As a 

symbol, Bowen’s Big Ben is too British to create a sense of collectivity for Jane and 

Antonia, neither of whom ever fully connects to an English or Irish identity. The 

transnational broadcast sends signals from London to listeners in Ireland and, it is 

because of this decontextualization from place, space, or identity and its uncanny 

presence as disembodied sound that it awakens Antonia and Jane into a new engagement 

with the present. 

The power of Bowen’s “Passionless Big Ben” has to do with the special 

connection between broadcasting and time. As a medium that can only be engaged with 

in time, the wireless forces a violent confrontation with temporal presence. In his 1949 

study of radio poetry, Milton Allen Kaplan described the temporality of the broadcast as 

follows: “Radio belongs to the here and now… It speaks of the needs of people troubled 

                                     
101 This is not to suggest that Bowen’s Big Ben offers a richer or more complicated symbol than the 
incredibly deep range of significations offered by Woolf’s aural devices. Rather, I want to focus on the 
disjointedness of the Big Ben broadcast in the context of Bowen’s domestic Irish setting.  
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by certain immediate problems or responsive to current ideas and forces” (8). The 

contemporaneity of radio stems in part from its relative newness as an information 

technology, but also, because radio relies on sound exclusively as sensory data, the 

evanescence of sound itself informs the focus on the present that Kaplan and others 

observed in the broadcast. As Walter J. Ong writes, 

All sensation takes place in time, but sound has a special relationship to 

time unlike that of the other fields that register in human sensation. Sound 

exists only when it is going out of existence. It is not simply perishable but 

essentially evanescent, and it is sensed as evanescent. (32) 

As opposed to listeners, readers of print can, to an extent, control the temporalities of 

their reading—they can start and stop, slow down and speed up, flip backwards to re-read 

a passage or, more transgressively, flip to the end to preempt the writer’s established 

order. The radio, like other spoken arts such as drama or oral poetry, requires attending to 

spoken words as they fade into the ether but without recourse to even a visual presence. 

While the radio listener can stop listening or listen distractedly, he cannot control the 

time of the broadcast. 

Guy himself is inaccessible as sound. When he visits the party hosted by their 

nouveau riche neighbor, Lady Latterly, Bowen describes Jane listening in vain for his 

voice in the sound of the dinner conversation: “What yet was to be recognized was his 

voice—so expectant of it that she kept on all but detecting it, just not here or there, just 

not now or then but at the same time everywhere and always” (A World of Love 69). 

Although Guy’s memory persists in visual and textual forms such as photographs and 
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letters, he cannot manifest himself through sound. 102 Despite her ability to visualize him 

as a composite of photographic images—“Snapshots… fused with the ‘studio portrait’”—

as a voice he remains elusive (Bowen, A World of Love 68). Therefore, it is fitting that 

sound has the power to dissipate his ghost. The evanescence of Big Ben’s chimes on the 

wireless, rather than the solidity of the physical Big Ben, call Jane and Antonia into a 

direct engagement with the present and jolt their static lives into motion. The fact that this 

temporal presence comes into being through cacophonous sound—the clangs of Big 

Ben—corresponds to Jacques Attali’s description of noise as an act of violence that 

“create[s] new orders” (19). Reeling from the traumatic “stroke after stroke” of Big Ben’s 

chimes on Maud’s wireless, Jane embraces Antonia and, playing Prince Charming, 

“brought her lips to the tarnished collarbone” (130). With this embrace, “Simultaneously, 

both looked at the head of the table. As ever, it was after Guy had gone that he most 

nearly was to be seen. Gone for good, he had never appeared more clearly than he did at 

this last” (130). It is only after Big Ben breaks the spell that Jane is able to burn Guy’s 

letters. Bowen writes, “He [Guy] came back, through Jane, to be let go. It was high time./ 

When the clock struck, it said: ‘Enough!’” (135).  

This noisy confrontation with time that empowers Jane to burn Guy’s letters 

prepares her for the novel’s final, ambiguously redemptive scene. After burning Guy’s 

letters, Jane and Maud go to Shannon Airport at the behest of Lady Latterly to meet one 

of her rejected lovers, Richard Priam, and Jane falls instantly in love. As other critics 

have noted, the last sentence of A World of Love, “They no sooner looked but they 

loved,” cites almost verbatim Shakespeare’s As You Like It in which Rosalind tells 

                                     
102 One of the stranger literary exceptions to the limitation of sound within time and space is Rochester’s 
supernatural call to Jane in Charlotte Bronte’s Jane Eyre. 
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Orlando, “For your brother and my sister no sooner look’d but they lov’d” (Bowen, A 

World of Love 149; Shakespeare V.i.430).103 Inserting these lines into her modern novel 

produces a disjointed effect; rather than a smoothly integrated intertextual echo, the lines 

come as a shock. The language of the sentence, with its swooping romanticism, and its 

theme of instant visual enchantment has the same jolting effect as the Big Ben broadcast. 

Shakespeare’s words are decontextualized and brought into a space and time—Shannon 

Airport in the 1950s—where they don’t seem to belong. In this sense, her use of citation 

resembles Bolter and Grusin’s concept of hypermediation in that, rather than striving for 

transparency, it draws attention to itself as an act of mediation. 

As in her radio plays, Bowen remediates the Shakespearean text not to connect 

readers to the past, but rather, as a call to the present.104 While Guy’s letters become 

kindling, Shakespeare’s play participates in “the Now” that Bowen appropriates and 

adapts for her mid-century heroine. The ending, while markedly anachronistic for a late 

modernist novel, rejects the past when it is monumentalized, elegized, and 

sentimentalized, but not when it engages with the present towards a re-imagining of the 

future. In his persuasive reading of the novel’s end, Neil Corcoran argues that Priam—

named after the Trojan king who embraces his son’s killer, Achilles, in the Iliad—

represents historical forgiveness and that the ending gestures towards an Irish future that 

breaks free from cycles of generational hatred (76). As Svetlana Boym writes in The 

Future of Nostalgia, “One is nostalgic not for the past the way it was, but for the past the 

                                     
103 Neil Corcoran and Lis Christensen have both noted the Shakespearean allusion at the end of A World of 
Love (73; 36). 
104 This is not the first time that Bowen resurrects Shakespeare in A World of Love. Earlier, during the 
dinner scene at Lady Latterly’s party, the conversation turns to Shakespeare. As the guests become drunker, 
Bowen writes, “there was something phantasmagoric about this circle of the displaced rich… Even 
Shakespeare stalked in. He and drink played havoc with known dimensions” (A World of Love 67). 
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way it could have been. It is this past perfect that one strives to realize in the future” 

(351). It is only once she has immersed herself in the past that Jane is able to imagine a 

future “world of love.”105  

The epigram introducing A World of Love comes from Thomas Traherne’s 

Centuries of Meditations and contains the source for the title: “There is in us a world of 

Love to somewhat, though we know not what in the world that should be… Do you not 

feel yourself drawn by the expectation and desire of some Great Thing?” (5). This state of 

yearning that Bowen borrows for the title of her book, though never mentioned by a 

theologically specific name, points to a messianic orientation towards a future “Great 

Thing” that has yet to come into being. In “Theses on the Philosophy of History,” Walter 

Benjamin advances a “conception of the present as the ‘time of the now’ which is shot 

through with chips of Messianic time” (263). Focusing his argument on the study of 

history, Benjamin repudiates approaches to the past as a series of causal events leading to 

the present; instead, he advocates a view of time as presence imbued with the past and 

possessing the internal shrapnel of futurity (261). The ending of A World of Love portrays 

a similar scheme for literary historicity by overlaying Shakespearean echoes onto a 

modern setting “shot through” with the titular World of Love—the unattained futurity 

towards which the novel yearns.  

                                     
105 Bowen’s approach to literary temporality reverses Paul de Man’s argument in “Literary History and 
Literary Modernity” that writers’ immersion in the present always leads them to the past, or, as he puts it, 
the impossible quest for modernity in literature leads to a “folding back” into the historical (de Man 164). 
Bowen’s concept of “the bend back,” which she defines in a 1950 article, takes a different stance; she 
identifies an obsession with the past, rather than the present, in contemporary literature and urges writers 
and readers to examine the now: “Our time, being part of all time, holds within it something essential 
which needs divining, perceiving. Let us await the writer who, by genius in that, can touch awake the 
genius in us” (“The Bend Back” 60). This messianic description of literary futurity can only come, for 
Bowen, through an engagement with the present moment that acknowledges the presence of the past within 
that moment. 
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The novel’s conclusion, in attempting to represent the “time of the now” after the 

wireless broadcast breaks Guy’s paralyzing hold, integrates the past (represented through 

Shakespearean citation), the present (the Shannon Airport setting), and the future (the 

messianic “world of Love” of the title). When Jane recovers from her obsession with the 

past, she emerges purged of her abhorrence of the future and for writing, which are 

intertwined in the novel’s temporal imperatives. The novel’s ending, rather than rejecting 

writing as emblematic of the “husks” of the past that Jane must burn, shows the 

regenerative possibilities of writing that, unlike Guy’s letters, participates in the present 

and aids in re-imagining futures. As Bowen’s last Irish novel, the “world of Love” that 

the ending gestures towards is a world in which the younger generation can free 

themselves from their parents’ stultified relationship to the past and in which writing, 

aligned with the radical temporalities of mass mediated sound, can jolt the reader into an 

engagement with “the now.”   

 

Post-Script, Post-Radio: The Little Girls and Eva Trout 

In striving towards “good reception in the radio sense” in A World of Love, 

Bowen calls readers to the present, creating “presence” through electronic media—a 

strategy that she would extend by way of the radio publication of her next novel, The 

Little Girls and, finally, criticize in her last novel, Eva Trout. In creating electronic 

“presence” in her last novels, she generates a cacophonous pageant of literary genres, 

styles, and media technologies such as the letter, the book, the broadcast, and the film. 

The bewildering mélange of A World of Love initiated not only a new experimental phase 
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in Bowen’s career, but also a period in which Bowen developed novels that relied 

increasingly on hypermediation to wrench the literary past into the present. 

On 16 February 1964, Bowen performed three excerpts of her unpublished novel, 

The Little Girls, on the BBC’s Third Programme.106 The broadcast aired under the series 

“Before Publication,” which gave listeners previews of upcoming works. Far more than 

any other novel, The Little Girls resembles a radio play with its heavy reliance on 

dialogue between three middle-aged women as well as flashbacks to their childhood. In 

introducing the novel, Bowen tells her listeners, “It is not autobiographical, it is anti-

nostalgic. It could be called a cautionary tale” (“Before Publication”). As Marian Kelly 

argues, the novel’s organizational scheme induces what she describes as “structural 

nostalgia,” in which readers begin in the present, are then plunged into the past, and then 

return for the third section purged of the past’s haunting power (3). As in Bowen’s radio 

plays, The Little Girls represents print culture as a haunting force—in this case, the titular 

little girls bury a copy of Shelley’s poetry in a box along with a pistol and a severed toe 

and, when the girls attempt to exhume the box, all objects have vanished. This 

disappearance launches one of the now-grown girls, Dinah, into a catatonic state. 

Confronting this absence, Dinah must painfully wrench herself from the nostalgia that 

dominated her relationship to the world, which she finally does in the novel’s last pages.  

One of Bowen’s funniest novels, The Little Girls comes to life in recorded 

performance, which led Arthur Calder-Marshall to cite the broadcast in his argument for 

a more comprehensive broadcasting archive: “The style of the this novel is very elliptical 

and the author’s reading—though it by no means elucidated the complicated intention—

                                     
106 For more on the Third Programme see Kate Whitehead’s The Third Programme: A Literary History 
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1989). 
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gave me, and would certainly give any future critic, a unique inhearing into the rhythms 

which the author sought, while writing” (329). Listening to the broadcast in the carrels of 

the British Library, I agree that Bowen’s reading brings out the performative nature of the 

text. The novel’s multivocality is apparent in Bowen’s reading when her voice changes to 

impersonate three middle-aged women as well as their younger selves in the passage 

from the past. She brings out the humor of the novel in both the repartee between 

characters and the pervading sense of irony in the narrative. The performed text also 

highlights the importance of internal repetition as a significant stylistic feature of the 

novel. Bowen reads quite quickly in places so that the lines take on a highly rhythmic 

character and her staccato-like cadence through the longer passages resembles the choppy 

repetitions of Beckettian monologues.107 In fact, the novel’s focus on the often snarky 

dialogue between three middle-aged ladies recalls Beckett’s Come and Go, in which the 

interdependence of the three characters comes at the cost of simmering hostility. 

Bowen excerpted three scenes for “Before Publication.” The first scene occurs in 

a cave where Dinah collects “expressive objects” for posterity. It is during this scene, 

while sparring with her companion Frank, that she comes up with the idea of contacting 

her former classmates. She describes her inspiration to contact them as an extraordinary 

connection to the past: 

I’ve been having the most extraordinary sensation! Yes, and I still am, it’s 

still going on!  Because, to remember something, all in a flash, so 

completely that it’s not ‘then’ but ‘now,’ surely is a sensation, isn’t it?  I 

do know it’s far, far more than a mere memory!  One’s right back into it, 

                                     
107 For more on the connections between Bowen and Beckett see Sinéad Mooney’s “Unstable Compounds: 
Bowen’s Beckettian Affinities” (Modern Fiction Studies 53.2 [Summer 2007]). 
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right in the middle.  It’s happening round one.  Not only that but it’s never 

not been happening. It’s—it’s absorbing! (The Little Girls 20)  

The Proustian intensity of Dinah’s connection to the past, disconnects her from the 

present and leads her on a quixotic quest to recover the items buried in her youth. The 

second recorded scene, much like the Aeolus chapter of Joyce’s Ulysses, is composed 

entirely of newspaper clippings as Bowen reads the sensational personal ads that Dinah 

places in various newspapers to find her childhood friends, Sheila and Clare (aka Sheiki 

and Mumbo). Bowen rounds out the performance with a scene from the middle section, 

titled “The Past,” in which the three little girls acquire a box and chain for burying their 

three pieces of material culture—the book, toe, and gun—for the future. While the novel 

is less thematically invested in media than either A World of Love or Eva Trout, its 

portrayal of a character disconnecting from the present and falling into a temporal aporia 

from which she must violently awake links it to the other two postwar novels, while the 

radio publication provides further evidence for the significant radio contexts out of which 

Bowen’s last novels emerged.  

By the time Bowen would write her last novel, Eva Trout, the possibilities of 

radio as a redemptive force diminish. This novel obsessively chronicles the failures of all 

communication media to create presence: novels, letters, film, and radio included. As in 

her other late novels, time and media are intricately connected. Eva, a “monstrous 

heiress,” is defined by her inability to “speak—talk, be understood, converse” (Eva Trout 

63), or as Maud Ellmann describes it, her failure to “find a home in language” (159). In 

addition to her discomfort with speech, Eva has a dysfunctional relationship with time. 

Bowen writes, “Time, inside Eva’s mind, lay about like various pieces of a fragmented 
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picture” (42). It is no coincidence that this tongue-tied and time-warped protagonist is 

obsessed by new media technologies. In one illustrative scene, Eva fills the drawing-

room of her house with “everything auro-visual on the market this year, 1959,” including 

a “large-screen television set, sonorous-looking radio, radio-gramophone in a teak coffin, 

other gramophone with attendant stereo cabinets, 16-milimetre projector with screen 

ready” and, last but not least, “a recording instrument of B.B.C. proportions, not to be 

written off as a tape recorder” (Bowen, Eva Trout 124–5).  The description of Eva’s 

radio-gramophone as interred in a “teak coffin” suggests the gothic nature of her 

obsession with recording.108 Although these are all the newest models, they are not 

capable of connecting Eva, a profoundly displaced individual, with others. Furthermore, 

human voices in Eva Trout become like machines: one character speaks “like a voice 

recorded how many years ago” (19) and another “had taken to varying in volume as 

unaccountably as though a poltergeist was fiddling with the controls” (23). Unlike 

Bowen’s gothic radio plays, in which the wireless resurrects the “eternal now,” there is 

something profoundly dead about these technologies. This shift may correspond 

historically with the increased use of recording in BBC broadcasts as well as the 

supplanting of radio by the new medium of television. Bowen’s final novel bids adieu to 

radio as a medium that conveys presence and suggests that, as in her critique of a dying 

print culture in the radio broadcasts, technologies that enshrine themselves in the past will 

engender a dangerous stasis by failing to communicate with the present. These machines, 

amassed in Eva’s house, represent a technological graveyard. The recording technologies 

in Eva Trout, like those I will go on to discuss in Samuel Beckett’s Krapp’s Last Tape, 

                                     
108 Sebastian Knowles describes gramophones as harbingers of death in modern literature (“Death by 
Gramophone” Journal of Modern Literature 1/2.27 [Autumn 2003]: 1-13). 
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do not represent the evanescence of the broadcast and, therefore, are just as potentially 

stasis-engendering as Guy’s husks in A World of Love.  

In Eva Trout, as in A World of Love, it is Eva’s belated recognition of sound that 

precipitates the novel’s climax. After abandoning her “auro-visual” stock-piling, she 

travels to America and kidnaps a deaf child whom she names Jeremy and the two live in 

a “visual universe” that Bowen describes as a “cinematographic existence, with no 

sound-track” (Eva Trout 207–8). This existence, projected from “large or small screens,” 

involves a cocoon-like separation from an outside world that “revolved at a distance from 

them like a ferris wheel dangling buckets of people” (208). When Eva finally breaks from 

the simulacrum and recognizes her need for sound and its penetrative possibilities, it is a 

betrayal of her life with Jeremy: a betrayal for which Jeremy shoots Eva with an 

improbably placed gun in the final sensational conclusion to Bowen’s career as a 

novelist.  

Sound continues to represent connection to that which is exterior to the self, but 

for Eva it is a connection that comes too late and with severe consequences. While Jane 

finds salvation in sound, Eva’s late acknowledgement of her suppressed sense dooms her 

to a violent end. The optimism of A World of Love that radio can redeem characters and 

the novel itself from nostalgic insularity seems to have faded by the time Bowen has 

written Eva Trout. Maud Ellmann writes that Eva Trout “both anticipates postmodernism 

and diagnoses its deficiencies” (159). The novel’s gestures towards postmodernism 

complete the anti-nostalgic project that Bowen begins in A World of Love with a 

bewildering pastiche of styles that merges high modernism, the gothic, melodrama, 

comedy of manners, sensation, and techniques from radio and the cinema. Through Eva’s 
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logocentric school-mistress and caretaker, Iseult, the novel is also filled with references 

to Henry James, Marcel Proust, D.H. Lawrence, Gustav Flaubert, Robert Browning, 

Anton Chekhov, and especially Charles Dickens who vaguely haunts a scene that takes 

place in Bleak House, Broadstairs. As Ellmann notes, the novel utilizes these pastiche 

techniques while simultaneously criticizing the postmodern simulacrum. The role of 

“real” sound in distinction from recorded sound, as it continues to stand for connection, 

presence, and “the now,” prevents a full interpretation of Eva Trout as a postmodernist 

novel. Instead, it can be understood as a late modernist novel that draws upon the “logic 

of remediation” in its striving for presence through the extensive use of hypermediation. 

The difference between Eva Trout and Bowen’s earlier media-inflected works is that its 

tragic ending precludes the possibility that its anti-heroine will fully enter the “now” and 

sets an ominous tone for the future of the novel in an increasingly mediated world. 

Bowen’s fears in the wartime and postwar periods that novel-reading was fading 

into a form of genteel withdrawal from the present fueled her imperative to create radio 

plays that re-educated novel-readers in anti-nostalgic reading practices and to create 

novels that, emulating the radio medium, used sound to shock the readers into an 

engagement with the present. It is the Big Ben broadcast in A World of Love, with its 

jarring, penetrative sound, that best represents Bowen’s late anti-nostalgic style and that 

suggests her method of incorporating the temporal presence of the broadcast into the 

novel. Her training in radio writing during the wartime context of burnt, bombed, and 

censored books, fueled her postwar approach to print culture in which dead writers and 

literary “husks” possess new powers to disturb in their return. Bowen’s radio broadcasts 

and postwar novels are uncanny in the sense defined by Sigmund Freud—they are 
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disturbing because they are both familiar and unfamiliar. Bowen brings back literature 

that is intimate to the listeners, but in unfamiliar hypermediated forms that unearth the 

essential strangeness at the heart of print culture in an age of war and media change. 

Guy’s letters, the book of Shelley’s poetry, and the monstrously inarticulate Eva, haunt 

the postwar novel with a sense that the nature of print culture has changed just as Austen 

and Trollope haunted the airwaves during the war years. Disinterring Bowen’s broadcasts 

and late novels, reveals a compelling theory and practice for writing that draws on 

literary history and new media alike, challenging readers and writers to face the elusive 

“now” of modernity. 
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Chapter Four: Samuel Beckett’s Sound Archives 

 

In recent years, Beckett studies have experienced a distinctive “archival turn” spurred by 

new publications such as the first two volumes of the edited collection of Beckett’s letters 

(Eds Martha Dow Fehsenfeld, Louis More Overbeck, Dan Gunn, and George Craig), and 

Dirk Van Hulle and Mark Nixon’s Samuel Beckett Digital Manuscript Project.109 

According to Emilie Morin, “the focus of critical debate is shifting from an emphasis on 

the universality of Beckett's concerns to an acknowledgement of their historical and 

cultural grounding" (2). This archival turn includes an increased focus on the study of 

archival documents—manuscript drafts, letters, and ephemera—as well as increased 

interest in representations of archivization in Beckett’s prose, drama, poetry, and 

criticism. Despite the enthusiasm with which critics have approached archival work, 

Beckettian representations of archives, which Robert Reginio argues are “threaded 

through the plays” (111), are themselves often negative. In Beckett’s plays, the collecting 

impulse is often depicted as a frustrated desire for recollection, which thereby reveals the 

impossibility of the archive to serve as a true prosthesis for memory. Within this 

emerging body of work, the particular challenges of the sound archive remain largely 

unexplored despite Beckett’s extensive engagement with radio broadcasting and tape 

recording, which began in the 1950s and extended into his late career. 

In this chapter, I discuss Beckett’s radio play All That Fall (1957) and his 

subsequent stage play, Krapp’s Last Tape (1958), as works that document the 

                                     
109 Other examples of the “archival turn” include a 2011 special issue of Modernism/Modernity titled 
“Samuel Beckett: Out of the Archive” (ed. Peter Fifield), the collection of essays in Samuel Beckett: 
History, Memory, Archive (ed. Sean Kennedy, 2009), and an upcoming panel, “Beckett’s Manuscripts,” at 
the 2013 Modern Language Association (chairs Dirk Van Hulle and Daniel Hazard). 
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possibilities and limitations of the sound archive. Sonic obsolescence is a central theme in 

both works, a theme I situate within a changing media environment in which older sound 

technologies such as radio were being eclipsed by newer audio and audio-visual 

technologies. Radio, despite its significant role in the development of late modernism, 

came to feel dated and culturally irrelevant amidst the rapid accumulation of new media 

technologies in the second half of the twentieth century. By the 1950s, radio seemed to be 

relinquishing the cultural field to television and, in the process, vanishing from a popular 

culture that it had only recently begun to shape. The BBC had begun a television service 

before WWII, but the program was put on hold during the war. In the postwar period, 

television was “resurrected” and quickly attained prominence, coming to occupy a central 

role in domestic life as a source of news and entertainment that was seen, rightly or 

wrongly, as usurping the role of radio (Briggs 242). Donald McWhinnie, Beckett’s BBC 

producer, begins The Art of Radio (1959) by writing, “thousands of radio sets have been 

switched off permanently in the past few years” as radio broadcasting became quickly 

superseded by the newer television medium (11).  Given the amount of popular music 

broadcast on the radio during in the 1960s, this assessment was premature, yet it does 

speak to the fear of eclipse that radio producers and enthusiasts felt with the coming of 

television, and to the fact that radio drama and features, if not music, would lose much of 

their audience to television.  

The sense that radio broadcasting was becoming obsolete was accompanied by a 

concomitant impulse toward archivization. Radio’s loss of cultural relevance made its 

status as archive increasingly urgent and highlighted the problems of storing sound for 

posterity. During WWII, the BBC established its first sound archive, thereby 
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acknowledging its role as a repository for the memories preserved in sound recordings, 

but also discerning the fact that, with new media technologies, these sound recordings 

were becoming historical artifacts. Timothy Eckersley and Marie Slocombe, who were 

both working as junior staff in the Recording Service, were the first to propose that the 

BBC establish a sound archive; subsequently, in 1941 Slocombe was named first BBC 

Sound Archives Librarian.110 Slocombe, according to Madeau Stewart and Craig Fees, 

“faced a somewhat haphazard collection of recordings, some processed, some still on 

acetate, stacked here and there” (270). Even after the Sound Archive Library was 

established to preserve national historical artifacts, most broadcasts continued to go 

unrecorded or the recordings were destroyed. Writing in 1972, Paul Thompson lamented 

the lack of sound recordings and the resulting limitations on historical research in the age 

of mass media:  

… much material which is of great historical potential is being daily 

destroyed. It is a strange and disturbing fact that, while virtually every 

page of the first mass media, the newspapers of the years before 1914, has 

been preserved in the national collection at Colindale, scarcely any earlier 

recordings of broadcasts exist, and even now, when a far larger audience 

hear radio and television than have ever read the Daily Mirror or the Daily 

Express, we are only preserving a mere fraction of this material in a 

private archive. (13)  

                                     
110 Slocombe’s interest in oral folk music and vernacular traditions fueled her preservation work. Stewart 
and Fees write that Slocombe “presented a radical vision of a BBC sound archive which would not only 
serve the corporation but become a national sound archive, to seek out and record for posterity a picture in 
sound of the life of the nation which, she suggested, would be ‘more vivid and perhaps more reliably… 
than the written document’” (272). 
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Thompson estimated at the time that the BBC preserved only 1% of recorded material, 

and prohibitively high fees for scholars conducting research in the archive further 

hampered what they did preserve. While the archives are now free to scholars and some 

digitization has occurred, the BBC Sound and Written Archive continues to remain 

inaccessible to most of the public. 

Since the publication of Jacques Derrida’s Archive Fever (1995), scholars in a 

range of fields have been become increasingly interested in the epistemological problems 

posed by the historian’s pursuit of archives. Derrida interprets the study of archives as a 

“fever” that results from the tension between what he labels archivistic and anarchivistic 

approaches to material history. Subtitled, “A Freudian Reflection,” Archive Fever 

identifies the role of Freud’s death drive at work in the concept of the anarchivistic; the 

suppressed desire for erasure that undermines attempts at archivization. The word 

“archive” comes from the Greek arkheion, signifying  

…a house, a domicile, an address, the residence of the superior 

magistrates, the archons, those who commanded. The citizens who thus 

held and signified political power were considered to possess the right to 

make or to represent the law. On account of their publicly recognized 

authority, it is their home, in that place which is their house (private 

house, family house, or employee’s house), that official documents are 

filed. (Derrida 2)   

In its etymological origins, the archive is a combination of private and public space—it is 

the personal home of the archon and also an officially sanctioned legal space with 

authority over the public. The anarchivistic is, therefore, closely associated with the 
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anarchic; erasing the archive is a challenge to the institutions that house them and 

threatens the power that their status as repository denotes.  

Beckett’s plays share with Derrida’s theories of the archive a subversive desire to 

disrupt the pieties of preservation and reveal destructive urges that often go unmarked. 

Whereas Derrida portrays the archivistic and anarchivistic as an endless loop, however,  

Beckett’s works highlight both tragic and comic outcomes that result from archive fever; 

and whereas Derrida gives agency to the death drive as the force undermining 

archivization, Beckett situates obsolescence, both linguistic and technological, as the 

force that puts the lie to myths of perpetuity. Although Derrida’s poststructuralism has 

strong affinities to Beckett’s writing—as Richard Begram observes, “virtually every 

major metaphor in Derrida is also to be found in Beckett” (887)111—I hope by situating 

these theoretical engagements within their historical contexts, specifically the history of 

sound technologies, to present a more comprehensive portrait of Beckettian concepts 

emerging in a situated, and theoretically rich, historical moment. 

The two plays that I examine in this chapter were written during a time when the 

threat of obsolescence haunted radio broadcasters and, in different ways, both works 

create dramatic sound archives that reflect an obsession with auditory forms, both 

personal and collective, fading from memory. Both All That Fall and Krapp’s Last Tape 

portray characters desperately trying to preserve an auditory past. All That Fall represents 

a sound archive of Beckett’s youth that, while it evokes memories, draws upon the 

evanescence of the radio medium to enact their erasure. The characters in All That Fall 

recognize that their words vanish in the moment of their utterance, yet they continue 

                                     
111 Despite the close connections between Beckett’s works and Derrida’s, the fact remains that Derrida 
wrote very little about Beckett. In Derrida’s own words, he felt “too close” to Beckett to write about him 
directly (P. Stewart 158). 
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talking and talking to stave off the final silence of death. All That Fall is set in Boghill, 

based on the Dublin suburb, Foxrock, where Beckett grew up. Many details in this radio 

play set it apart from the increasingly minimalist settings of his other prose and dramatic 

works. The action is comprised of the voices and noises that make up Maddy Rooney’s 

journey as she travels to and from the train station to pick up her blind husband Dan and 

return to their home. Maddy and Dan inhabit a dying world, which Beckett represents in 

terms of their advanced old age and their status as members of the vanishing Protestant 

community within the Irish Free State. Their on-air articulations are haunted by the 

specter of obsolescence—they are acutely aware that their words are fading in a space 

that will neither preserve nor remember their utterances.  

In contrast, Krapp’s Last Tape, which is a stage play rather than a radio play, 

presents one man’s obsessive self-documentation on tape recordings that reveal how his 

preservative ethos ends up destroying the memories themselves. The elderly Krapp 

listens to reel-to-reel tape recordings he has made over the years, yet the play’s action is 

far more complicated than this suggests; he unlocks drawers containing the tape reels, 

reads ledgers indexing the contents of the tapes, and violently crashes the containers of 

reels to the ground. Krapp does very little recording on stage beyond an abortive “last 

tape” that he discards. Rather, he spends most of the play retrieving, playing, rewinding, 

fast forwarding, and manipulating his tape archive. Although Krapp aspired to become a 

writer, he never achieved public success. Instead, he has become a self-obsessed 

archivist, meticulously—but destructively—tending to his sound archive beyond the 

point at which he has nothing left to say. Krapp falsely believes that he can preserve 

memory through the creation of a sound archive, yet the play reveals that his tapes are, in 
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fact, undermining his ability to recall or connect with the past: the elderly Krapp comes to 

rely entirely on the tapes and their archival superstructure as a mnemonic-prosthesis.  

This chapter will examine a fundamental tension in Beckett’s plays between 

ephemerality and archivization; a tension that troubles attempts to preserve the cultural 

memory of sound archives. Despite the endurance of radio as a global medium and its 

convergence with new digital media such as the podcast, commentators continue to 

elegize it with labels such as “old” or “forgotten.”112 Michelle Hilmes writes, “No other 

medium has been more thoroughly forgotten, by the public, historians, and media 

scholars alike” (xiv). The titles of Amiri Baraka’s poem, “In Memory of Radio” (1959), 

and, even earlier, Arch Oboler’s “Requiem for Radio” (1945), suggest the ubiquity of 

radio elegies after the Second World War. Broadcasting institutions such as the BBC 

contributed to this sense of radio as a disappearing medium by continuing to treat 

broadcasts as ephemera, even after the introduction of inexpensive tape recording 

technology.  

Rather than taking this act of forgetting for granted, I want to show how Beckett, 

a writer deeply immersed in the aesthetic uses of sound technologies including both the 

wireless broadcast and the tape recording, exposes the distinctive problems of 

preservation, access, and dissemination that the sound archive poses. I argue that 

understanding Beckett’s encounters with broadcast and recorded sound contextualizes the 

theme of archivization in Beckett’s works and helps to map the afterlives of Beckett’s 

                                     
112 The subtitle of Edward C. Pease and Everette E. Dennis’s edited collection, Radio: The Forgotten 
Medium (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 1995), attests to this sense of radio as an historical 
ellipsis. Furthermore, theorists of new media are responsible for the “old” designation, with which they 
categorize television, radio, and film. The distinction between “old” and “new” rests largely on the role of 
consumers viz a viz production; however, critics such as Lisa Gitelman and Geoffrey B. Pingree argue 
against these distinctions and point to the fact that all media are, at one point, “new media” (xi). 
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own archives. I chart these afterlives through Beckett’s correspondence with the BBC 

regarding access to the sound archives of his works and in his subsequent representations 

of sound archives on air and on stage. All That Fall and Krapp’s Last Tape 

simultaneously evoke and critique the archivization of sound; in so doing, they shed light 

on a future that is still unfinished, the future of sound archives, and call into question the 

often uncontested assumptions that underlie attempts to preserve sonic history for 

posterity. 

 

Beckett the Broadcaster 

Beckett’s radio works appeared at a time when radio’s social influence was 

declining, yet it was also a period when the medium’s technological and artistic 

innovations were advancing. The years that witnessed the rise of television were a time of 

innovation and experimentation in sound broadcasting, as magnetic tape took over from 

discs as the principal means for recording programs and creating new sound effects. It 

also marked a significant moment in experimental programming as the Third Programme, 

a specialized “highbrow” service of the BBC founded in 1946, began to broadcast 

increasingly avant-garde works that took the possibilities of sound art to a new level. In 

this context, All That Fall and Krapp’s Last Tape, works conceived in the shadow of 

radio’s apparent vanishing act and that explore the relationship between memory, sound 

media, and the archive, reflect the coeval rise and fall of broadcasting. 

The story of Beckett and the BBC begins with the formation of the Third 

Programme and its mandate to provide an imagined audience of “highbrow” listeners 

with intellectual talks, experimental radio plays, and “serious” music. Kate Whitehead 
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writes, “It was the first ever broadcasting station to be wholly devoted to ‘minority 

interests,’ with the specific goal of ‘promoting excellence’ regardless of the demands of 

the mass audience” (1). The decision to create the Third Programme was a controversial 

one, opposed by John Reith, the first Director-General of the BBC, who believed that the 

additional service would lower the quality of the Home Service and Light Programme, 

divide the audience, and weaken the BBC’s imperative to implement programming as a 

cultural tool to elevate the masses.113 With this freedom to broadcast difficult, 

intellectually challenging work, the Third Programme courted avant-garde artists, 

particularly artists from Continental Europe from whom British audiences felt cut off 

during the war years. In her essay on the Third Programme, Elizabeth Bowen advocated a 

“Europeanism of outlook” in the new service to help bridge the postwar cultural rift 

(204). 

The first work of Beckett’s to come to the attention of the Third Programme staff 

was Waiting for Godot, which was causing a sensation in France but had not yet reached 

English audiences.114 In an internal BBC memo, E.J. King Bull proposed a radio 

adaptation of Waiting for Godot: “I think it would be culpably unenterprising not to 

undertake the project.  It might fail in effect, but could scarcely fail in interest, because it 

is entirely novel to an English audience in nearly every respect” (15 April 1953). Despite 

the urgency of Bull’s proposal, the project fell through, in part because stalwart 

opponents of absurdism in the theater such as Val Gielgud, Head of Drama, thought the 

                                     
113 Although Reith was retired from the BBC at the time, he expressed his opposition in the Beveridge 
Report on Broadcasting (1951): “The Third Programme, positively and negatively, is objectionable. It is a 
waste of a previous wavelength. Much of its matter is too limited in appeal, the rest should have a wider 
audience” (qtd in Whitehead 19). 
114 The first French performance occurred early in 1953, but it did not make it to the English stage until 
August 1955. 
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play was “phoney” (20 October 1953), and in part because Beckett turned out to be less 

“novel” than the Third Programme had hoped. When Beckett insisted on the BBC using 

his own English translation of the play, King Bull found it to be off-puttingly Irish:  

The reason for my change of front about this as a project… is that on 

reading Beckett’s own English version, it struck me as far less funny, and 

less racy, than in the original, and I think one might seriously say that 

Beckett has had Irish inflections and idiom in his mind. (24 May 1954).  

Although Irish writers, actors, and producers were integral to Home Service and Light 

Service programming, this memo suggests that the Third Programme aspired to separate 

itself from the “Irish inflections and idioms” that appear to King Bull as a disappointing 

feature of Beckett’s English translation. Ironically, the first work that Beckett wrote for 

the BBC, All That Fall, is the most explicitly Irish piece in his dramatic oeuvre and was 

performed by a cast of actors that Clas Zilliacus describes as “thoroughly Irish” (65). 

Mary O’Farrell played Maddy Rooney, the Northern Irish actor James Gerard Devlin 

played the part of her husband, Dan Rooney, Jack MacGowran, a future mainstay of 

Beckett’s English language theatre, played the minor role of Tommy the porter, and 

another Beckett stalwart, Patrick Magee, played Mr. Slocum.  

After meeting with Beckett in Paris, John Morris wrote that Beckett was 

“extremely keen to write an original work for the Third Programme” and that “he has a 

very sound idea of the problems of writing for radio” (18 July 1956). In his first 

correspondence with the BBC regarding All That Fall, Beckett demonstrates an acute 

awareness that the production would require radical new approaches to sound production. 

Along with the script that Beckett sent to Morris, he included a note warning that the play 
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“calls for a rather special quality of bruitage, perhaps not quite clear from the text” (27 

September 1956). This “bruitage” appears in the text as stage directions that indicate an 

unusual sonic combination of realism and artificiality. For instance, the play begins with 

the following stage directions: “Rural sounds. Sheep, bird, cow, cock, severally, then 

together. Silence” (ATF 12). The producers and sound engineers were called upon to 

create a dramatic soundscape that uses rural sounds but presents them in a contrived, 

formal manner—essentially, scoring barnyard noise into musical rhythm. Clas Zilliacus 

writes, “a majority of the sounds chosen by Beckett for All That Fall are, per se, part of 

radio’s inventory of clichés”; however, “[t]he originality of the sound stratum of All That 

Fall… resides in Beckett’s approach to the problem of purposiveness of sound effects” 

(72). In one instance, Maddy Rooney seems to orchestrate the “rural sounds” that are 

meant to establish her naturalistic location for the radio listener:  

All is still. No living soul in sight. There is no one to ask. The world is 

feeding. The wind—[Brief wind.]—scarcely stirs the leaves and the 

birds—[Brief chirp.]—are tired singing. The cows—[Brief moo.]—and 

sheep—[Brief baa.]—ruminate in silence. The dogs—[Brief bark.]—are 

hushed and the hens—[Brief cackle.]—sprawl torpid in the dust. We are 

alone. There is no one to ask. (ATF 32) 

This passage, both lyrical and absurd, draws attention to the fact that in the radio medium 

all presence requires sound. Nothing can exist on radio except as sound and so, the silent 

ruminating sheep must have their “Brief baa” to assure the listener of their presence. The 

strangeness of the stage direction for “Brief baa,” and Maddy Rooney’s role in 

orchestrating the sounds into being, almost as if she was the sound engineer of her own 
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radio play, requires the creation of a soundscape that defies sonic realism. Thus, 

Beckett’s “bruitage” draws attention to the fictionality of sound effects and the 

complicated mediations that inform the production of radio plays. 

The challenge of creating a rural atmosphere that sounded musical rather than 

naturalistic inspired McWhinnie, the producer, and Desmond Briscoe, the sound 

engineer. Although Beckett had no practical experience with broadcasting, BBC 

producers were impressed with his understanding of the medium and developed new 

audio techniques that would prove pivotal in the development of future experimental 

broadcasts for the Third Programme. McWhinnie’s The Art of Radio, published two years 

after he produced All That Fall, describes the importance of re-imagining sound effects 

for radio drama: 

A great many natural sounds have lost their potential as imaginative 

stimulants and now exist only as aural short-cuts, like the ‘shot’ of a 

signpost in a bad film to locate the scene. If they are to be of any artistic 

value at all, they must be apprehended afresh and used in fresh 

permutations and in a new and discriminating focus. (78) 

Conventional radio drama was already reaching a state of exhaustion when Beckett 

approached the medium: the sound effects that producers had relied upon for the first 

thirty years of BBC drama had begun to sound stale to listeners. The BBC Sound Effects 

Library contained an extensive storehouse of recordings that were often the primary 

archive producers drew upon in creating dramatic soundscapes. In his search for “fresh 

permutations” of sound, McWhinnie decided to use human impersonators in lieu of the 

sheep, bird, and cock—a deviation that Beckett resisted and of which he disapproved to 
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the end.115 Other sound effects, such as the unnatural noise of Mrs. Rooney’s feet 

dragging and Mr. Rooney’s cane tapping, were acceptable to both the author and BBC 

staff.  

The French musique concrète movement influenced McWhinnie and Briscoe’s 

strategies for defying realist broadcast conventions and conveying a sense of musical 

rhythm.116 McWhinnie describes musique concrète as  

… sheer sound, or patterns of sound, manufactured by technical processes.  

Its basis is an unlimited supply of magnetic tape, a recording machine, a 

razor blade with which to cut the tape at precise points, and something 

which will join the pieces together again in whatever sequence is required. 

(85).   

Beckett’s play revealed the need for such experimental effects and led to the subsequent 

creation of the BBC Radiophonic Workshop at Maida Vale.117 According to the BBC 

producer Martin Esslin, in so doing, Beckett “directly contributed to one of the most 

important technical advances in the art of radio (and the technique, and indeed 

technology, of radio in Britain)” (“Samuel Beckett and the Art of Broadcasting” 129). 

Although All That Fall was, in many ways, a traditional single-session broadcast that 

relied on a combination of live performance and pre-recorded sound effects from the 

                                     
115 After the broadcast, Beckett wrote to McWhinnie that he “didn’t think the animals were right” (qtd in 
Knowlson 389). When Everett C. Frost approached Beckett about producing a new radio performance of 
All That Fall in 1986, Beckett encouraged him not to follow McWhinnie’s lead with the human 
impersonations of animals, but rather, to develop a new strategy (194). 
116 The chief proponent and innovator of musique concrète was the composer Pierre Schaeffer whose 
experimental work for the French radio station Radiodiffusion-Télévision-Française (RTF) involved the 
manipulation of sounds through auditory technologies including, but not limited to, magnetic tape. 
McWhinnie visited Schaeffer’s studio, the Club d’Essai in Paris in the mid-1950s—an encounter that 
would influence the innovative sounds he would go on to produce for All That Fall (Porter 441). 
117 BBC Four’s documentary, Alchemists of Sound (28 May 2005), provides a vivid account of the 
experiments of the Radiophonic Workshop and its influence on British electronica. 
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Sound Effects Library, it initiated a new phase of sound experimentation within the BBC 

and paved the way for the radiophonic and, later, electronic waves of the 1960s.118  Tape 

recording would become central to these later developments in BBC experimental 

technique and would spur Beckett’s growing interest in sound archivization.  

While the production of All That Fall was considered by BBC staff such as 

McWhinnie, Briscoe, and Esslin to be a watershed moment in radio drama, its post-

production history reveals some of the central tensions in transmitting, capturing, and 

preserving radio literature. Beckett encountered these problems in several stages: first, 

transmission trouble marred his initial listening experience from his home in Ussy, 

France, and, later, spotty reception hampered his attempt to listen to the rebroadcast from 

the BBC’s Paris office. Of the latter experience, Beckett wrote to McWhinnie, “I ‘heard’ 

the second transmission in the Avenue Hoche studio where Miss Reeves was good 

enough to have it laid on for me. It was clear for five minutes or so, then got worse and 

worse and was soon practically inaudible. Exasperating experience” (29 January 1957). 

Beckett was eventually able to listen without interruption to a recording lent by the BBC, 

but when he later asked for his own copy of the recording, the request caused 

consternation among BBC executives who were opposed to releasing copies of 

broadcasts, even to authors. In an internal memo, McWhinnie followed up on a request 

for a copy for Beckett and lamented the BBC’s reluctance to provide one:  

As you know, it is extremely rare for a writer of universal reputation to 

write specially for us, and when the result is a major dramatic work 

                                     
118 Briscoe defines the use of tape in All That Fall as follows: “in this production tape treatments played 
only a comparatively small part in the creation of the sounds. I was responsible for making, personally, 
many of the sounds, and for the sound treatment and mixing of the whole production; many of the sounds 
were, in fact, made in the studio with the actors, and it was virtually a one-take session” (qtd in Zilliacus 
73). 
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bringing us a vast amount of prestige we may consider ourselves 

fortunate… May I plead most strongly for the matter to be reconsidered. 

(1 April 1957) 

In the end, Beckett succeeded in obtaining a record of All That Fall—although he ran into 

the same reception problems while listening to the BBC’s production of his novel Molloy 

and, in this case, was unable to persuade the BBC to send him private copies.  

After Beckett’s difficulties hearing Molloy on air, McWhinnie sent Cecilia Reeves 

in the BBC’s Paris office a tape recording rather than the records he had previously sent 

for All That Fall. McWhinnie wrote to Beckett:  

I will try and make arrangements for copies of the tapes to be sent over so 

that you can hear them in the Paris office. I think it may be difficult to 

arrange records as unless the Transcription Service take the programmes 

the cost is likely to be prohibitive.  I also had a talk with John about 

commercial recordings—alas the Corporation won’t do anything official, 

indeed is prevented from doing by the Charter, but anything I can do 

personally naturally I will. (31 December 1957) 

As this letter shows, the BBC’s charter prevented the commercial sale of broadcast 

recordings in any format, whether records or tapes. This letter suggests that Beckett 

wanted Molloy to be made commercially available and was unaware of the BBC’s 

restrictions. After Reeves played Beckett the tapes from the BBC’s Paris office, she 

wrote to McWhinnie that Beckett was “fascinated by the recordings and listened to them 

with immense pleasure. He asked if it would be by any means possible for him to have 

copies of them. I ask this with full awareness of the problems involved… he sets so much 
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store on having the tapes available” (4 February 1958). In the end, Reeves’s skepticism 

about obtaining copies proved correct and the BBC rejected the request. The 

correspondence between Beckett, McWhinnie, and Reeves regarding the Molloy tape 

reveals the extent to which broadcast recordings were a closeted archive within the BBC, 

even after the introduction of tape.  

Beckett’s experiences with the BBC during the production and post-production of 

All That Fall and Molloy would directly influence his creation of the stage play, Krapp’s 

Last Tape. Evidence that Krapp was conceived, written, and executed in the shadow of 

radio is persuasive. The BBC introduced Beckett to composing for an auditory medium, 

brought him his first contact with tape technology, and also introduced him to the actor 

Patrick Magee, who not only played Mr. Slocum in All That Fall but also performed in 

the BBC productions of Molloy and From an Abandoned. Beckett was so taken with 

Magee’s performances, especially what he called his “cracked voice,” that he wrote 

Krapp’s Last Tape—provisionally titled “Magee Monologue”—specifically for the 

actor.119  Yet, despite its origins in the broadcasting medium, Krapp is also a distinctively 

un-radiogenic piece. After All That Fall, in which the themes of dissolution and 

ephemerality are intimately connected to broadcasting, Beckett created Krapp’s Last 

Tape in explicit counterpoint to the radio medium. Writing to McWhinnie about the new 

script, Beckett described it as “a short stage monologue for Magee (definitely non-radio)” 

(7 March 1958). Furthermore, he rejected appeals for broadcast versions of Krapp’s Last 

                                     
119 Knowlson describes Magee’s impression on Beckett as follows: “In spite of the static through which he 
again strained to listen, first in Paris then, later in the month, in Ussy, when the readings were repeated, 
Beckett was impressed and moved by the cracked quality of Magee’s distinctively Irish voice, which 
seemed to capture a sense of deep world-weariness, sadness, ruination, and regret” (Damned to Fame 398). 
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Tape, writing that the text was impossible to recreate on air.120 Esslin points out the irony 

of Krapp’s unradiogenic nature when he observes, “this play, directly inspired by 

Beckett’s contacts with radio, is, by its very nature, incapable of being performed on 

radio” (“Samuel Beckett and the Art of Broadcasting” 134). Without a visual register it is 

difficult to differentiate the voice of the elder Krapp from his earlier recordings—the 

voices blur on air and the listener loses all the physical gestures and facial reactions in 

Krapp’s performance of listening. 

I would like to suggest that the reception problems that plagued the live broadcast 

and the re-broadcast of All That Fall and Molloy, and Beckett’s difficulties obtaining 

recordings, inform representations of the sound archive in his subsequent work. Writing 

to McWhinnie with the idea of creating a stage play that included a tape recorder, Beckett 

requested a BBC engineering manual on tape recording, which was duly sent. Krapp’s 

Last Tape begins with a stage direction indicating that the play takes place during “A late 

evening in the future” because of the implausibility of the play’s conceit in which an 

elderly man listens to reels of tape that he created throughout his life, at a time when tape 

recording technologies were still not widely available and their uses remained largely 

limited to radio broadcasting. Despite the fact that the BBC was at the vanguard of tape 

development beginning during WWII, producers held out against the use of “canned” 

broadcasts, emphasizing the importance of temporal presence to the quality of 

broadcasting; not until 1955 did tape became the predominant mode of recording sound 

(Zilliacus 24). As N. Kathleen Hayles writes, “Krapp’s Last Tape was born at the 

                                     
120 Beckett, however, did create notes for a television adaptation of Krapp’s Last Tape, which suggests that 
he was willing to re-imagine the text off of the dramatic stage, though not on the airwaves. 
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crossroads where radio met tape” (80)—a point at which sound broadcasting, inscription, 

and manipulation intersect.121  

At this pivotal moment when the broadcast became cheaper to reproduce and 

store it also became more easily erasable. Tape was far less expensive and considerably 

lighter than steel reels or discs, which allowed the BBC to record more and, thereby, to 

archive more radio broadcasts for posterity. As D.F. McKenzie observes, however, these 

magnetic tapes were, like early print culture, also vulnerable to erasure: “Just as vellum 

manuscripts were scraped clean for re-use, so too are magnetic tapes vulnerable to re-use, 

with the destruction of the texts already in them” (73–74). Moreover, unlike print 

archives, sound archives require the maintenance of not only the text, but also the means 

for re-playing the tapes. The reel-to-reel recorders that Beckett sets “in the future” were 

already obsolete by the year in which he briefly considered setting Krapp’s Last Tape, 

1986.122 Even after the introduction of magnetic tape, the broadcast archive remains a 

fragile imaginary haunted by the threat of technological obsolescence. 

 

Voices of the Dead: All That Fall 

Beckett’s first radio play, All That Fall, portrays a world in the process of 

disappearing. The title refers to psalm 145, “The Lord upholdeth all that fall and raiseth 

up all those that be bowed down”; however, after Dan quotes the psalm in the play’s final 

scene, the stage direction indicates that he and Maddy “join in wild laughter” (ATF 38). 

In creating this fading world where that which falls does not rise, Beckett also recreates a 

                                     
121 Beckett’s use of tape as a theatrical device is not limited to Krapp’s Last Tape: the recorded breathing of 
Breath (1969): note the cassette tape player in the television play, Ghost Trio (1975), and the recorded 
voice-over of Rockaby (1981). 
122 In the fourth manuscript version of Krapp’s Last Tape, Beckett handwrote a specific date for the 
action—April 1986—but subsequently crossed it out (Harry Ransom Center, Krapp’s Last Tape).  
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detailed archive of his Foxrock youth by peopling the play with characters, names, 

places, and events from his childhood.123 In a letter to Aidan Higgins, Beckett describes 

the genesis of All That Fall:  

Have been asked to write a radio play for the 3rd and am tempted, feet 

dragging and breath short and cartwheels and imprecations from the 

Brighton Rd to Foxrock station and back, insentient old mares in foal 

being welted by the cottagers and the Devil tottered in the ditch—boyhood 

memories. (qtd in Knowlson 385) 

Beckett evokes these personal memories through a cast of eleven characters and a variety 

of scenes that mark the play as notably cluttered in his otherwise minimalist canon. As 

Everett C. Frost notes, “the play has a plot, characters, and a patina of realism to a degree 

that is unusual in Beckett’s work” (190). Furthermore, as Steven Connor, Jeff Porter, and 

Anna McMullen have all observed, All That Fall gives importance to physicality, weight, 

and embodiment in a medium that would seem unsuited to their representation.124 

According to McMullen, Beckett’s use of the medium “exploits a disjuncture between the 

vocal and the visible, the image of the body and the complex experience of embodiment” 

(74). Representing the body through voice alone, Beckett treats the subject of 

embodiment in shifting, multivalent ways. Whereas a visual medium necessarily limits 

the audience’s range of interpretations of embodiment, the radiophonic body is open to 

endless iterations and imaginings. The seeming incompatibility between the transience of 
                                     
123 Autobiographical details include Connolly’s van, Thomas Farrell the station master (who becomes Mr. 
Barrell), Leopardstown races, and Mr. Fred Clarke (who becomes Mr. Slocum) (O’Brien 22, 32, 39, 40). 
These details show how Beckett reconstructed his boyhood community from Paris, as Joyce did from 
Trieste. 
124 Porter describes embodiment in the play functioning as a “missing limb” that is all the more present due 
to its absence (438). Connor writes, “If radio is normally a sublimating device, which turns material forms 
and objects into the events and energies of sound, here, radio sound does not radiate outward, but lapses 
downward, as though energy were being converted into dead weight” (292). 
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the broadcast and the realistic, physical, and documentary elements of All That Fall 

makes listening to the play an uncanny experience. Not only is the listener highly aware 

of the tension between presence and absence, but, also, the play is obsessively archival 

while, at the same time, it emphasizes dissolution, dissipation, and obsolescence. 

The play begins with the laborious movements of Maddy Rooney journeying to a 

train station; when she arrives at the station, she waits for the late train bearing her blind 

husband Dan. After Dan belatedly arrives, the play covers their journey home, during 

which Maddy learns that the cause of the train’s delay was that a child fell on the tracks 

and was killed. The death of children is one of the major themes of the play beginning 

with Maddy’s painful recollections of the death of her own child, Minnie. Later, Dan asks 

Maddy, “Did you ever wish to kill a child?” and Jerry, also a small child, reports to 

Maddy that the train was delayed because of the child’s death (ATF 31). When Jerry 

returns to Dan with a small ball (or something resembling a ball), the play ends with the 

sinister implication that Dan may have been responsible for the death of the child. Critics 

disagree as to whether or not Dan, a blind old man, murdered the child on the train. 

Ziliacus describes it as an O. Henry ending that plays with the cliché of the final plot-

twist or terminal revelation that was common in radio drama (33). For Hugh Kenner, “the 

question whether Mr. Rooney was guilty is as meaningless as the question whether Pozzo 

is really Godot” (168). Causality—who killed the boy— may be less important to the 

story than the underlying theme of annihilation suggested by the child-death and the way 

this incident exposes Dan’s deep-seated rage toward a world of propagation and 

inheritance that he can no longer claim or pass on.  
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The characters in the play, the inhabitants of Boghill, are primarily Irish 

Protestants; reminders of the Protestant identities of the main characters occur through 

both direct and allusive references such as the singing of Protestant hymns. Maddy 

describes herself as a woman, “destroyed with sorrow and pining and gentility and 

churchgoing and fat and rheumatism and childlessness” (ATF 14).  According to Mary 

Junker, in Ireland at the time, “gentility” was synonymous with “ascendancy” (87). 

Furthermore, Maddy’s childlessness, though obviously not exclusive to any religion or 

caste, suggests the declining birth rate of Irish Protestants. Séan Kennedy writes that the 

Protestant community in All That Fall is “doomed to extinction from within and without” 

as low fertility rates, emigration, and the Catholic identity of the new Irish Free State 

diminished their population and cultural relevance (257). 125   

Although All That Fall never refers directly to the formation of the Irish Free 

State in 1922, Maddy often confuses the political changes she does not understand, such 

as when she mentions the “twenty-six counties. Or is it thirty-six?”—an inaccurate 

reference to partition that sets the play sometime after the Civil War (ATF 24). Similarly, 

Dan refers to the Gaelicization policies that followed in the wake of Irish Independence 

when he refers to the bathroom as “the men’s, or Fir as they call it now” (AFT 35). These 

territorial and linguistic changes baffle the Protestant characters. Maddy voices their 

predicament in existential terms when she says, “It is suicide to be abroad. But what is it 

to be at home […]? A lingering dissolution” (ATF 15). Interpreted in light of Protestant 

                                     
125 Additionally, Gerald Dawe, John Harrington, Mary Junker, Edna Longley, J.C.C Mays, W.J. 
McCormack, Vivian Mercier, Emilie Morin, Eoin O’Brien, and Anthony Roche all examine the connection 
between Beckett’s Protestant Anglo-Irish upbringing and recurrent themes in Beckett’s dramatic work. I 
have previously addressed metatheatrical representations of Irish Protestants in All That Fall in “’The 
Protestant Thing to Do’: Anglo-Irish Performance in James Joyce’s Dubliners and Samuel Beckett’s All 
That Fall” (Texas Studies in Literature and Language 51.1 [Spring 2009]). 
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decline in the Irish Free State, Maddy can be seen weighing the “suicide” of voluntary 

exile—many of her coreligionists moved to England, and in rarer cases, like Beckett’s, to 

other destinations such as France—against the “lingering dissolution” of staying on. 

Maddy’s awareness of her own obsolescence makes her a witness to the decline of the 

Protestant Irish community: a witness who must endure the added agony of 

unintelligibility. 

All That Fall chronicles not only the decline of Protestant Ireland, but also the 

death of linguistic communities. Maddy constantly wonders if her words are already 

obsolete in a world that cannot or will not understand her. Early in the play, she asks 

Christy,  

Do you find anything… bizarre about my way of speaking? [Pause.] I do 

not mean the voice. [Pause.] No, I mean the words. I use none but the 

simplest words, I hope, and yet I sometimes find my way of speaking 

very… bizarre. (ATF 13)  

Maddy is unconcerned about the idiosyncrasies of her voice; rather, she worries that her 

words themselves might have become incomprehensible to others. She is not alone in her 

anxiety about a disappearing language. Later, as the elderly couple make the laborious 

trek home, Dan embarks upon a spoken “composition” in which he narrates his version of 

the events on the train, one that omits any reference to the boy’s death. He tells his story 

in a highly stylized “narrative” tone that suggests he is fictionalizing the incident or 

forcing an alternate reality upon it, either to expunge his guilt or to shield Maddy from 

her painful memory of losing a child. Maddy’s response, in her characteristically 

“bizarre” manner, prompts them to discuss linguistic dissolution: 
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Mrs. Rooney: No, no, I am agog, tell me all, then we shall press on 

and never pause, never pause, till we come safe to haven. 

[Pause] 

MR ROONEY: Never pause… safe to haven… Do you know, 

Maddy, sometimes one would think you were struggling with a dead 

language. 

MRS ROONEY: Yes indeed, Dan, I know full well what you 

mean, I often have that feeling, it is unspeakably excruciating. 

MR ROONEY: I confess I have it sometimes myself, when I 

happen to overhear what I am saying. 

MRS ROONEY: Well, you know, it will be dead in time, just like 

our own poor dear Gaelic, there is that to be said.  (ATF 34) 

This fear of speaking a “dead language,” which Maddy connects to the fate of Irish 

Gaelic, points to the fact that languages die out along with the linguistic communities that 

give them voice. Maddy Rooney’s name, as an early reviewer in The Listener pointed 

out, resembles the phrase “mad rune” (Walker 167).126 “Rune” has several meanings, all 

of which are suggestive: 1) movement onwards, 2) letters or characters of the earliest 

Germanic alphabet, and 3) a song, poem, or verse (“Rune”). Maddy’s “mad rune” 

includes both her strange movements through space and her “bizarre speech,” which is, 

as her husband observes, like a dead language (the long-gone runic alphabet or “poor 

dear Gaelic”). In this respect, Maddy Rooney may be a precursor to Winnie in Happy 

Days who revels in “the old style”—a language that, in the post-apocalyptic setting of the 

                                     
126 In his first manuscript for All That Fall, Beckett named his protagonist Emma Kennedy before changing 
it to the more allusive Maddy Rooney. 
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play, has become a relic of the past.127 Zilliacus observes that Maddy’s maiden name 

“née Dune” means “nay done.” Her mad rune, the unnervingly poetic and unceasing 

language that puzzles her listeners’ ears, may not only be dying, but it may be “nay 

done.”  

In All That Fall, Beckett creates an ephemeral sound archive that gives voice to 

an exhausted tongue of the Protestant Irish. In its sonic representation of a vanishing 

tribe, it resembles early ethnographic recordings of “dying cultures,” particularly Native 

American indigenous communities, which comprised some of the early applications of 

recording technologies.128 Jonathan Sterne describes these ethnographic recordings as “an 

extension of the preservative ethos emerging at the turn of the twentieth century” (324). 

The references to Gaelic throughout the play highlight the general supposition that the 

Irish language was dying out, for which various attempts at preservation were in play 

including Gaelicization policies and archivization schemes for recording native speakers. 

For instance, the Irish Folklore Commission (1935-71) endeavored to record, among 

other things, the last native Irish speakers of Manx Gaelic on the Isle of Man.129 Voices 

of Protestant Irish dialects were not included in these archivization schemes, in part 

because they represented a history that the new Irish state was eager to erase. Institutions 

                                     
127 At several points during the play, Winnie either reads or speaks a line that ecstatically reminds her of 
“the old style!” While it is difficult to characterize Winnie’s use of the term, she seems to use it when she 
utters a phrase that includes more complicated grammar and syntax than the fragmentary, declarative 
sentences that she usually speaks; for instance, the phrases “whereas if you were to die” or “the day is now 
well advanced” are both characterized as “the old style.” Phrases relating to the passage of time are often 
defined as “the old style”: “tablespoons daily,” and “day after day” are two such examples. Because of the 
timelessness of the setting and the uniformity of Winnie’s days, temporal descriptions have become 
outdated. For references to “the old style” in Happy Days, see pages 13, 21, 22, 32, 33, 42, 44, and 50. 
128 The first use of Edison’s phonography for field recording was by the American Jesse Walter Fewkes 
who recorded the Passamaquoddy Indians in 1890 (Clayton 67). 
129 The archives of the Irish Folklore Commission, including thousands of hours of gramophone and audio 
tape recordings, are now held by the Department of Irish Folklore at University College Dublin (Catháin 
145). 
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such as the Irish Folklore Commission, as guardians of sanctioned versions of national 

history, were presumed to outlast the cultures they captured. Sterne also notes, however, 

that many ethnographic recordings were highly perishable and did not survive: 

[t]he permanence of sound recording was an imagined future. The 

message to future generations—whether some banal piece of advice or the 

fragments of an eroding tradition—presumed institutional and 

technological frameworks that did not yet exist (such as archives, more 

stable wax cylinders, better climate control, and an indexing system). 

(325).  

In the broadcast medium, this contradiction between imagined futurity and technological 

obsolescence was rendered even more complicated by the fact that recordings were not 

always made, were erased, or were filed away in the BBC’s archives. Beckett’s troubles 

in acquiring copies of All That Fall and Molloy testifies to the difficulty of accessing 

mid-century recordings. If All That Fall creates a sound archive of the “dead language” 

of Beckett’s Foxrock childhood, it presents it through a broadcast medium that highlights 

the unstable nature of this archive.  

Beckett was famously resistant to adapting All That Fall into a stage play; he 

argued strenuously that the play was too intimately connected to the radio medium to 

survive cross-media adaptation. As Beckett wrote to Nancy Cunard, All That Fall is a text 

meant to “come out of the dark” (qtd in Junker 95); implicit in this comment is a sense 

that it is also meant to vanish back into that darkness with every utterance, thereby 

simultaneously creating and destroying an archive. Moreover, the emphasis on 

obsolescence in the play corresponds to Beckett’s complicated attitudes toward the 
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Protestant Irish community of his childhood. In this work, the desire to preserve the 

memories of a dying world coincides with the impulse toward erasure that the live radio 

broadcast, experienced by listeners as non-visual and ephemeral, was particularly 

effective at conveying.  

 

The Self-Consuming Archive: Krapp’s Last Tape 

In Krapp’s Last Tape, the dying utterances that serve as the structuring principle 

of All That Fall become physical, visible, archivable, and yet just as vulnerable to 

obsolescence as Maddy Rooney’s mad rune. The play begins with Krapp sitting at a desk 

with two drawers that face the audience and a tape recorder and boxes of reels on top. 

The drawers are locked and Krapp, the key-master, unlocks them, takes out a reel from 

the one and a banana from the other, then locks them again. In these first movements, 

Krapp draws attention to his acts of self-regulation in locking up the reels and bananas, 

and also to the analogous relationship between these two items as carefully guarded 

forms of self-gratification. After eating one banana and resisting the urge to eat a second 

and, in the backroom, fortifying himself with booze, Krapp returns with the ledger, which 

he energetically and joyfully skims through. While many critics have noted Krapp’s 

affection and tenderness for the recorder, few have commented on his emotional reaction 

to the archival record itself. He pours over the ledger, glorying in the word “Spool,” 

which he repeats lovingly several times, “with relish” and a “happy smile” (56). His 

pleasure in saying “spool” stems from the fact that the word rhymes with “stool,” and his 

chiding of himself for eating of bananas (which were supposed to cause constipation), 

like his name, suggests that Krapp takes great, if rare, pleasure in bowel movements. 
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Once he begins the recording, he becomes discomfited by the clutter so that, according to 

the stage directions, he “sweeps boxes and ledger violently to the ground” (57). In an 

analogous act of archival destruction, he crumples up an envelope, on which his recorded 

voice describes having “jotted down a few notes” (57), and throws it away while making 

his last recording.  

The play creates dynamic interactions between the processes of archivization, 

recording, and listening. The elder Krapp engages in all three of these activities, 

beginning with archivization. Krapp’s archive includes an envelope, presumably the one 

he later refers to when he describes having “Jotted down a few notes, on the back of an 

envelope,” which, in archival terms, is the writer’s ephemera (57). It also includes “an old 

ledger” detailing the contents of the reels, boxes containing reels (Beckett changed the 

boxes to tins in later productions in order to create a stronger acoustic effect when they 

are jostled around and crash on the floor), a dictionary that Krapp consults as he listens to 

the reels, the reels themselves, and the tape recorder.130  

When Beckett began drafting Krapp’s Last Tape, he started with the tape 

recorded monologue and, during subsequent revisions, added the on-stage action: 

Krapp’s banana-eating and slipping, his trips to the back room for drinks, and his 

physical interactions with the ledger, reels, and recording device. Beckett’s American 

director Alan Schneider voices the opinions of many performers, audience-members, and 

readers when he says, “The actual tape for me is the core of the play—the core on which 

you put the additional layers” (qtd in Knowlson, Krapp’s Last Tape 57). The tapes 

remain central to the production for directors and critics alike. Representing the sound 

                                     
130 Knowlson dates the change from cardboard boxes to tins to the Schiller-Theater Werkstatt production 
that Beckett directed in Germany in 1969 (Samuel Beckett: Krapp’s Last Tape 34–35). 
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archive was clearly important to Beckett, and the successive drafts of the play reveal his 

care in refining these archival elements. In his later draft, Beckett changed the names 

associated with the recording and archiving process: in his earlier drafts he refers to the 

ledger as a “register” and then a “book.” In the play itself, the recordings are referred to 

alternately as “retrospect[s],” “P.M[s]” for personal memories (with the echo of B.M.’s 

for bowel movements), and also “conspectus[es]” (1). Krapp never seems quite sure what 

to call them; the 39-year old Krapp says, “These old P.M.s are gruesome, but I often find 

them—[Krapp switches off, broods, swiches on]—a help before embarking on a new… 

[hesitates]… retrospect” (KLT 58). These hesitations about, and changes to, the terms 

assigned to the process of recording and archiving auditory memories points to the 

novelty of the process and Beckett’s care in labeling the superstructure within which the 

recordings function. His decision to use the term “ledger,” in particular, points to Krapp’s 

role as an archivist whose main function is to record, preserve, arrange, and continue to 

amass the tapes that comprise his well-guarded sound archive.  

Krapp’s relationship to his archive changes over time: on stage, his attitude 

toward them shifts from gleeful to violent, and his recordings likewise demonstrate a 

changing relationship between the man and the machine. His 39-year-old self describes 

listening to “passages at random” from an earlier year. He says, “I did not check in the 

book, but it must be at least ten or twelve years ago” (58). This casual relationship to the 

recordings—listening at random, eschewing the ledger, and relying on memory—is very 

different from the dramatized behavior of the elder Krapp. No longer able to recall his 

memories at will, present-day Krapp now relies entirely on the ledger to remember the 

specifics of his past. As he reads it, he is puzzled and hesitant: 
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Ah! [He peers at ledger, reads entry at foot of page.] Mother at rest at 

last…. Hm…. The black ball…. [He raises his head, stares blankly front. 

Puzzled.] Black ball?... [He peers again at ledger, reads.][…] Hm…. 

Memorable…. what? [He peers closer.] Equinox, memorable equinox. 

[He raises his head, stares blankly front. Puzzled.] Memorable equinox? 

Events that are self-assuredly described as “memorable” are, ironically, not. For this 

reason, critics have described Krapp’s Last Tape as a refutation of Marcel Proust’s 

privileging of involuntary memory in Remembrance of Things Past.131 Whereas Proust 

describes involuntary memory as an ecstatic revisitation of an unexpected earlier 

sensation, Krapp’s elaborate archival apparatus points to an attempt to systematize, 

organize, and control memories. Like Proust’s voluntary memory, these attempts 

represent “the memory of the intellect,” which “preserve[s] nothing of the past itself” 

(47). Yet Krapp desires the effects of involuntary memory, or, as he puts it, to “be again” 

(63). His archive represents a perversion of the romantic desire for an “overflow of 

powerful feelings” (Wordsworth 448); Krapp repeatedly seeks an un-spontaneous 

overflow of powerful feelings. 

Krapp’s reliance on his archive erodes the memories themselves. He has, for 

instance, lost much of his formidable vocabulary to old age and must consult a dictionary 

when he hears his younger self use the word “viduity” on the recording (thereby 

introducing yet another archival system into the play). Beckett originally specified 

                                     
131 In his monograph Proust (1931), Beckett describes Proust’s distinction between voluntary memory and 
involuntary memory and critics such as Arthur K. Oberg and Rosette Lamont have discussed Krapp’s Last 
Tape as a parody of Proustian memory. Lamont writes, “All that in A la recherche took wing and finally 
triumphed remains here a linear tangle chaining the spirit to matter” (162). According to Oberg, Krapp’s 
Last Tape shows the impossibility of living within the ecstatic experiences of involuntary memory and also 
serves to show that “the Proustian moment cannot and will not be mechanized” (156).  
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Samuel Johnson’s Dictionary, but decided against it after reading Johnson’s definition of 

viduity. The dictionary itself is an archival genre in that it collects and standardizes 

language usage and, in so doing, attempts to preserve language from the dissolution that 

Maddy experiences. In this respect, the play takes a complicated stance regarding 

Socrates’ warning in The Phaedrus that the increased reliance on literacy over orality 

would cause memory to diminish; here a technologized orality, or what Walter J. Ong 

describes as “secondary orality,” makes remembering increasingly difficult.  

 Krapp is a writer who has published only one book, one that has made little mark: 

only “Seventeen copies sold, of which eleven at trade price to free circulating libraries 

beyond the seas”  (62). With his failure to reach an audience through print, Krapp’s 

sound archive becomes his magnus opus; yet it is unclear that Krapp imagines any other 

listeners for his recordings than himself. The extensiveness of the archival apparatus is, 

for this reason, all the more baffling. Does it represent a compulsion to preserve without 

an end? In such a formulation, Krapp would be a hoarder of information, amassing an 

archive that has no meaning for anyone else. Or does Krapp anticipate a future in which 

these recordings will have cultural value? Is his sound archive a time capsule for 

posterity? Does he fancy himself a literary diarist— a Samuel Pepys for future 

generations? If so, he is a markedly insular and conflicted Pepys, at once meticulously 

preserving and destroying his works.  

The events that the middle-aged Krapp believes are important, particularly those 

relating to his literary career, are the least interesting to the elderly Krapp. In one 

recorded scene, the younger Krapp describes a powerful artistic epiphany:  
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The vision at last. This I fancy is what I have chiefly to record this 

evening, against the day when my work will be done and perhaps no place 

left in my memory, warm or cold, for the miracle that… [hesitates]… for 

the fire that set it alight. (60) 

This passage situates his archival project within the context of a future time when his 

“work will be done.”  The recordings are thus imagined as a supplement to the literary 

oeuvre and assume a futurity of readers and critics that only the most successful literary 

career could engender. His impulse to preserve the memory of the epiphany is undercut 

by the elderly Krapp, who fast-forwards through the florid language of his artistic 

awakening. In so doing, he cuts, crops, and curses through the memories that he once 

thought most important. As an old man, Krapp censors the literary archive; he wants only 

the most personal memories—specifically, the memory of the girl in the boat to which he 

returns in the final moments of the play after he abandons the attempt to make a new 

recording. The sound archive therefore becomes the kind of nostalgia-inducing body of 

work that Bowen associated with print culture and saw the radio medium as uniquely 

capable of resisting. Recording sound, in this instance, takes away the temporal “now” of 

the live performance and allows a character like Krapp to live in the past entombed in his 

sound archive. By staging this entombment, however, Beckett also elicits powerful 

emotional responses from the audience that may offer a way out of the nullity that 

Derrida would describe as the anarchivistic in Krapp’s self-consuming archive. The play 

depicts the sterility of Krapp’s sound archive, but by doing so in the live medium of the 
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theater it maintains a sense of the ephemeral and the “now” through the act of 

performance.132 

In his last tape, Krapp says that there is “Nothing to say, not a squeak,” yet he 

squeaks for a few moments longer, describing his joy in the word “spool,” which he calls 

his “Happiest moment of the past half million” (62). In this tape, he also describes the 

process of listening again and again as a kind of purgatory: 

Lie propped up in the dark—and wander. Be again in the dingle on a 

Christmas Eve, gathering holly, the red-berried. [Pause.] Be again on 

Croghan on a Sunday morning, in the haze, with the bitch, stop and listen 

to the bells. [Pause.] And so on. [Pause.] Be again, be again. [Pause.] All 

that old misery. [Pause.] Once wasn’t enough for you. [Pause.] Lie down 

across her. (63) 

With this last line, Krapp has stopped recording original material and started quoting 

material from his earlier recording: “I lay down across her with my face in her breasts 

and my hand on her” (63). As he finds himself repeating these words, Krapp “wrenches 

off tape, [and] throws it away” so he can return to the erotic memories contained in Box 

3, Spool 5. With the titular “last tape” disposed of, he returns to the haunting boat scene 

and listens, transfixed, as the play ends.  Krapp the archivist is not a passive protector of 

the tapes, but, through the process of selection and deletion, he makes interpretive 

decisions regarding the content of the archive and value judgments about what ought to 

be preserved and what destroyed.  

                                     
132 In this sense, the play enacts the tension between the archive and the repertoire that Diana Taylor 
describes in The Archive and the Repertoire: Performing Cultural Memory in the Americas. 
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As a younger man, Krapp believed that the recordings would supplement his 

literary career, so he built an elaborate archival apparatus for a future that he never 

realized. In the end, the recordings are all that remain of Krapp’s oeuvre. Their fate is to 

become a mere relic lost to the future beyond the “future” of the play. The reel-to-reel 

recorder that was such a novelty in 1958 has itself vanished from most public spaces, 

replaced, successively, by cassette tapes, CDs, and digital mp3 files—consigned one after 

another to the dustbin of technology. To play these spools now requires the kinds of 

specialized archives with reel-to-reel recorders and archivists trained in their use as 

earlier, and even more perishable, sound technologies such as wax cylinders. 

Unfamiliarity with tape technology by the general public at the time that Krapp’s Last 

Tape was written made producing the play a difficult endeavor and, according to Alan 

Friedman, represented “the kind of technical demands that impelled [Beckett] to begin 

directing his own plays” (127).  Despite Krapp’s attempt to guard his memories with his 

ledger and spools, sound preservation technologies are not, in the end, capable of 

protecting against either technological obsolescence or the ephemerality of memory 

itself.   

 

Tragi-Comedies of the Archive 

All That Fall and Krapp’s Last Tape contain many shared references that suggest 

that they were conceived as companion pieces despite, or perhaps because of, significant 

differences in their forms of mediation.133 I will focus specifically on references to the 

German novel, Effi Briest (1896) because they have a direct bearing on Beckett’s 

                                     
133 Other shared images in the two plays include the mysterious balls that Dan and Krapp possess at various 
points, references to Matthias Claudius’s poem “Death and the Maiden” as well as Shubert’s song of the 
same name; the theme of constipation also appears in both works. 
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representation of the archives in both works. References to Theodor Fontane’s novel, 

which is misspelled as “Effie” in both plays, reveal Beckett’s tragic-comic approach to 

archives and show not only the centrality of the theme of archivization in both these 

works, but also the persistence with which Beckett connects archival romance to archival 

violence. Effi Briest appears in All That Fall when Dan suggests that Maddy should read 

it to him when they arrive at home to discover whether “Effie is going to commit adultery 

with the Major” (29). Dan, though immune to Maddy’s sexual advances, relishes the 

sexual misadventures of Fontane’s tragic heroine. In the last recording in Krapp’s Last 

Tape, Krapp describes having “Scalded the eyes out of me reading Effie again, a page a 

day, with tears again. Effie…” (ATF 29; KLT 62). By alternately focusing on the 

salacious and the tragic in the novel, Beckettt portrays the archive as an object of lust, the 

pursuit of which, though often comic, veils a relentlessly tragic undercurrent.  

According to Knowlson, Beckett as a young man admired Effi Briest, which 

reminded him of his early love, Ethna MacCarthy, who was dying of cancer at the time 

he wrote Krapp’s Last Tape and who may have been the inspiration for the girl in the 

punt (Damned to Fame 397). Alternately, Deirdre Bair connects the reference to 

Beckett’s cousin and early girlfriend Peggy Sinclair, with whom he read the novel while 

on vacation with her family in the Baltic, and notes that, like Effi, Peggy died of 

tuberculosis (86). Making his last recording, Krapp mentions the Baltic directly after the 

reference to Effi Briest—“Could have been happy with her, up there on the Baltic, and 

the pines and the dunes [Pause.] Could I? [Pause.] And she? [Pause.] Pah!” (KLT 62). 

Beckett returned repeatedly to Effi Briest throughout his life: the Polish dramatist Antoni 

Libera recalls meeting Beckett after his 80th birthday and noticing that Beckett was 
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carrying a well-thumbed copy of the novel. Beyond the personal memories that infuse 

these allusions and give them special poignancy, the plot of Effi Briest climaxes with a 

tragedy of the archive which offers a touchstone and point of departure for All That Fall 

and Krapp’s Last Tape.  

The novel traces the arranged marriage of its titular heroine, a young and 

ambitious girl, to an older man of social prominence. Her early marriage to Baron Geert 

von Innstetten is marked by loneliness; she is removed from her family to a distant 

community where the locals treat her with open hostility. This social isolation is 

compounded by her husband’s constant travel and pedantic attitude towards his much-

younger wife. She falls into an affair with a local rake, Major von Crampas, which ends 

when Effi and Innstetten move to Berlin. The tragic denouement of the novel occurs six 

years later when, despite the decisive end of the affair and the gradual love that Effi 

develops for her husband, Innstetten discovers a packet of letters from Crampas to Effi 

from these earlier years of their married life. Their daughter injures herself and, in the 

search for bandage to bind the wound, Innsteten breaks into his wife’s locked desk, 

discovers the letters, and re-opens another, psychic, wound. The locked desk, like 

Krapp’s desk filled with reels, stores an archival history that comes to supplant the living 

reality.  

In response to this discovery, Innstetten chooses to fight Crampas in a duel and 

expose Effi in the court of public opinion, despite the fact that, by his own admission, he 

feels no enmity. Innsteten tells a confidant, “I’ve been shamefully deceived and yet in 

spite of that I have no feeling of hatred at all, or even a thirst for vengeance. And if I ask 

myself why not, then the first reason that comes to me is merely—the lapse of time… I 
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should never have believed that time, purely as time, could have such an effect” (Fontane 

214). Despite this admission, Innsteten bows to an abstract sense of social duty and kills 

Crampas and divorces Effi; her health subsequently deteriorates and, shunned by society 

and her own daughter, she dies in her childhood home. Ignoring the ameliorative effect of 

time and punishing Crampas and Effi for a long-past affair, Innstetten enacts a tragedy of 

the archive similar to Krapp’s by allowing it to subsume a living reality. In effect, 

Innstetten cannot accept that the letters are themselves obsolete or to recognize that, in 

spite of the letters’ surfacing, he has the option of separating the relics of the past from 

the reality of the present. In his critical monograph on Proust, Beckett describes “Time” 

as “that double-headed monster of damnation and salvation” (Proust 11). This duality is 

ever-present in Beckett’s representations of the archive, in which attempts to preserve a 

moment in time are laced with promise and peril. In the case of Effi’s letters, Krapp’s 

tapes, and the voices from Boghill, the archive represents the paradox of material that 

both preserves and destroys memory. The letters, Effi’s memento of a past lover, end in 

the violent erasure of that lover despite the fact that the passage of time made it possible 

to create a reparative distance between the past and the present.  

All That Fall and Krapp’s Last Tape differ from Effi Briest’s tragedy of the 

archive by presenting tragi-comedies of the archive that address an age of new 

technologies. In so doing, they not only expose the potential perils of archivization, as 

does Effi Briest, but also lampoon the grandiose claims of media technologies to bring the 

past into a continual present. Marketing for later tape technologies would rhetorically ask, 

“Is it live or is it Memorex?” suggesting that technology could render the living (live 

sound) indistinguishable from the archival (tape). Innstetten and Krapp both possess this 
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delusion that the archive and life are one and the same. What neither of them accounts 

for, and what Maddy Rooney is acutely aware of, is the centrality of obsolescence to all 

forms of communication—the fact that the ways in which we mediate communicative 

acts may become unintelligible with the passage of time. Effi’s letters are obsolete by the 

time Innstetten reads them; Krapp’s tapes have already lost meaning for him and will 

become increasingly inaccessible to future generations; and Maddy’s manner of 

speaking, acquired in a bygone era, sounds antiquated to members of her own 

community.  

Whereas in Effie Briest the failure to recognize archival obsolescence leads to 

tragedy, Beckett depicts both the tragic and the comic aspects of this misrecognition. 

Beckett’s late radio play Rough for Radio II offers a summa for his tragi-comic 

approaches to the archive and even more explicitly connects this approach to his 

awareness of the coming obsolescence of the radio medium. Originally published in 

French as Pochade Radiophonique and first broadcast in English translation in 1978 by 

BBC Radio 3 (formerly the Third Programme), Rough for Radio II was the second of two 

sketches, and the only one that that Beckett completed, for radio broadcast, and seems to 

have been a precursor for the later radio play Cascando.134 Both Rough for Radio II and 

Cascando focus on a torture scene in which the forced confession becomes a parable for 

the experience of the artist; however, a significant difference between the two plays is 

that the earlier version draws attention to the radio medium itself.  

                                     
134 I will not address Rough for Radio I in detail here because it is an unfinished piece, it was never 
performed or broadcast, and it does not represent the problem of sound archives. In the play, a character is 
mysteriously dependent upon playing a radio set with one dial that controls music and the other that 
controls voice. When the two sound-streams, which had previously produced noise independently of each 
other, begin to converge, the convergence drains the life out of the character. Just as Rough for Radio II 
seems to be a sketch that later became Cascando, Rough for Radio I was a precursor for Words and Music. 
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The first BBC production was directed by Martin Esslin and starred Harold Pinter 

as Animator, Billy Whitelaw as Stenographer, and Patrick Magee as Fox. In the play, 

Animator (animateur is French for radio or television producer) directs a mute character 

named Dick to torture a confession out of Fox while Stenographer transcribes Fox’s 

words. Esslin observes that these three figures—Animator, Stenographer, and Fox—

represent the radio producer, secretary, and technician respectively (“Beckett’s Rough for 

Radio” 99). Furthermore, Esslin posits that “Fox surely equals Vox,” thereby arguing that 

Beckett intended the tortured character to stand for voice itself or, perhaps, the Vox 

Populi (“Samuel Beckett and the Art of Broadcasting” 148).135 Fox is not the only 

prisoner in the play; Animator, Stenographer, and Dick are entrapped in their roles 

directing, recording, and inflicting the torture. Animator’s desperation to extract a 

confession from Fox pushes him to create fake testimonies, which he forces 

Stenographer, against her sense of justice, to insert into her transcription.  

Esslin argues that Rough for Radio is a “truly tragi-comic work” because of the 

interplay between Animator and Fox: 

… the more parodistic, the more feeble, the more comic Fox's utterances 

become, the more tragic is the Animator's position: he, after all, is bound 

to go on with his weary task until something of significance has been 

extracted from Fox. (101) 

If the play does, in fact, represent the making of a radio production, then Animator’s 

abuse of Fox is entirely self-damning—he must try to extract meaning from the voice so 

                                     
135 Drawing upon Esslin’s interpretation of Fox as Vox, James Jesson argues that Fox “anticipates not only 
the specialist “Words” and “Voice” characters of Beckett’s radio plays, Words and Music and Cascando 
(1963), but also other “speech” characters such as Mouth in Not I (1972) and V (for “Voice of Bam”) in 
What Where (1983)” (195). 
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that the Stenographer can record it, but the harder he tries, the more absurd the results 

become. Fox’s nonsensical phrases cannot free the characters from the torture scene; 

therefore Animator forces Stenographer to add a phrase, “between two kisses” that she 

knows Fox never uttered. His excuse for this deliberate fabrication is that “Tomorrow, 

who knows we may be free” (“Rough for Radio II” 124).  

The fact that these phrases represent a false romantic confession connects the play 

to Krapp’s Last Tape and All That Fall, in which the tragi-comic approach to the archive 

often stems from a misplaced romanticism. When Krapp searches his tapes for his 

romantic history and edits out his philosophical ruminations, his actions resemble that of 

Animator in that both use principles of selection and fabrication, respectively, to tailor 

their sound archives into romances. If romance renders the archival quest both tragic and 

absurd, so too does comprehensiveness. Rough for Radio draws upon radio’s visual 

boundlessness in order to represent what James Jesson describes as a “total archive of 

speech” (202).136 Both the dogged torture of Fox and Krapp’s meticulous recording 

aspire toward an unattainable totality of recorded memory. These characters believe that, 

in recording everything, they will either be able to “be free” in the case of the Animator 

or to “be again” in the case of Krapp. Freedom and rebirth represent, for both, further 

romances of the archive. The absurdity of these romantic approaches to the archive is the 

heart of the tragi-comic effects in these works: Krapp’s caressing of his tape recorder and 

his sensuous enjoyment of the word “spool,” like Animator’s excited fabrication of the 

two kisses, reveals a different kind of “archive fever” than that which Derrida describes; 

                                     
136 Jesson argues that because of the physical limitations of the stage, Krapp’s Last Tape could only gesture 
towards the “total archive of speech.” 
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here is a feverish eroticism rendered tragic by the fact that they are only the fevered 

dreams of imprisoned men.  

All That Fall, on the other hand, reveals the absurdity of archival romance in 

Maddy’s recognition of the tragedy of obsolescence that underlies this romance. Whereas 

Krapp and Animator attempt to capture the spoken word through recordings or dictation, 

Maddy is tragic because she knows that her mad rune has already become obsolete. 

While her manic, anachronistic, and outlandish speech is the source of much of the play’s 

humor, it also undoes Maddy, separating her from other members of the community and 

sealing her fate as a living relic. Her talk is most absurd when it is erotic: for instance, her 

misreading of Mr. Slocum as a would-be-seducer and her hints at a romp in a ditch with 

Dan. The desire that attracts these characters to create and curate archives relentlessly—

Krapp’s tapes, Animator’s torture, Maddy’s ceaseless chatter—reveals their futile aim to 

recapture a romance of the past and fix it for eternity. It is the romantic nature of this 

pursuit that may explain why it swings so easily into disorder and violence—the 

frustrated desire to capture and preserve love shades easily into a masochistic drive to 

destroy it.  

 I have argued that the tensions that exist in these works between the live broadcast 

and the canned recording, presence and memory, and evanescence and permanence, 

correspond to the fear of obsolescence that haunts radio in the 1950s. All That Fall and 

Krapp’s Last Tape, interpreted within their media-historical contexts, reveal the extent to 

which the problem of obsolescence haunts the sound archive; but these plays also render 

the archival impulse absurd in ways that our preservative ethos, particularly as scholars, 

makes it convenient to ignore. Composed in the shadow of radio, these works figure 
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obsolescence as an underlying tragic-comic theme, an approach with implications for our 

current understanding of media and technology. In contemporary marketing parlance, 

“planned obsolescence” refers to the manufacturing of technologies with the intention 

that they will be quickly replaced by newer technologies; consumers will, therefore, feel 

compelled to buy the newer products. Planned obsolescence, which takes Beckett’s tragi-

comedy to a level that even he may not have imagined, points to the combination of 

absurdity and comedy in an environment of rapid technological change. As consumers 

replace their iPhone 3s with iPhone 4s in order to acquire small, calculated changes to 

their devices, landfills overflow with toxic electronics that were deliberately marketed 

and manufactured as ephemera.  

Depicting the raw human experiences of losing memory and being lost to 

memory, Beckett represents the obsolescence that Maddy Rooney and Krapp face with 

less cynicism than the “planned” variety. As viewers and listeners, we experience Maddy 

and Krapp’s lives as sound archives that are becoming increasingly unintelligible and 

witness the elegiac as well as the foolish aspects of their attempts to hang on to the past. 

In different ways, these attempts offer parables for the last phase of radiogenic aesthetics 

that were, as Beckett wrote, in the process of vanishing from literary history. 

Given Beckett’s interest in the obsolescence of sound archives, it is a curious 

irony that recordings of his radio works, recognized instantly as “classics,” were 

preserved with a unique and unrepresentative level of care. Manuscripts of these 

broadcasts and related correspondence are available for scholars to study in the BBC 

Written Archives, and sound recordings are now commercially available from the British 
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Library’s Sound Archives’ “Spoken Word” collection.137 The British Library has also 

begun digitizing some of its sound archives through the Archival Sound Recordings 

(ASR) project available to UK license holders. Unlike the vast majority of radio 

broadcasts, these works have been preserved, institutionalized, and digitized with a level 

of care that belies Beckett’s conception of them as ephemeral and his having been given 

very limited and begrudging access to them in their archival forms as records and tapes. 

Samuel Beckett, whom Anthony Cronin calls the “last modernist,” seems to have 

been one of the last modernists to draw upon radio’s sense of liveness as an integral 

component of his aesthetic ethos. As I have argued throughout this dissertation, radio 

broadcasting played an important role in the development of late modernism and offered 

models of changing publics, ephemerality, and repetition that were central to the late 

phase of modernist literature. In Beckett’s works, therefore, we see both the ascendance 

of radio as an art form and the concomitant breaking down of radio’s important role as a 

literary marketplace and muse. New sound technologies would breed new experimental 

literature: William Burroughs’s postmodern cut-ups used the tape recording to create 

poetic montages: our current age’s preferred format, the digital audio file, has produced 

the remix.138 As the sound archive becomes art—as we rummage through audio files to 

create something new out of the old—we should attend to Beckett’s tragi-comedies of the 

archive. What romance do we seek in the sounds of the past and what acts of 

unacknowledged violence does this quest perpetuate? Beckett’s status as “last modernist” 

                                     
137 With the exception of “Samuel Beckett: Works for Radio” the catalogue for the British Library’s 
“Spoken Word” collection tends to focus on expository talks and interviews with literary figures, rather 
than literary broadcasts such as radio dramas or features. Other CDs available for purchase include 
collections of the broadcasts of H.G. Wells, W.H. Auden, Graham Greene, “American Poets,” “British 
Poets,” Bernard Shaw, Edith Sitwell, Evelyn Waugh, Robert Graves, Sylvia Plath, Ted Hughes, and Stevie 
Smith. 
138 For examples of literary remixes, see Paul D. Miller (DJ Spooky), Sound Unbound. 
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does not presume nostalgia for a “golden era” of broadcasting; instead, it makes him an 

important critic of the assumptions underlying the archivization of sound, a critic whose 

voice still cogently addresses the changing sound archives of even this digital age. 
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Coda: Sounding the Literary in the Digital Age 

 

Researching the interconnections between radio broadcasting and late modernism 

led me to observe the myriad ways in which emerging sound media gave literature a new, 

often uncanny, second life from the 1930s through the 1960s; however, this study of mid-

twentieth-century literature raises the question of whether the conclusions are still true, 

and whether newer, digital sound media can have the same effect today. As emerging 

media seems, once again, to unsettle literary traditions, what role can sound media play in 

giving writers and readers fresh approaches to a literary culture that has been defined, in 

the many centuries since Gutenberg, by the codex? In attempting to answer this question, 

I will address the new set of challenges and opportunities that digital media provide 

literary studies and will propose that more attention to sound media, past and present, can 

fill critical gaps in the current conversation. 

Everywhere, it seems, the death of print is being proclaimed: on new media such 

as blogs, websites, and podcasts and old media such as television and radio. Nowhere is 

this discourse more pervasive than in print media themselves as newspapers, peer-

reviewed journals, magazines, and book publishers debate the implications of dramatic 

changes in their industries. As “dead tree” technologies lose their privileged position as 

information media, scholars debate the effects of new electronic technologies on the 

production and preservation of knowledge. The ascension of new electronic media has 

been blamed by techno-skeptics for diminishing human memory, for making people 

lonely, and for ruining attention spans and concentration. Conversely, technophiles praise 

new media for their ability to generate global interconnectivity, to facilitate collaboration, 
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and to turn passive consumers into active producers. Depending on one’s perspective, the 

death of print either inaugurates a brave new corporate world run by Google, Microsoft, 

and Facebook, or it welcomes into being a global network created by diverse individuals 

across the globe that is capable of infinite reinvention. In these scenarios, print and 

electronic media are presented as competitors that offer diametrically opposed systems 

for how humans engage with information. Conversely, as Bolter and Grusin argue, 

emerging media and their forbearers can engage in a productive dialectic that irrevocably 

change each. Old and new media interact in diverse ways: incorporating and remediating 

each other’s forms, drawing upon each other as thematic subjects, supplementing a lack 

identified in the other, and broadening each other’s audiences. 

The rhetoric of the death of print is not new and, as I argue in Chapter Three, was 

a significant source of cultural anxiety during the Second World War. These World War 

II-era fears were grounded in the experience of paper shortages, censorship, and, even 

more emblematically, Nazi book-burnings. Even before the war, writers were declaring 

the exhaustion of literature, as D.H. Lawrence does in “Surgery for the Novel—Or a 

Bomb,” in which he asks: “Supposing a bomb were put under the whole scheme of 

things, what would be after? What feelings do we want to carry through into the next 

epoch? What feelings will carry us through” (520). Lawrence, rather than lamenting the 

decline of literature took a radical stance against the traditional values associated with the 

novel, using bomb-imagery to imagine a violent conflagration. The rhetoric of the death 

of print often takes on such an apocalyptic flavor and comes to signify the end of 

(literary) life as we know it, whether for good or ill. As Anthony Grafton observes, 

“Scenarios for the apocalypse have often involved books” (2); however, he claims, in the 
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digital age these millennial predictions have come to focus on an apocalypse of texts 

themselves.139 This sense of an ending, to borrow Frank Kermode’s phrase, can become a 

productive literary influence in its own right, one capable of engendering an inventive 

range of responses. Kathleen Fitzpatrick argues that the rhetoric of the death of print can 

itself become a source of literary inspiration—something that writers draw upon to 

characterize themselves as an entrenched minority and from which they draw creative 

energy. She writes that “the growing pains of old media when confronted by new are all 

too easily—and sometimes purposefully—mistaken for death throes” (3). By claiming a 

position at the margins of culture rather than at its center, writers can claim an 

oppositional identity and address themselves to a minority audience of other cultural 

outsiders. 

New media, rather than initiating the “death of print,” may actually incorporate 

and extend reading and writing practices; never before have people read so much and 

written so profusely as in the age of the internet and smart phones. A prolific nineteenth-

century novelist may not have inscribed nearly as many words per day as the average 

American teenager does in the form of text messages, emails, IMs, tweets, and status 

updates. If people are, in fact, writing more now than ever, then the question of quality 

arises: what kinds of writing are people creating and consuming online? The implication 

often underlying this question is that the quality of writing has diminished—that while 

there may be more letters floating in cyberspace, these words, or rather, an ever-shifting 

array of acronyms and emoticons, are not only not literary, they are actively undermining 

literary culture. In his 2006 introduction to The Gutenberg Elegies Sven Birkerts writes,  

                                     
139 Grafton cites the following biblical instances that situate books as harbingers of the apocalypse: 
“Revelation mentions letters, describes a book with seven seals, and uses the closing of a book as a vivid 
metaphor for the end of the physical world” (2-3). 
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Literature and old-style contemplative reading seem enfeebled—almost as 

if they need to be argued for, helped along by the elbow. Not that people 

don’t write and read in a thousand different ways; they do… But the belief 

in the gathered weight of literary expression, what we used to consider our 

cultural ballast, is fading and is likely to fade further. (xii) 

Earlier in his introduction, Birkerts slightly misquotes Yeats’s “The Second Coming” by 

describing electronic media as the rough beast “slouching towards Bethlehem to be born” 

(xii);140 unsurprisingly, he does so without acknowledging Yeats’s extensive engagement 

with an earlier electronic medium—the radio. It may be useful to imagine electronic 

media as a threat to literary culture, as Fitzpatrick argues, rather than analyzing the 

complicated relationship between literature and its medium of composition; but literature 

has never been confined to one medium—the radical differences in mediation between 

stage drama and the novel testify to this—and assuming that changes in media will 

destroy literature is a simplistic formulae that fails to advance literary studies or expand 

readerships. 

In this discourse surrounding the death of print in the digital age, sound media are 

all too often excluded from conversations about the perceived conflicts between new 

media and literary traditions. I suggest, however, that digital radio can, like analog radio 

before it, re-invigorate our thinking about the literary past.141  To illustrate this point, I 

would like, first, to discuss digital radio’s potential for facilitating dynamic engagements 

                                     
140 Yeats’s passage reads, “And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,/ Slouches towards 
Bethlehem to be born?” (Yeats 187). Birkerts replaces Yeats’s question with a definitive statement. 
141 The term “analog radio” refers to radio broadcast on FM and AM frequencies. Digital radio is a broader 
term that includes digital audio broadcasting (DAB), which has become the broadcasting standard in 
Europe, Canada, and Australia, though not yet in the United States, as well as such other forms as podcast 
radio and internet radio. For more on the impact of digitization on radio broadcasting, see the May 2006 
special issue of Convergence: The International Journal of Research into New Media Technologies. 
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with literary history in the classroom. During the spring semester of 2012, I asked 

students, working in groups of three, to create an original podcast by remixing recitations 

of mid-twentieth-century poetry with additional sonic elements (either music or sound 

effects). Students could choose between Allen Ginsberg’s “Howl” (1956) and Patrick 

Kavanaugh’s “The Great Hunger” (1942), and were responsible for selecting twelve lines 

of the poem as a group, recording their own recitation of four lines each, arranging the 

three recitations into a single podcast, and adding other sounds to create a cohesive 

whole. The students’ podcasts, although they may not have been close readings per se, 

were innovative interpretative acts that honed in on issues of voice, tone, theme, poetic 

form, and genre.  

As a fitting epilogue to my study of mid-century Irish writers, I’d like to highlight 

the fascinating range of interpretations of Kavanaugh’s “The Great Hunger.” The three 

groups who focused on this poem were extremely creative. One group produced a 

podcast that turned Kavanaugh’s anti-pastoral poem into a pastiche of pastoralism by 

overlaying passages about nature with hackneyed barnyard sounds. It was fascinating to 

note that these students, who had never heard the BBC broadcast of Samuel Beckett’s All 

That Fall, landed upon a similar broadcasting technique: recognizing the importance of 

clichés about nature in the poem, they used rural sounds ironically to draw attention to 

Kavanaugh’s critique of the romantic perception of “the peasant who is only one remove 

from the beasts he drives” (Kavanagh 85). A second group drew out the religious 

imagery in The Great Hunger by choosing passages about the church and incorporating 

sounds of church bells and Gregorian chant. The third group, picking up on the difference 

between first- and third-person passages in the poem, alternated between two third-person 
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chorus-like voices, which they overlaid with jaunty music, and the naked voice of a first-

person monologue. In a discussion following the assignment, the class agreed that the 

podcasts allowed them to hear the poem better, to explore its inherent sounds—the meter, 

rhythm, and voice of the poem itself—and also to draw upon an additional reservoir of 

sonic signifiers and innovative arrangement in order to highlight such aspects of the 

poem as its anti-pastoralism, its satirical representations of religion, and its narrative 

strategies of alternating first- and third-person voices.  

Never has it been easier or more affordable to broadcast literature, to give voice to 

the written word in new and surprising ways. The word “podcast,” which is a neologism 

created by joining “iPod” with “broadcast,” was added to the Oxford English Dictionary 

in 2005. As such, its name nods to the older medium of radio broadcasting while 

highlighting the personalization of the experience of listening that the iPod, with its 

iconic white earbuds, evokes.142 Rebecca Coyle describes how podcasts and online radio 

change some of the paradigms of radio broadcasting: 

Our shared listening experience may not be tied to locality or shared 

geographic space or sense of belonging given that we may be listening to 

services provided by podcasters located far from their dispersed listeners. 

Furthermore, our shared listening experience at a particular time is 

disrupted when we choose to consume podcasts when convenient to us 

rather than to the programmer. These notions of time and place in relation 

to online radio services query to what extent online radio and podcasting 

offer merely different technological enablement (convergence) or a whole 

                                     
142 For more on the iPod and the individualization of listening spaces, see Michael Bull’s Sound Moves: 
iPod Culture and Urban Experience (New York: Routledge, 2007).  
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new approach to the idea of radio (for example, the ultimate form of 

listener interactivity). (3) 

Digital radio goes several steps further than analog radio in allowing for an increasingly 

global audience and more opportunities for listener participation. Podcasting has many 

advantages over radio broadcasting in terms of accessibility—anyone with a computer 

with a built-in microphone and audio software such as Garageband or Audacity can 

create a podcast without needing the highly specialized equipment and technical skills 

that radio broadcasting required in the analog age. What podcasting gains in accessibility, 

however, it potentially loses in reach; no single podcast by an amateur podcaster has the 

same breadth of listeners as a BBC World Service broadcast. But broadcasting 

institutions such as the BBC have now begun making podcasts of their programs 

available, thereby extending their archival role by making content available to listeners in 

their own time.  

Although podcasting has been incorporated into the practices of broadcasting 

institutions, the ethos of the podcast is fundamentally democratic and participatory. 

Podcasting facilitates what Lawrence Lessig calls the “Read/Write” function of new 

media in distinction to the “Read/Only” function of old media such as radio and print 

literature (28). By asking students to create a podcast in the form of a remix, I was 

underscoring the participatory nature of new media. Remixing is an important 

“Read/Write” strategy in that it takes existing sounds, particularly music, and 

recombines, distorts, rearranges, and overlays them with other sounds to create something 

new out of the old. Remixing has obvious roots in collage and bricolage, but the wide 

availability, and easy mutability, of mp3 files makes them easier to create than earlier 
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experiments in sound collage such as William Burrough’s tape cut-ups and the work of 

the BBC Radiophonic Workshop. The postmodernist ethos of remixing presumes a 

cultural environment in which the only way of creating something new is out of the old 

and familiar; one of the more famous remixes, for instance, is The Grey Album created by 

Danger Mouse in 2004 by mixing The Beatles’ The White Album with Jay-Z’s The Black 

Album. The easy accessibility of digital audio equipment and the familiarity with 

remixing in popular culture makes this territory ripe for innovation in the literature 

classroom. 

Approaching literary texts as part of a multimodal environment allows for an 

alternative discourse from elegiac or triumphant statements that electronic media signals 

the end of literary culture. When remixing a literary work using audio digital 

technologies, my students seemed acutely sensitive to tone and narrative voice. Radio 

broadcasting similarly allowed late modernists, through the new medium, to reconsider 

such aspects of the literary as audience, poetic form, temporality, and archivization. 

Although I do not want to suggest a simple one-to-one comparison between podcasting 

and broadcasting, I believe that sound media, whether old or new, can extend and enrich 

engagements with the literary past and the literary present not despite but because it is a 

different medium. Removing the poem from its home in print facilitates rather than 

impedes the interpretive process, giving the words a second life through audio remix. 

In the relatively new field of “electronic literature,” multimodal techniques, often 

including audio files, have become integral to literary production and reception. Kathleen 

Hayles defines electronic literature not as digitized works of print literature, but rather, as 

“born-digital,” works that are created to be experienced on a computer. She maintains the 
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importance of the term “literary” for describing these experimental works because these 

are “creative artworks that interrogate the histories, contexts, and productions of 

literature, including as well the verbal art of literature proper” (Hayles 4). These digital 

works of electronic literature, like the radio broadcasts that I examined in this book, are 

both in conversation with literary traditions and constitute a body of literature in their 

own right. While I agree with Hayles’s use of the term “literature” to describe this body 

of work, I do take issue with the term “electronic” to refer to the digital because this 

terminology seems intended to erase the important innovations in electronic literature that 

were happening in analog formats such as radio, gramophone, tape, and film. Some 

works of electronic literature, however, do show awareness of their electronic precursors 

in the broadcasting medium. J.R. Carpenter’s “The Cape” (2005), for example, is a 

multimodal “short short story,” or prose poem, that draws upon literary traditions, black 

and white archival photographs from the Environmental Geologic Guide to Cape Cod 

National Seashore (1979), and an embedded audio file from a Canadian Broadcasting 

Corporation (CBC) radio program called “Quirks and Quarks.” The story is presented 

over nine web pages represented as thumbnails at the bottom of the screen, which readers 

can navigate in whatever order they choose. It also includes movement as the archival 

photographs shift on the page in a way that Carpenter intended to create a “a silent, 

jumpy, staggering effect reminiscent of a super-8 film,” thereby paying homage to 

vintage media technologies (Carpenter, “The Cape: The Backstory”). The narrative voice 

is that of a child, though it is closely connected to Carpenter’s own experience visiting 

her paternal grandmother and uncle on Cape Cod. 
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Carpenter emphasizes the blurring of fact and fiction in her work through the 

unreliability of her memories of this brief visit to Cape Cod. Her hazy memories of the 

Cape are of central importance to the story, as the title implies. In an interview, Carpenter 

describes the importance of place in her work as follows: 

In my web-based work the images of place are literally images. Maps 

figure prominently – operating, often simultaneously as images, interface, 

metaphors for place, and stand-ins for non-existent family photographs… I 

think my early adoption of the internet was due in part to my attraction to 

it as a placeless place. Many of my works may be read as web “sites” of 

longing for belonging, for home. (Carpenter, “Response to Questions on 

‘The Cape’”) 

If the visual imagery stands for place in Carpenter’s works, then what does the audio clip 

from the CBC radio broadcast represent, and how are we to understand its relationship to 

the visual imagery and text in the story? The page on which the broadcast appears, which 

is titled “My uncle did not know how to talk to a kid,” depicts the narrator’s uncle 

teaching her how to whistle alongside images of the Cape, broadcast towers, and 

geological descriptions of waves.  
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Illustration 2: 
 

 
 

 

Symbols representing different directions of waves off the coast appear to be emanating 

from the broadcast towers, thereby conflating sound waves with the ocean’s waves. 

Above the image of the broadcast towers, Carpenter embedded an mp3 file of CBC Radio 

One’s science program “Quirks and Quarks,” in which the host, Bob Macdonald, answers 

a listener’s question about the physics of whistling.143 This CBC broadcast is the only 

hint that Carpenter is Canadian. The broadcast and the images of waves (sonic and 

oceanic) work together to create connections between her paternal ties to Cape Cod, a 

place that she barely knows, and her maritime home in Nova Scotia.  

                                     
143 CBC, incidentally, offers many of its broadcasts as downloadable digital files. 
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On a later page, the narrator observes that “Sound carries, especially in winter,” as 

if to further emphasize the extent to which the inserted broadcast represents the forging of 

transnational connections in the story between the two northern coastal regions—the one 

that she knows and the one that she can only piece together with vague memories and 

images from the Environmental Geologic Guide (Carpenter, “The Cape”). By embedding 

an audio file from a radio broadcast into her story, Carpenter draws upon the broadcast as 

an instrument for forging transnational connections. The radio—though not “placeless” 

like the internet—offers an appealing alternative to the visual images of place to which 

the narrator cannot fully relate. 

This digital radiogenic aesthetic is not the same as that which Yeats, MacNeice, 

Bowen, and Beckett developed in their work: it is less invested in temporal immediacy 

and presence; it often eschews the emphasis on formal complexity that remains a 

hallmark of late modernist writing; its definitive form is the remix rather than the live 

voice; and it emphasizes interactivity rather than reception. Yet Jessica Pressman 

identifies a counter-current in electronic literature that draws heavily upon these very 

aspects of modernism, particularly formal complexity and authorial control over modes 

of reception. She describes “digital modernism” as works that,  

use central aspects of modernism to highlight their literariness, authorize 

their experiments, and situate electronic literature at the center of a 

contemporary digital culture that privileges images, navigation, and 

interactivity over narrative, reading, and textuality. (Pressman 303)  

Rather than assuming that all digital art is inherently postmodernist, Pressman’s 

description of digital modernisms usefully identifies the ongoing importance of modernist 
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epistemologies in digital media. It is telling, however, that she does not identify the role 

of sound, voice, performance, or listening as significant aspects of either digital culture or 

modernism, but, rather, focuses on image and text. This visual and textual emphasis often 

dominates studies in electronic literature: for this reason I want to argue for a longer 

historical perspective that includes late modernist radiogenic aesthetics as significant 

precursors to contemporary literary developments. 

Both digital and analog electronic literatures provide an important counter-

discourse to the death-of-print debates. Drawing upon and fundamentally changing oral 

and print literary traditions, this body of work (digital and analog alike) shows that sound 

media can serve as a means for re-engaging with a literary past while simultaneously 

illuminating the dynamics of our own emerging multimedia environment. Crossing 

national boundaries, blending orality and sound with print, and remediating traditional 

literary forms, these works offer critical innovations in literature through the alternatives 

that new media offer. The correlation of the literary with print is an over-simplification 

that late modernist writers were invested in complicating long before the rise of the 

digital age. That literary traditions and new electronic media mutually inform rather than 

destroy each other is a central contention of this book and it continues to play out in a 

changing media ecology that makes us more aware of the various media of the literary 

past. Literature, far from representing a settled product of established media 

environments, challenges and goads the perpetual evolution of those environments. 

MacNeice’s Autumn Sequel, from which I gleaned the phrase “air borne bard” for 

my title, becomes, as the poem unfolds, more ambivalent about the relationship between 
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emerging media and literary traditions. In one particularly conflicted passage, MacNeice 

writes: 

I deplore 

And yet enjoy this commons of the air 

Which closes such great gaps, yet also fails 

To open such great vistas. Who is where, 

I ask myself, and where are winter’s tales 

In this new global world? (MacNeice 487–88) 

At once pessimistic and reflective, MacNeice faces his own tumultuous relationship with 

the radio medium for which he had, at that point, spent twelve years of his life working. 

As a new public sphere for literature, the “commons of the air” is able to close the gaps 

that print literature left open by reaching a far-flung global audience, and yet, as 

MacNeice ruefully observes, it never opened the “great vistas” that its early enthusiasts 

believed were possible. An early advocate for the possibilities of electronic literature, 

MacNeice presents a cautionary tale for the over-inflated promises of new media. He 

presents this frustration in spatial terms (closing gaps and opening vistas), thereby 

identifying the importance of radio as a medium that had the potential to redefine the 

global spatial relations within which literary works circulate.  

If the questions that MacNeice poses are represented in mostly spatial terms, then 

we can see the issue of temporality peeking through in the intertextual reference to 

Shakespeare’s A Winter’s Tale. MacNeice appears dubious that this placeless space will 

be able to produce another Winter’s Tale in the future. Even more dispiritingly, 

MacNeice doubts whether A Winter’s Tale will continue to reach audiences in this new 
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global world. Although the tone of this question is undoubtedly anxious, MacNeice does 

not foreclose the possibility of a new relationship with the literary past in the spaces that 

electronic media opens up to the writer. Rather than directly stating that A Winter’s Tale 

is impossible in electronic media—that the Bard will not go air-borne after all—

MacNeice prompts us to look for “winter’s tales” that are lower-case and plural. He does 

not preclude some kind of electronic engagement with winter’s tales; instead, he leaves 

open a space of possibility with his question, which, as I read it, is not rhetorical. The 

search for a mode of expression that makes use of emerging media spaces in order to 

forge new approaches to literary traditions drives these radiogenic aesthetics—whether 

digital or analog. This quest for the literary in the seemingly inimical spaces of electronic 

media is more important now than ever; I suggest, therefore, that Yeats, MacNeice, 

Bowen, and Beckett, with their spatial dislocations and willingness to interrogate and 

challenge the traditional media of literature, benefit from being remediated anew as the 

new media of our digital age continue to emerge. 
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